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‘‘N0THING to_worry about- |
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Republican Candidate for
Representative
FROM ROCKLAND

Has bean prominent in
Lift-long resident of Rock
land.
Served city faithfully at
mayor, establishing Domes
tic Scienct, Manual Train
ing and Commercial Courses
in *the schools, «nd promot
ing the first good road
movement in Eastern Mains,

tha Rockland-Rockport road.
Long business experience
with the fisheries of Maine.

Has been prominent in
every worthy movement for
Rockland.

Much intereetad in Hunt
ing, Fishing, Sports and
Athletics.
If elected will stand for
best interests of Community
and State.

Albert C. McLoon
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for
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Will sincerely appre

first

ciate all the support

rendered a

efficient

impartial service.

given me by the vot

and

ers of Knox County

If re

elected he wilt continue te

in
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serve courteously and wall.

election on

the

Monday, September

CHARLES L VEAZIE

8, 1930.

STRAND THEATRE
What has been described as the all
talking screen’s most interesting and
dramatic picture, is scheduled for the.
Strand Friday and Saturday. It is
‘Wild Company.’’ in which H . B.
Warner and (Sharon Lynn portray the
leading roles.
The plot reveals the misadventures
of a modern youth, son of a rich man
and a reformer, who becomes in
trigued with a beautiful night club
entertainer who exercises a fascinat
ing influence over him and who,
eventually, involve* him in a robbery
and murder for which he is tried and
convicted. The hoy is not an actua*
participant in the crime, but become*
enmeshed in it by circumstance, a
trap having been set for him by a
super ganster who dominates the girl.
The boy’s father makes a bitter
fight in.court for the liberty of his
son and. in the end, the youth escapes
a prison sentence, leaving him free to
pursue a romance he had temporarily
cast aside.—adv.
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He it a candidate for re-

he has

Life Campaign

farms. It points to farm consolida
most Startling
tions; to development of summer
estates; the increase in cow, sheep
Reports covering the "Save\a-Llfe”
and poultry, and to the fact that the campaign which is now in progress
value of dairy and poultry products and which draws to a close on Aug.
has doubled in the last decade.. Add's 31 has now been compiled on 56.327
■«. .«. •••
.». .«. gp the Ellsworth American "We shall I cars. This figure does not include
••• wait until the census bureau returns the reports which have been received
The youth of a nation are the trus- ••• facts on these matters before we shed ]and which have not as yet been tabu
tees of posterity.—Disraeli.
••• any tears over the languishing agri lated.
It is estiihated that fully
100,000 ears have been, inspected dur
-•.». .».
gp culture of Hancock County.”
ing the first three weeks of the cam
paign. ,
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
"The defects found in the number
of cars tabulated to date are indeed
amazing.” stated Gov. Gardiner, “and
it is hoped that in the end of the
Republican
campaign every Maine motor vehicle
will be displaying an official sticker.
Candidate
[The inspection is free and 850 inspec
tion stations are located throughout
the state. It is hoped that Maine will
County
[ lead the other New England states in
[this most worthy campaign of en
Commissioner
deavoring to save human lives.”
56 327 cars inspected
[ 18,806 brakes adjusted
A man whose business
3.101 brakes relined
training
and
technical
38.565 lights adjusted
knowledge thoroughly
j 2.087 lights replaced
qualifies him to properly
, 6.457 horns adjusted
fulfil, the duties of the
j 866 horns replaced
office he seeks.
[ 3.214 steering adjusted.
] 061 steering part repaired
If elected he promises to
1,821 mirror adjusted
stand for the best inter
! 1.107 mirror replaced
ests of the County and to
1 650 windshield wiper adjusted
perform his duties to the
I 777 windshield wiper installed
best of his ability, without
! 914 license tag corrected
discrimination
and
un
| Gov. Gardiner has been more than
biased by any motive ex
gratified by the big response given by
cept loyalty to his con
[the motoring public of the State of
stituents.
j Maine to the “Save-a-Life” campaign
and he says that no doubt many cars
I that were a menace to the highways
have been put In a safe condition and
[the motorists of Maine will be driv
99 Bay View Street, Camden, Maine
ing their cars in a more safe and com
103&105-107
fortable manner than before the cam
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
paign.
There is a great improvement al 
ready noted in night driving. Many
of the glaring headlights have been
adjusted so as not to throw the glare
into motorists’ eyes.

Republican
Nominee for
County
Treasurer
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For County Attorney

RECORD

Independent Democrat

George L. St. Clair

Congregationaliat

>

High School and College
Graduate

About the right age
(47 on Sept. 7)

Republican Candidate for
State Senator from Knex

County.

at

Born

Hope, Mt.

Practicing Attorney since

South

1923

Lived in Rock

Married

land since 13 years of age.

A

Knox County.

aa

terms

From

of

Secretary and Treasurer
Knox Bar Association

Served two

Treasurer Knox Academy

resident

lifelong

Representative

Nearly 35 years business
experience in Knox Coun

r

ty.

Secretary Knox General

Rockland—1927-1929.

Hospital

Ensign Otis

the people of Knox County
in the State Senate.

Republican

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

W. A. SMITH

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

Democratic Candidate for
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

Representative

HERBERT E. MESSER

From the Class Towns of Union, 'Warren, Wash

ington, and Rockport

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

I have tried to be

efficient and courteous, and

and ISLE AU HAUT

I

with the history of govern

ment and alive to the need of

leave

the

verdict

to

those who have had deal

modern

Also held office of Tax Collector and Treasurer

ings with the office.
If it is favorable I should

On

like very much to be re

the Democratic ticket, but a

elected for the second term,

progrettive

legislation.

If elected I shall represent all the people of my dis

candidate of all the people,

trict regardless of their political affiliation

regardless of politics; and if

HERBERT E. MESSER

Saturday is the big day for all 4-H
club members. Promptly at 9.30
standard events will begin at the
North Knox fair grounds. As mem
bers arrive they will register with
Mrs. (E311a Grinnell of 'Burkettville.
Mrs. Celia Bragdon of Damariscotta
and Miss Alta Pendleton of Camden.
The forenoon will 'be taken up with
a parade, swimming races and horse
shoe games. Noon hour will be spent
eating Ipidnic lunches, lis*ening to
speeches and taking pictures. Races
of various kind's, including a halfmile race for all the boys will be held
in the afternoon, followed by ball
games for both boys and girls.
Four Boy Scout lifeguards will be
on duty at the water throughout the
day.
The Women’s Community Club of
Union plans to sell ice cream and soft
drinks, especially during the noon
hour.
The Knox-Lincoln 4.H banner will
be presented by the Farm Bureau to
the club winning the most points on
all the events of the day. Points to be
given thus:
•50 points for every club with its
leader or a substitute present.
50 points for 85 per cent attendance
for each club.
50 points bonus for 100 i»er cent at
tendance for each club.
In all games, first place will count
10 points, second place five points and
third place two points.

term.

Served as Town Clerk of Union for 28 years

Sincerely yours,

TWILIGHT

I am completing my fir«t

NORTH HAVEN

A candidate with

14

Have Field Day At Union

For Register of Deeds

VINALHAVEN

which is generally given.

elected will serve their inter

ests at all times.

102-107

Albert Winslow

(By the Sporting Editor)

Next to serving as judge at a baby the hardest position on the team to
show the hardest task in the world fill, and there is certainly no player
who comes in for sharper criticism.
is selecting an all-league team. I
Grafton of Camden is my selection,
have accepted this responsibility on but I do not fail to recognize that C.
numerous occasions in past years, but Smith of St. George has also done
it is again with fear and trembling consistently good work.
that I undertake to name the “pick
I had a fine Crop of outfielders to
of the flock’’ in the Knox County select from—Jones. Dailey, Vinal,
Twilight league. In self defense I Boynton, McCarty, M. Sawyer and
may say that nobody could select a Monaghan but I finally chose the first
team which would meet the approval three. McCarty would certainly have
of all the fans; the idea is to choose been one of the three -had he main
one which comes nearest to coinciding tained the brilliant stickwork with
with the views of the majority. It is which he began the season.
also well to remember that it is a
I feel it only proper to make special
mythical team which Is being named, mention (of .Maurice ISawyeif, who,
and is not quite so immutable as the while he does not land in my all
laws of the Medes and Persians. league team, has done excellent work
Without further preface or apology in a variety of positions, and pitched
here is the team which J Would pre one of the best games of the season.
fer to see on the diamond if a *Knox I also regret that Wendell Thornton
County team were to play some all- has not had more opportunity to dis
league team from another county:
play his wares in the box.
Catcher, Archer, St. George.
I have also asked' the managers to
Pitcher, Simmons, St. George.
name their all-league choices and
First Base, Wotton, Rockland.
here they are:
Second Base. Fowler, Rockland.
Manager Howard, Thomaston
Third Base, Dwyer, St. George.
Catcher, Thomas. Camden.
Shortstop, Grafton. Camden.
Pitcher Simmons, St. George.
I^eft Field. Dailey, Camden.
First Base, Wotton, Rockland.
Center
Field,
Jones,
Rockland.
Second Base, Fowler, Rockland.
DRIVERS ARE ALERT
Right Field, Vinal. Thomaston.
Third Base, Dwyer, St. George.
My second' string catcher would be
Shortstop, Benner, Thomaston.
Three Hundred Have Tested Thomas of Camden, although I am
I^eft Field, McCarty. Rockland.
to confess that Flanagan of
Center Field, Dailey, Camden.
Their Skill In the Gaso free
Rockland and Condon of Thomaston
Right Field. Jones, Rockland.
are so close in this rating that the
line Derby
Manager Howard names jFeehan
line is finely drawn. Flanagan is as second string pitcher.
• • • •
The driving contest being conduct playing out of position when he wears
Manager Chisholm, Rockland
ed this week by the Sea View Garage, the mask, but his good work has
pleased everybody.
Catcher, Archer, St. George.
Inc., is becoming very interesting as
A second string pitcher? Not so
Pitcher, Simmons St. George.
time goes on. The highest mileage
easy to answer this problem. Had
First Base, Wotton. Rockland.
to date was set up Monday by Errol
Feehan
been
In
the
game
all
of
the
Buker of Thomaston, who traveled
iSeaond Base, Fowler, Rockland.
3.85 miles on the pint of gasoMne. season and pitched as well as he did
Third Base, Dwyer, St. George.
There are several ties for second and on two successive nights this week
Shortstop, Smith, 'St. George.
third places, and someone is bound Simmons would have Jiad1 to step
Left Field. M. 'Sawyer. Thomaston.
within the next few hours to set up lively to keep from being displaced.
Center Field. Jones, Rockland.
So I name Feehan second, with a feel
a new mileage.
Right Field, Dailey, Camden.
Apparently the ladies have accepted ing that Poole and Foster are not
• • ♦ •
the implied challenge of their driving^ without claims to 'being pitching aces.
Manager Rawley, St. George
skill as nearly 40% of the contestants
It was no easy matter for me not
Catcher. Archer, St. George.
so far have been women drivers. It to include Davidson of St. George
Pitcher, Simmons, 'St. George.
is surprising to note that as near as in the first team. Wotton is selected
First Base, Davidson, St. George.
can be figured their average mileage over him as first sacker because of his
'Second Base. Fowler, Rockland.
is higher than that established by the longer experience and his superior
Third Base. Dwyer, St. George.
men.
lotting ability, but I want to venture
Shortstop, Benner, Thomaston.
This contest is one of the greatest the prediction that nobody will head
sporting events ever staged in this John Davidson in a year or two. His
Left Field, M. Sawyer, Thomaston.
vicinity, as everyone of driving age
Center Field. Jones, 'Rockland.
coverage of first base is superb.
has the privilege of entering. It is
Bight Field. Wotton, Rockland.
Second base, by quite universal
purely a test of skill and is absolutely
Manager Rawley names Thornton
consent,
goes
to
‘
Gabby
’
’
Fowler,
a
fair to everyone taking part. There
as string pitcher.
versatile
fielder,
who
Is
apt
to
tuck
in
is always a long list of names on the
• • • •
registration list, as more and more a base hit when it is most needed.
Manager Thomas of Camden
Schreiber
has
done
notable
work
at
people realize the fairness of the
Catcher, Thomas, Camden.
second, and Richards has been a good
competition.
Pitcher, Bennett - Simmons, no
Great interest is being shown also man for Camden.
Dwyer was easily the choice for choice.
in the average figures for drivers of
First Base. Wotton, Rockland.
both sexes. And it should prove in third base because of his outstanding
Second Base, Boggs, Thomaston.
teresting.—adv.
ability as a batter as well as a fielder.
Third Base Dwyer, St. George.
Plaisted of Camden is also in the
Shortstop. Grafton, Camden.
limelight as a third baseman, while
THE BIG DAY
I>eft Field. Boynton, Camden.
Oney of Rockland is far from being
Center Field, Dailey. Camden.
the shelf.
KnoxJLincoln 4-H Members onShortstop
Right Field, McCarty, Rockland.
I have always considered

ST. GEORGE

ideas—thoroughly conversant

Member of Congregational Church

Martin 'Starkey, escaped convict
from /State Prison, had been in
custody under the name of George
Allen for two days when his correct
identity was established in the Cum
berland County jail.
It was early in 'July that Starkey
escaped from State Prison, and althdugh no trace of him had been found
it now appears he had been about the
State since that time. Reports that
strange men had been seen from time
to time about cottages in New
Gloucester led to «his recent arrest
and connected with charges of break
ing, entering and larceny.
Starkey was serving a sentence of
one year for breaking jail from
Auburn. He first came to the atten
tion of the police in connection with
the larceny of an automobile in Lew
iston. The car and 'Starkey were
located in Waterville.
He was sentenced on Oct. 3Q; 1929
to serve two months in Auburn jail
for the automobile theft but on Dec.
3. sawed his way out of the Jail and
escaped with John Delroy. The pair
was apprehended at Ogunquit the
next day and returned. Starkey was
alone in his escape from Thomaston.

On the Republican Ticket

Member of the Legislature of 1917

TEAM

Courier-Gazette and Managerial Selections

Duration

from

OF UNION

Candidate for Representative
to the Legislature

Nominee For Sheriff
102-103-105-107
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FRANK F. HARDING

With thre background

can surely be of service to

ALL-LEAGUE

From State Prison of Brief Archer’ Simmons, Dwyer, Fowler and Jones Appear In

Saturday

(Condensed to save
advertising bills)

Republicans Support Your Parly!

AN

Results Thus Far In Save-a-

NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established in
1846. In 1874 the Courier was established and
consolidated with the Gazette in 1882 The
Free Press was established in 1855 and In
1891 changed Its name to the Tribune. These
papers consolidated March 17. 1897

election as Register of Pro

bate.

convict retaken

very reasonable.

resident of Knox County.

term

I

I. LAWTON BRAY

CHAS. L.
VfAZIE
native

Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable In over the fact that the census showed
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and the largest decrease in the State In

defects amazing

j
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ADIN L. HOPKINS

Republican Candidate for

A

not worried

Hancock County is

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Thursday
Issue

LEAGUERS

FEAST

And Learn Why St. George Has Such a Fine Team—Last
Night’s Happy Affair
A notable event in Knox County
baseball circles ’was the banquet at
Tenant’s Harbor last night tendered
by the feminine supporters of the St.
George team to all of the members of
the Knox Countv Twilight League.
Every team was represented by a
majority of its members, the man
agers and a few guests. The toast
master was a dyed-in-the-wool base
ball fan, Rev. Mr. Moore of Pough
keepsie, N. Y. who spendR his sum
mers at Tenant’s Harbor and is build
ing a summer residence there.
4 >dd Fellows’ hall was the scene of
this delightful affair, its walls deco
rated with golden rod and other
flowers, and at one end the legend—
“Welcome Twilight League.** And it
was no perfunctory welcome.
It
came straight from the heart, and the
foo3 of the diamond were the fast
friends of the dining hall.
The tables were so arranged as to
form a diamond with each' side
placarded with the name of the team
which was to occupy it. The visitors
discovered one source of the St.
George team's enthusiasm when it
beheld the corps of attractive waiters
which was to serve the choice viands
soon to make their appearance. In
charge of the several tables were the
following young ladies:
Rockland—Elizabeth Wheeler and
Esther Monaghan.
Thomaston—Margaret Moore and
Elizabeth Lowell.
Camden—Rose Whitmore and Jane
Mathews.
St. George—Alice Moore and Doris
Stoler.
The nice words said about the ban
quet would have been some measure
of reward for the committee which
had charge of it had they reached the
members’ ears On that committee
were Mrs. Ernest Rawley. Mrs. Allen
Conary Mrs. Charles Wheeler and
Mrs. Albert Slingsby, and the skill
with which they handled the task
commanded everybody’s admiration
Such an occasion is never com
plete without chorus singing, and this
time it had a vigorous and magnetic
leader in the person of Rudolph Stoler
of Boston. When it came to singing
by tables it was generally conceded
that Thomaston, with a comparative
ly small delegation won the palm.
The Scotch Quartet, of which St.
George is so Justly proud, sang a
number of popular selections during
the evening.
Assistant Manager Wheeler of the
St. George team proposed a “hand’’
for the women in charge of the affair
and it was given with a will.
Mr. Moore, as master of ceremonies,
had a good fund of anecdotes, and a
very apt manner in Introducing the
speakers, who were Captain Jones of
the Rockland team, George Boggs and
captain Maurice Sawyer of the
Thomaston team. Ernest Hawley
couch-manager of the St, George

team: George Thomas, manager of
the Camden team; “Charlie” Dwyer,
Hebron Academy coach; Thomas
Chisholm, president of the Twilight
League and F. A. Winslow, scorer.
All of the speeches were brief and
indicative of the harmony which has
characterized
the
Knox
County
Twilight League from the start. Mr.
Winslow announced that a special
prize of $10 would he awarded to the
member of the League who was con
sidered “the best sport, and who had
been of the greatest assistance to bis
team.’’ The name of the donor was
withheld at the latter’s request.
An unanimous and enthusiastic
chorus of ayes was the crowd’s
response to the toastmaster’s query
as to whether there shall be a Knox
County Twilight League next season.
Mr^. Levi Torrey recited, appro
priately. that baseball classic “Casey
at the Bat’’ and for an encore gave
an amusing recitation of a woman’s
experience at her first ball game.
Needless to say that the women fans
of -St. George would never ask such
questions, nor do they “slide.”
Miss Jane Mathews and “Cal’’
Smith' were enthusiastically recalled
after singing a duet.
As the post prandial exercises
reached their conclusion Charles
Wotton, the Rockland first basemanpitcher. sprang to the center of the
floor and led the visiting teams in
ringing cheers for St. George.
The affair then went into extra
innings with dancing.
A lemon cucumber so named be
cause of its resemblance to the citrus
fruit was shown to a Courier-Ga
zette reporter yesterday by F. H.
Sanborn, who brought it from New
Hampshire.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had to live my life again I wotlld hats
made a rule to read some poetry and listen
to some music at least once a week. The
loss of these tastes is a less of happiness."a
Charles Darwin.
BLOW! BUGLE. BLOW!

The splendor falls on castle walls
And snowy summits old in story:
The long light shakes across the lakes,
And the wild cataract leaps In glory.
Blow, bugle, blow, set the wild echoes flying;
Blow, bugle; answer, echoes, dying, dying,
dying.

0 hark. 4, hear! how thin and clear.
And thinner, clearer, farther going!'
0 sweet and far from clifT and ecar
The horns of Elfland faintly 'blowing!
Blow, let us hear the purple glens replying:
Blow, bugle: answer, echoes, dying, dying,
dying.
0 lore, they die in yon rich sky.
They faint on hill or field or river:
Our echoes roll from soul to soul.
And grow forever and forever.
Blow, bugle, blow, set the wild echoes
And answer, echoes; answer, dying, dying,
dytng.
-Alfred Tennyson In "The rrlnceas,”
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THREE-TIMES-AWEEK

Rockland. Me . Am.'. 28. 19341.
Personally appeared Frank -s. Lyddie, who
on oath declared that he is Pressman 111 the .
jfflce of The Conrler-Gazetle. and that of theJ
Issue of this paper of Aug. 36. 1930, there was
printed a total of 6331 conies.
Before me,
FRANK It. MILLER.
Notary Public.

Thanks be to God which glveth us j
the victory through our Laird Jesus
Christ.—I. Gor. 15:67.

REPUBLICAN RALLY

camden

Tomorrow is the day of the visita

tion to Knox County by the group of
distinguished gentlemen who head the
Republican ticket which

is to be

placed in the hands of the voters of

Maine on Sept. 8.

The visit to the

several towns is to be necessarily
brief, but there will be cordial greet

ing from citizens and on th'e part of
the visitors a frank presentation of
some of the issues of the state
campaign, in support of which it is

jjgiai FRIDAY EVENING, AUGUST 29
W I? A n GOV. WM- TUDOR GARDINER; HON. WALLACE H. WHITE, Candidate

1for U. S. Senator; SENATOR HEBERT of Rhode Island, HRS. EVA C.
riASON,Vice=Chairman Rep.State Com.;MRS.GUY GANNETT,National Committeewoman

the expectation that Knox will join

her

sister counties,

in

giving

to

national, state and county candidates

the same handsome majorities which

she has in former elections registered.
It is not too early to call attention
of the Republicans of Rockland, all
those who are identified with that
political party, to the matter of civic
I
responsibility which attaches to such
association. In what is designated
an off year, that is, the election year
when there is no President to be
chosen, party obligations sometimes
are allowed to sit more lightly. But
we have here to elect a United States
Senator and a Congressman, and to
that extent it is a national election
that confronts us; and besides, there
is a Governor whose term at Augusta
is to be continued, as well as state
and county officials to be chosen as
representative of the policies of this
party. May we point to the omission
of some Republicans to cast their
ballots In last winter's city election,
through an easy feeling tSat the

result was so certain that their active
support would not be needed. It Is
a lesson to be heeded. We do not
believe the voters of that party will
allow its repetition in the present in
stance.
There is no pre-election form of
activity easier to lend a hand to
than the matter of registration. The
Board is now in session, prepared to
add the names of voters to the lists.
Every Republican who knows of a
citizen whose name is yet unrecorded
can do a bit of real party service by
reporting such case to th© commit
tee, or himself seeing that the pros
pective voter, man or woman, is
brought before the registration board
at the city building.

Somebody who is the owner of a
Second Liberty Loan bond, and should
have his money back, can get it any
minute by calling at the North
National Bank. This is the issue of
war bonds tjiat the government called
for payment on Nov. 15, 1927, on
which day interest ceased. The bond
here alluded to illustrates a situation
which accompanied those momentous
times of national financing, when
people unacquainted with that form
of investment became buyers of the
security and at intervals cut off its
coupons and cashed them, perhaps
with some local merchant. Then the
bond was “called’’ and payment upon
the coupons ceased. Its owner failed
to see the government’s notice of call,
/
the coupons remaining upon the bond
were no longer negotiable, and the
investor perhaps looked upon Uncle
Sam as a repudiator. Statistics show
a multiplicity of such cases as fol
lowing the successive retiring of these
war-time loans. Every effort is made
by th© treasury department to search
out such cases and refund the amount
of principal and interest due to the
owners of these bonds.

TWELVE PIECE ORCHESTRA

AUGUST 29, REMEMBER THE DATE

TWILIGHT LEAGUE ENDS MONDAY

STATE ELECTION
(September &th)

Tonight’^- Game Between Rockland and St. George Will
Decide Pennant If St George Wins

REPUBLICAN NOMINATIONS

For United States Senator

WALLACE H. WHITE. JR.
of Lewiston

The Remaining Games
Tc.night—-St George In Rockland.
Friday—No game.
Saturday (4 p m.)—St. George in
Camden.
Labor Day (Monday) St. George vs.
Thomaston at Community Park, and
Rockland in Camden at 10 a. m.;
Camden at Rockland and Thomaston
at St. George at 2.30 p. m.
• * • •

For Governor

WM. TUDOR GARDINER
of Gardiner

For Congressman

DONALD B. PARTRIDGE
of Norway

For State Auditor
ELBERT D. HAYFORD

of Farmingdale

For State Senator
GEORGE L. ST. CLAIR

of Rockland

For Register of Prr bate
CHARLES L. VEAZIE
of Rockport
For County Treasurer
IRVING LAWTON BRAY

of Rockland
For Register of Deeds
ALBERT WINSLOW

of Rockland

For Sheriff
FRANK F. HARDING

of Rockland
For County Attorney
LEONARD R. CAMPBELL
of Rockland
For County Commissioner
ADIN L. HOPKINS

of Camden

,

St. George 5, Thomaston 4
Three singles, a triple and a base
on balls netted St. George four runs
. in the early part of Tuesday night’s
came with Thomaston. M. Sawyer
I then abdicated the throne In favor of
Feehan, who pitched as sweet a game
las one would care to witness. In
I seven innings St. George made hut
two hits off him, the lucky batters
| being Poole and C. Smith. For once
at least a pitcher has outpltched
Simmons in the Knox County Twi
light League, for that is what the
analysis indisputably shows. On the
other hand Simmons has the credit of
being the winning pitcher.
Thomaston had three men on in the
first inning with only one down, but
Feehan fouled out to Archer and
Condon’s grounder forced Benner at
second.
There was excitement a-plenty in
the fourth Inning when Thoir.«<ston
laid down an effective barrage upon
Simmons. This attack included a
double by Bud Hinckley’ and singles
by Boggs, Feehan and M. Sawyer,
with a patching for Chaples and an
infield error thrown in. All this re
sulted in four Thomaston runs, and
the fifth would have been easily
forthcoming had not Chaples at
tempted to score from second on a
"‘"S'* in,tf> short left
temporarily
|'"st «" thejrass. "Chape" had every
reason to lieileve that he could make
the plate, and would have done so but
lor Lowell's fine throw to Archer.

For Representatives to legislature
Rockland—Albert C. McLoon.
Thomaston,
South
Thomaston.
Friendship. Cushing. and Owl's Head
—Edwin S. Vose of Cushing.
Rockport, Warren,
Union and
Washington—Fred E. Burkett of
Union.
Camden, Hope and Appleton—
RAZORVILLE
George B. Allen of Camden.
Vinalhaven, North
Haven
St.
Campmcet,np this wePk at Wa,h.
George. Isle au Haut and Matinlcus inu,tl,n campground.
—Granville Bachelder of St. George.
Mrs. Annie Turner w^s visaing
friends here accompanied by her
daughter, granddaughter and grand
WHY THE HOLLER?
s' n. They were formerly residents of
this place.
Veteran Hotel Man Refutes Merl B. Marr had the misfortune
Yarns That Business Is to lose one of his horses recently.
Edith Overlook visited at Augusta
and Windsor recently.
Dull This Year
Aldoras Jones is visiting his
Hiram W. Ricker, veteran Maine daughter Dora Holmes in Augusta
hotel man and proprietor of the fa this week.
Callers at Edith Overlock’s Tuesday
mous Poland Spring House has
vigorously denied rumors that the were Mr. Tronant of Damariscotta,
hotel business is off this season. Mrs. iStudley, Mrs. Tirrell of Rock
‘Business at the Poland Spring House land. Orriman B. Jones and three
is as good this year as it has always daughters of Worcester, Mass., Mrs.
been,” stated Mr. Ricker. “It is quite Milliken and Mrs. Tapley of Boston,
true that our transient business has Mrs. B. ohnston and Arthur John
shown a slight decrease, but our per- ston, 2nd, of East Washington, Mis.
mament summer guests are with us Carrie Smith and family of Warren
At Prof. Fradds and Ormond
this year as they have always been.”
“I don’t know where these rumors Loomis’ house parties are being en
originate about hotels closing ” con tertained during the closing of the
The Lions Club turned on a comedy tinued Mr. Ricker. ‘‘I have carefully camp season.
Ralph Hibbert and family attended
reel yesterday when two of its mem checked conditions, and am unable to
bers were haled before the bar of find any hotel in New England that the Legion celebration at Augusta
justice (?) to explain why they have contemplates closing early this year. Monday.
Mrs. L. P. Jones entertained an old
been so lax in their attendance. Every one reports a very healthy
friend. Mr. Perry recently whom she
The victims were Harry (Brown and business.’
had
not seen for 35 years.
“Mr. Ricker quoted Joseph Simp
Captain Russell Gray, who were
Mr. Say ward of Belfast was visit
son
of
the
Emerson
and
Marshall
dragged into the club room, heavily
ing the town recently in the interest
manacled by Tail Twister I-ovejoy. Houses, York Harbor as reporting of the Republican Journal.
that
both
his
hotels
were
filled
to
KiVig Lioil Ralph iNutt acted as judge,
Mr. Tukey of Tenant’s Harbor was
with Charles T. Smalley as counsel capacity, and that business for the a recent visitor at his cousins, Mrs.
year to date was ahead of the aver
for the "persecution" and C. Earle age for the past five years by 10 per Carrie Clark.
Ludwick as counsel for the defense. cent. Business for August indicates
Ahiza Turner has moved his goods
Testimony of an impressive and im that York Harbor will remain open to the George Cunningham house and
exchanged his place with the Nolans
material nature was offered by Mr. late this season.
Brown. F. A. Winslow- and Earle C.
“Guy H. Torrey, prominent Bar who formerly lived there while they
Dow. The jury comprised Dr. W. D. Harbor business man, reports affairs have moved to the Mill house lately
Hall. Captain Francis Saville and to be very active in that resort. All occupied by Mr. Turner.
George Gay. The verdict (prepared hotels are full to capacity, and all
In advance of the trial) was "guilty." houses are taken. Mr. Torrey stated
APPLETON RIDGE
but the respondents were let off by that he found considerable difficulty
giving the lions’ roar. The musical this year in locating enough large
Bunday visitors of B. L. Whitney
features yesterday included a trumpet houses to fill the demand.
and family were (Charles Wood ttf
“
A.
E.
Martin
of
the
Equinox
at
solo by Kenneth V. White, with vocal
Camilen, Mrs. Lucy Dow and Mrs.
chorus , the selection being "Spring Manchester, Vt., and Col. W. A. Bar Bertha Bartlett nf Rockport.
ron
of
the
Crawford
House.
Crawford
time In the Rockies." Captain Wil
Mr. and Mrs. Moody Newhall and
liam H. Wincapaw of the Curtiss Fly Notch. N. IL, both corroborate these son of IStcneham, Mass., are guests
statements. According to them, their
ing Service. and Col. George A. Buker
business is ahead of 1928. and gives of Mr. and Mrs. Leroy N. Moody and
! warden of the State Prison were ad every indication to date of exceeding family.
mitted to membership. The guests that of last year. It is the present
Monday callers at Burton fWhityesterday were Captain Ix-slle B. plan to hold both these hotels open ney's and Everett Whitney's were
Dyer of Vinalhaven, Constable Rod until Oct. 1.
Mr. and Mis. George Cameron of
ney Haskell of North Haven and
“Summer cottage rentals have been Lincolnville.
. Ralph C. Ijewin of Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. 7.. N. 'Moody were In
exceptionally largo this year,’ con
cluded Mr. Ricker. “Cottages owned Augusta Saturday afternoon.
BOARD OF REGISTRATION
by Maine people have been full all
Mrs. Elizabeth Newbert., Mrs.
Notice is hereby Riven that the Board ot summer.”
Elizabeth istanley and Miss Chrystal
Ristratlon will be in session al their rooms,
L. Stanley motored (Sunday to East
ring street, for the purapse of revising and
erecting the voting lists oT the city The ses- i
Vassalboro and were callers at Ed
CLARK
ISLAND
ins will he held Aug. 27. 28. 29, 3(1 and Sept,
ward tp' tie's, then attending mornand 3 from 9 a. m. to 1 p. in. and from 3
m to 5 p m. and from 7 p. m to 9 p. m
Fine clothing for men. women and hig services at Friends Church,
the last three days of said session are for children will he sold at cost or even i after which they motored to Friend
* purpose of verifying said lists and to eonide and close up the records of the session, less at the sale now starting at the : ship in company (with the Pope famnames will be added to or stricken from home of George Soffayer, 20 Holmes ! ily, returning via Rockland where
d lists on said days.
street. Rockland. He has been sick: Miss Chrystal Stanley called on her
Rv order of the Board of Registration.
and is closing out his stock at once, j friend. Miss Eulalia Fish, at the
HENRY M. de KOCHEMONT, Chairman
102-103 1 Nurses' Home.
102-101 adv.
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M. Sawyer reached third base in
Thomaston’s last inning, but Dwy?r
and Cal Smith handled th© ground
ers driven out by L. Sawyer and
Vinal, and St. George has practically
clinched the pennant and purse.
The score:

Fly for $ioo

St. George

ab r
3 1
4 1
3 1
3 1
Davidson, lb .... 1 0
Schreiber, 2b
3 0
Poole, cf ........... 3 0
3 0
1 1
2 0
Lowell, if
Monaghan, rf ....

Chaples. rf ........
Benner, ss .....
Feehan. lb, p ....

M. Sawyer, p. If
L. Sawyer, 2b ....
Vinal. rf ...........
Hinckley, 3b .....

bh
0
1
1
1
1
0
1
1

0
0

28 5 6
maston
ab r bh
3 0 0
4 1 2
4 1 0
4 1 2
4 0 0
4 0 1
4 0 0
4 0
2 1

th
0
1
1
3
1
0
1
1
0
0

po
1
8
0
I
11
2
•
0
0
1

a e
0 0
1 0
3 0
2 0
0 1
1 1
0 1
4 1
0 0
1 0

8 24 12
tb
0
2
0
2
0
1
0

po
1
6
1
9

6
4
1

4

a e
0 0
0 0
0 3
1 0
1 1
0 0
4 0

33 4 6 7 21 7 4
St. George ...... ... 4 1 0 0 0 0 0 x—3
Thomaston ......... 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0—4
Two-base hit, Hinckley.
TRreebase hit. Dwyer. Bases on balls, off
Simmons 1, off M. Sawyer 1. Struck
out. by Simmons 7. by Feehan 7. Hit
by pitcher. Chaples. Umpires. Mealey
anil Grafton. Scorer. Winslow.
• • • •
Fred Loftus, former Rockland
pitcher who is playing with the
Malden team in the Boston Twilight
I-eague, is being looked over by one of
the scouts of the New York Yankees.
He was a big factor In 'Rockland's
j second championship In the Maine
Coast League.
ABIE’S IRISH ROSE
Thomaston Will See

Famous Play

X

♦J

K

in a Seaplane

J
♦

on

Dollar Days

♦

Thursday and Friday
♦
at

Saturday Night as Presented By the
Carrolls

There is already much interest lo
cally in the coming performances of
tile Anne Nichols wonder play “Abie's
Irish Rose" by the Carroll Players at
Watts hall, Saturday. Manager Carroll has announced that, In spite of
the maritedi additional expense of
producing the play, he will make no
Increase in the regular scale of prices,
all seats reserved at 50 cents. As
Indicative of the Interest that "Abie's
Irish Rose" has aroused, and to show
that thousands of people have seen
it at least Twice, Lhere were eight
companies playing to capacity busi
ness on the road while tho comedy
drama was at the .height of Its run
in New York. It Is a theory on
Broadway that the long run hits de
pend largely on those who come
from outside of New York. Yet sev
eral of these companies were playing
New England, around New York and
PARK THEATRE
For the time being the schedule will
Philadelphia while the first com
he as It has been In the past—2 per
pany was on 42nd street. Seats nowThe Park Theatre has announced formances daily in the afternoon at
on sale at McDonald's drug Btore,
the return again of vaudeville to Its 2.00 p. m. and in the evening at 7.30
Thomaston.—adv.
stage. Starting next Thursdiiy and p. m. with the vaudeville being preon every Thursday thereafter, they nented ahead of the feature.
MRS. CARRIE ERICKSON
will present five acts of RKO vaude
LEADBETTER FAMILY
Carrie W. Erickson, after a brief ville. .Much effort has been extend ,
ed in lining up the typo of vaude
Annual reunion of the Leadbetter
illness— the culmination of years of
ville that will be sure to please, pu family will he held at Crockett's hall.
failing health—died at her home in that Rockland fojks are assured cf
North Haven, Saturday, Aug. 30.
the early morning of Aug. 14.
the best material that Is available.
98-103
Mrs. Erickson was born in Rock
land, June 22, 1859, second child of
GOOD BOYS PESERVE—
William and Wealthy (Wood) Clark.
an occasional treat of rich and
Her girlhood and early life were spent
tasty Ice cream. Girls, too—every
in Rockland. Nov. 2. 1893. she was
one, In fact, whether young or old
married to Swen Erickson in Salem,
—will appreciatively welcome a
Mass. She was a lifelong resident of
II*- Northend and one ot its loved
liberal portion. And when the lice
and respected citizens. Her super
cream served is the kind we sell,
abundance uf ambition, cheerfulness
It's more than usually delicious,
and humor were characteristic trails.
pure and healthful. Buy a quart of
■She was a woman of highest Ideals,
your favorite flavor today!
tireless industry, wide and loyal
«
friendships, and simple faith in Inr
Lord. She was a member of Golden
Rod Chapter. O. E. S. and of the
RANKIN BLOCK
ROCKLAND
Littlefield Memorial Free Baptist
Church. Many friends will remember
ter long and tenderly.
Services were held at the residence
at 139 Camden street. Aug. 16, Rev.
(). W. Sluart officiating, assisted by
Rev. L. O. Perry. Floral tributes
were man)' and -beautiful.
Kaler's Motor Express means prompt and dependable
handling of freight to all points between Rockland and
MARTINSVILLE
Portland. No ahpiment too large or too small. Ship by
Kaler's and specify Kaler's to your jobber. Goods Insurde.
The members of the Ridge Sunday
Tel. Rockland 590
“Always On the Job”
School and their parents and friends
will hold a picnic Friday on the shore
KALER’S FOR SERVICE
near Drift Inn. All are invited to
come and bring their noon-time lur.cii.

♦

&
.4

Curtiss Flying Service
&

Seaplane Base

Ice

Cream

C. M. Havener

KALER’S EXPRESS

Dollar . Days at the Fireproof
Drive Down To the Fireproof Garage for

5 Gallons Tydol Hi-Test Gas, $1.00
Quaker State and Havoline Oils, $1.00 gal.
Regular 35c Quart

20% Discount on Tubes and Accessories
FREE CRANK CASE SERVICE

FIREPROOF GARAGE
Winter Street—Just Off Main Street

102-104
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Every-Other-Day
H. »F. Curtis of 130 'South Main1 The Portland team of the Boston
street has added a white cucumber to Twilight League plays in Tog us
again next 'Sunday.
The Courier-Gazette’s collection.

TALK OF THE TOWN

REPUBLICAN

WHIRLWIND

HOPE’S OLD CHURCH

TOUR

Original Pew Owners Have

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

From Thomaston comes the leas Knox County Towns To Be Visited Friday Forenoon and
David Wardwell is a skilled house
Passed On, But Descend
painter as well as a 'skilled ship- ing news that the Legion Fair ne-ted
Afternoon
—
Mass
Meeting
At
Camden
In
the
Evening
ants Occupy Them
worker. The residence of Capt. “Ted” $15JO for the library fund.
jjay on Clarendon street, furnishes
Mr. and Mrs. Harold W. Howe and
nrnr,f
Editor of Tlie Courier-Gazette: —
convincing p
daughters Helen and Joan of Concord.
I was mueh1 interested in the arti
The Republican campaign in Knox County which has thus far content
N. H.. are spending the week with Mr.
cles which have appeared in your
The .'Brook is temporarily minus and Mrs. A. E. Keyes.
ed itself with unobtrusive but none the less effective cvmmittee work, will paper from "The Old Church
one of its popular clerks, Bay Thomp
he marked this week bv a Whirlwind l our, similar to those which have I’ew" at Hope and hope they may
son of the McLain shoe store being
H. P. Smith, proprietor of the
continue. “Tlie Old Peabody Pew"
at Knox Hospital, where he was Smith House on Park istreet, has been held throughout the State in the past few years.
was greatly enjoyed by the people of
operated upon for appendicitis Tues erected a very striking electric sign,
This tour contemplates no set speeches, but candidates for national, Hope, who were very sorry for the
day.
adding much to the modern appear state and county offices will be in the part^, and will speak informally interruption caused by the giving
way of the floor. Thanks to 'he
ance of that section of the street.
wherever there may he groups of voters waiting to greet them.
remarkable coolness of the audience
The annual convention of the Maine
T'he candidates leave Rockland Fridav morning at 8 o’clock, swinging nobody was injured.
Library Association will be held
Two1 autos figured in a smashup
The play reminded us vividly of our
Sept. 10-12 in 'Bar Harbor. A ban near Camden street and Waldo first through the southern towns and in the afternoon taking in the north
quet will he served at the Newport avenue yesterday noon. The result ern tier, the concluding event of the day being the mass meeting at Cam trials in keeping the church in repair.
We have been able to do so. however,
One of the famous Ford tri-motored Hotel Wednesday evening (the 10th) was detrimental to both ears, fend
den Opera House in the evening.
and it compares favorably with most
planes will be at the Curtiss airport at $2 a plate.
one occupant was slightly injured
Sunday.
j
It is expected that the following Republican leaders will be in the party:
Inspector Flint and Patrolman Pray
Rockland Elks who have visited handled the case.
*
l» L Gov. Gardiner, Hon. Wallace H. White, Jr., ■'candidate for United
Wendell Thornton leaves tomorrow the Elks \Hotel in Boston will be in
States Senator: Hen. Donald B. Partridge, candidate for Representative
morning for Hanover, Mass., whole' terested to know that the receivers
If ISt. George wins tonight’s game to Congress; .Mrs. Guy P. Gannett, national committeewoman ; and Mrs.
lie will be athletic director and for it have been authorized to borrow from Rockland the coveted pennant
teacher of English in the’TMgh SchpplJ $200,000. and that the property will be and the Bok prize Kvhich have been Eva C. Mason of the Republican State Committee. The speakers of the
dangling before the eyes of the Har evening in Camden will be U. S. Senator Felix Hebert of Rhode Island.
equipped under new management.
bor lads will become a reality. Both It will he the Senator’s first speech in the Maine campaign.
Chief Engineer Walter S. Dunbar
of the Camden Fire Department has
Here is the official schedule:
There is to be another of those free teams will make a supreme effort to
been elected a director of the Maine “Fish” suppers 'Sept. 3 at Appleton win, and the largest crowd of the
Daylight l ime
State Firemen’s Association for five Grange hall with Candidate Don Par season is foreseen.
years?
tridge as guest speaker and all Re
A.
M.
P. .M.
The Pentecostal meetings will he
publicans invited.
.Several from
8.30 Friendship
12.45 Long Cove and Wildcat
held
in
the
tent
on
Pine
street
toniaht
Mrs. Elbridge Orbeton of
th Rockland attended a similar jolly
and Saturday night at 8, apd Sunday
9.00 Cushing
1.45 Warren
Main street, is suffering from a party two years
at 2.30 and 8. Beginning next Tues•M.
9.45
Thomaston
2.45
Washington
burned foot caused by hot fat, slop
*dny the meetings will he held at the
The annual outing of the Maine Spear block. 299 Main street every
10.45 Owl’s Head
3.45 Union
ping over and lodging inside her
Sportsmen’s Fish and Came Associa Tuesday and Thursday evening ar.d
sltpper.
11.15 South Thomaston
4.30 South Hope
The Old Church at Hope Corner, a
tion will be held this year at Lake- Sundays at 2.30 and 8 o’clock.
11.45 Tenant’s Harbor
5.15 Rockport
Beloved Landmark In a Beautiful
Everett E. F. Libby, formerly Vlt4i wood near Skowhegan Sept. 1 and 2.
Setting
11.55 Port Clyde
8.00 Camden
the Rockland & Rockpdrt Lime'CoK Lik«-wood famous all over Main*
BORN
poration, is moving to Manchester, and beyond offers an ideal location ROACH—At Rockland. Auk. 25, to Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert Roach (Nora Nelson) of
N. H., followed by the well wishes of for the outing. ItMs centrally located
HOW THE STATE AIDS
VIEWING ORCHARDS country churches. We wish to thank
■Smyrna Mills, a daughter.
and within easy driving distance
all who so kindly aided in making re
Ids host of Knox County friends.
of all Bections of the State. A varied
pairs by donations, or otherwise
MARRIED
Gov. Gardiner Tells Grangers Former Rockland Man Heads In 1860 preparations were made for
and interesting program of shooting
The annual corn and wienie roast of
HARRIMAN-CLARK At Whitefield, N. H
lib building of a new church at Hope.
Aug. 13. by Rev. <luy Roberts, Raymond
How Lawmakers Try To
tlie J. !•'. Gregory Sons Co. store has been arrnnged for rifle, revolver
Delegation nt
or Sightseeing I •Thpre
was an o](J meetlngh<)USe on
Harriman of Searsmont and Arlene I
crowd and guests was h<lrt Monday and shot gun and not all the honors
Clark
of
Liberty.
the
site
where the new one was to
Help Farmers
Pomologists
night at Northport with headquar'l'^s will go to the dyed in the wool target
stand. It had not been occupied for
at the A. W. Gregory cottage. ltallfa shots. The winner of the mystery
DIED
Thirty members of the Maine Porno- many years and was sadly out of re
Gov. Gardiner in n recent speech
U. Clark was chief chef and his ov.Ji' match will 1>e a mystery till it is all DORR—At Auburn. Aug. 15, Horace A. Dorr
over, and for those that are quick MADIMX'KS At (Union, Aug. 26, IMary E., paid particular attention to the sub logical Society representing an in pair. It was built in 1820. In 1835
best customer.
the State Universalist convention
widow of Ambrose Maddocks. aged 84 years
on tho trigger and like fur on their
—— *
ject of ntrrieulture and relating the dustry which last year grew for the was held there. The structure was
11 months, 23 days.
There is to be a district meeting ,6f target the rising bean will give them
Matlnlcus, Aug. 27. James A. Teel, matters in which Mhe State has been | European. New York and Boston torn down and the lumber used in
the federated Clubs of this district a chance to bring home the bacon or TKKL-At
aged 62 years, in months, 22 days. Funeral of assistance. He said in part:
market 692,000 barrels of choice building, a new one. Prior to 1820,
in Rockland Sept. 24. with the Methe- the hear meat.
Friday at 2 o'clock.
a meeting house was built on what is
applt value.1 at $1,834,000 began a known as the Elisha Philbriek farm.
ROSS—At Brooklyn. N. Y., June 7, (George
besee dub as hostess. The State"
With regard to the value of agricul
Ross,
formerly
of
Lawry.
The
Tuesday
issue
of
this
paper
four-day tour of inspection of New It was used l>oth as a meeting house
president, Mrs. Edna Hutchings, ex-At (Schenectady. N. Y.. Aug. 25 ture to tlie State of Maine, 1 have
liects to lie present, as well as other carried an unusual number of adver- COOMBSMiss Currie F. Coombs, formerly of Vinal
no new statement to make. As I England’s vast apple country yester and polling place. Building of the
tis-ments connected with Rocklandof the State officers.
“new meeting house” began April 7,
haven. Burial in Schenectady.
have said many times before, we are day.
----■ •
res Dollar Days, a particular feature of
Starting, from Auburn under the 1860, with D. A. Payson as con
a
farming
state,
naturally,
and
it
is
CARD OF THANKS
An obstinate fire in the dump at the which was the special prices quoted
of G >’• Washburn. Gum- tractor. The general wages of the
I wish to thank all who remembered me In vital that we ]o'ok_to the ’priimotJon !*’
foot of Park place, called out the for those days by the enterprising any way during my stay at Knox (Hospital; of the farming industry at all times. missioner of Agriculture, A. K. Gard men per day was $1.25.
The
dedicatory
sermon
was
department Tuesday. The tilaze was merchants of the city. While every also Drs. IFogg and Keller. Miss Hills my nurse, Your present State administration ner. president of the Society and crop
the personnel of the hospital.
specialist, University of Maine; and. preached by Rev. Amory Kittles of
no hotter than the Thomaston-St. newspaper seeks accuracy in such and
throughout
has
endeavored
at
all
•
Mrs.
Fred
Kllleran
F. C. Sturtevant of the market divi Bangor. Universalist who was assist
George 'ball game which some of the cases it should not he thought sur
times to support the cause of agri
prising that now and then in the
sion of the Department of Agriculture ed by Rev. George I’. Mathews, Bap
firemen were obliged to leave at its correcting of proofs an error should
culture wherever possible and feasi
and vice president of the Pomologists, tist of Thomaston. The Church is
most exciting point.
ble.
and
a
brief
outline
of
some
of
thecreep in. Such was the case with that
the party will follow a 700 mile route owned by the Universalists and Bap
accomplishmentsand
results
along,
issue, when in the' advertisement of
which takes them through northern tists. but the pulpit has not been oc
Violation of tlie automobile laws Vesper A. Leach appeared a line an
Transportation Tickets To All
these lines will no doubt be of inter and southern New Hampshire. Maine, cupied by a Baptist minister for
brought three men before Municipal nouncing with reference to certain
est to you.
Parts of the World. We attend to
Massachusetts and Vermont. They years. The pews were sold by sub
Court Tuesday, Jesse Harriman of goods a discount of “20 per cent,”
Considerable progress has been will make a study of orchards in scription at $45 each. Seven years
all details in regard to Passports,
made in tliW development of tho .Col these sections with a view to adapt after the church was built enough
Camden appealed from a fine of $25 when the copy plainly stated the
Visaes, Re-entry Permits, Trav
lege of Agriculture at the. Vnivebdty. ing the best methods to the culture of money was raised by donations, en
and costs, when found guilty of reck figures as “10 per cent.’’ The error
eller’s Cheques, etc. If you are
of Maine. Through passage of the Maine’s 2.441.000 apple bearing trees tertainments, etc. to purchase a hell
less driving. Malcolm Haskell of is the newspaper’s, which1 today re
Mill Tax Act and a general spirit of hnd 435,091 young trees.
Rockland paid $10 and costs for driv prints the advertisement with proper
contemplating a trip to any part
and its clear tones still summon the
cooperation toward agriculture, cer
ing without an operator’s Jicense, correction and further calls.attention
They lunched yesterday at Walter people to service of a Sunday morn
of the World, let us be of service
tain
sums
have
been
available
and
Y». Farmer’s Applecrest Farm in ing.
and Henry Benner of St. George was to its tnistake by this paragraph.
to you.
apportioned to bring up the agricul Hampton Falls. N. H. where they will
1 am indebted to Mrs. S. L. Bills for
fined $10 and costs for reckless driv
tural
branch
of
the
University
to
a
hiake an inspection of the methods the names of the original owners of
On Friday at 2 p. m. I am going to
ing.
Roberts
&
Veazie,
Inc.
point
at
which
the
farmers
of
the
the
pews which are here given: Isaac
that have made Mr. Farmer one of
give away sixteen gallons Glidden’s
State may take pride in it. Roger's the leading pomologists in the East Bartlett. Ephraim Heal, Seth Bartlett,
house paint. The first prize being
The Methodist Ladies Will serve
M. F. Lovejoy, Mgr.
Ilall. the new dairy ibuilding, .has with' an annual -crop that in roadside Oliver Wright, Reuben Barrett, Tilespublic supper Saturday evening from 6 gallons, 2nd prize 4 gallons. 3d prize
Masonic Temple
Tel. 675 Been fairly equipped for use. 'a, new sates alone amounts to over 10,000. ton Barrett, James Heal, Simon
3 gallons, 4th prize 2 gallons, 5th
5 to 7. Price 35c.—adv.
unit and ‘head house added to {the Mr. Farmer’s packing house and Handley, Edward True, Asa and A. A.
prize, 1 gallon, absolutely free. Be
ROCKLAND, ME.
greenhouse system and the much storage plant is one of the show Payson, John Rich, Clarissa Morse.
We are certain the only thing that sure and be at’TXh'&.'store Friday and
98-104
needed Home Economics building is | places of the New-England apple Abner Dunton. Joshua P^arse, Joseph
travel broadens is the “a.”— Louis sec who will be the lucky persons.
well under way. A considerable tract country with unique sorting, cfean- Boardman, Albert Crane, Josiah
Goma’s.
102-103
ville Times.
of land has been added to the collegt* ing anti packing equipment. His farm Hobbs, Daniel Bartlett. Joseph Wiley,
Ephraim Bartlett,
farm and a new poultry plant profamous for the size and quality of Boyce Crane,
] videl for the Experiment Station at|’ts McIntosh. Wealthy, Wagner, and James Safford, Freeman Pendleton,
Isaac Hobbs, B. F. Mathews, Asa
I Orono, this being separate from the i Baldwin apples.
poultry plant at Highmoor. In th.
From Hampton Falls, the pomolo- Cole, William Light, Samuel Crab
two-year period, around $200,060 has
"'ill proceed to Ayer, where they tree . Jonathan Corthell, Leonard
been spent to make the Colley of W,H visit the Nashoha Packing Plant, I Wentworth, W. H. Mathews, Levi
.................IMathers, R. M. Lovett, Julia Knight,
at Groton will inspect Stephen
Agriculture better serve our fanners
Sabine’s 15.000 trees. The night will Elisha Philbriek, Jesse Metcalf,
To briefly note other improved con !bP s|,Pnt ln Mtchl.u'K. Thursday Thomas Bartlett, John Hewett,
pew, George
ditions*
they will visit the large orchards of pew, Samuel Gilmore,
Very recently a special appropria i Putney, Bellows Falls, Dorset and Clark. Thomas Boardman, Augustus
Sweetland, D. H. Bills, Catherine Saf
Fairhaven. Vermont.
Mon by congress, providing for a.
,, _r ,Friday
. , Mont... ,
" IJ yvo
IIa*. and
nnzi North
pelier,
Woodstock will be ford, Seldom Dunton, D. A. Payson,
study of marketing conditions and
visited. The party will return home 3 pews.
| requiring an off-set by the State
The original owners have long since
Saturday by way of Franconia Notch.
met by the Mill (Tax Fund.
passed away and the pews are occu;
Testing of cattle for tuberculosi
pied by their descendants.
has gone on and the second Statewid* • the purposes of the Federal farm
A. F. Dunton
test is well under way, tlie standing hoard and to secure for our farmers
Valley Farm, Hope.
of Maine remains excellent. Serv- any practical benefits which its proices of the State In the prevention gram might offer to our types of
FISHERMAN’S RACES
and cleaning up of contagious abor agriculture. Generally!, all pf our
A special series of exhibition races
tion are offered, and this drive is on. State officials and others concerned
lietween the Lunenburg schooner
one of great service to our dairy in have endeavored to take -steps |in
Bluenose, champion of the North At
dustry.
every possible and logical way for lantic, and' the Gloucester schooner
A law was passed in 1929 providing the advancement of Maine’s agricul
for intelligent examination of all tural interests. We confidently ex Gertrude R. Thebaud, is to be held
claims for sheep destroyed by dogs pect and hope for results, some of off the American port Oct. 9, 11 and
and several projects for the devel which may come in the immediate 13.
This announcement was made
opment of sheep husbandry are under future, others in the distant future*
after a meeting attended by Mayor
\/ay.
It seems vital to us all, however, to W. E. Knock, E. Fenwick -Swicker, F.
Shipping point inspection and in work today, not only for the promo
struction in grading products is of tion of today’s farming, but for the Homer Zwleker, G. IB. Fraser*’ Capt.
fered to all farmers, the former at a promotion of tomorrow’s farming as Adam Kniekle of Lunenburg and
Frank Pearce, Wilmot A. Reed and
merely nominal cost. Five thousand well.
Capt. ,Ben Pine of Gloucester.
cars of table potatoes were so in
Arrangements for this special race
spected in 1929. The State promoted
Fine clothing for men, women and
and encouraged the journey of Aron - children will he sold at cost or even series, have (been made it is under
took farmers through the seed buy jess at the sale now starting at the stood on condition that the Bluenose
ing lareas of the (south and ,con- home of George Soffayer, 20 Holmes can be put in shape in time for the
tributed largely in the travel and tin street. Rockland. He 1ms been sick event.
| time of its officials.
and is closing out his stock at once.—
WANTED- An Al order cook at PERRY'S
The campaign for better quality]adv.
102-103
PARK STREET CAFE ANU) UKII.L.
103-105
and better methods of packing canned
products of the State has made real
progress. It now requires ninety or
more State men during the cannin
season to oversee these processes
and to meet the demands of cannei
■
and federal officials for closer in
spection.
Aujt. 29— Republican whirlwind tour in
Knox County.
Aug. 29- Assistant Engineer’s .ball in .Spear
hall.
Sept. 1—Labor Day icelebration of U’avln^
Cutters’Union at Tenant’s Harbor.
•*
Kept. 5-6- Simonton (Community fair.
■Sept. 3—Wellman family at home of John
B. Marriner. near Hope Corner.
Sept. 7—Daylight saving ends.
Sept. H—estate election,
Sept. 8--City schools open.
Sept. 9-13--Brockton Fair.
(Notice change
of dates).
Sept. 10*—Rockport—Concert at Town hall,
by artist students Curtis Institute of ..Music.
Sept. ,24—«Methebesee dub entertains fed
erated clubs of this district.
Oct. 22-24—Annual IState teachera’ conven
tion in Bangor.
Oct. 23—Annual meeting of lKnox-Lincoln
Farm Bureau.

GOING TO TRAVEL?

AT FOODLAND

ANOTHER BARGAIN IN

ANOTHER SAVING IN

LAMB

STEAKS

lb.
Top Round,
lb.
Cube Steak,
lb.
Boneless Sirloin,
lb. —
39c,,
Rump Steak,
—
Hamburg Steak;
lb.

35c
35c
45c
45c
—
25c

lb. 12c
lb. 32c

Fore Quarters,
Leg For Roasting,

Pork for Roastnig,
lb. 18c
_—
2 lbs. 25c
Pig’s Liver,

lb 8c=10c
CORNED BEEF
-!hrFOWL or lb
CHICKEN

35c

Boneless Beef for Pot Roast
lb 25c
Boneless Pryne Rib Oven Roast lb 35c

-CHUCK
.
-ROAST
■

Boneless Hams

— . - ____
■ ■ Jb
' ■ "•

whole or half

16c
lb 32c

Remember To Butf Saturday for Two Days
FISH

FRUITS

GROCERIES

. VEGETABLES

Perry’s Market
EVERYTHING TO EAT
BBS

Wooster’s Market
SPECIALS

In 1929 and 1980 following the un
expected British embargo against
American apples, except those cer-1
tiffed as to quality, the State und« r-1
took the task of examining all those
held in storage for foreign shipment
and a market was Secured.
Twenty thousand dollars was set
up by the 1929 legislature for the
building of an .experimental poultry
plant at Highmoor Farm for the
specific puriwses of determining tin*
laying quality of different breeds and
flocks of poultry. This money has,
been provided by the governor and
council and the buildings will ibe
ready for use November 1.
The usual regulartory work for the
protection of farmers from injurious
fertilizers, impure seeds and worth
less insecticides hug been carried out
.and vigorous efforts made to check
and destroy pests dangerous to agri
culture. A new spraying outfit has
been added to the equipment owned
by the State.
Every effort has been made by
Commissioner Washburn and the
department of agriculture and exten
sion service to attend farmers’ meet
ings when requested. It is esmmuted
that- probably 890 such.meetings each
year have been attended by state and
college officials. We have end* avor.-d
to bring about an understanding of

POTATOES (native), peck .................................... 30
SWEET POTATOES, 3 pounds for...................... 25
RIPE TOMATOES, 3 pounds for........................... 25
SHELLED BEANS, quart ......................................... 10
CELERY, bunch .......................................................... 18
CUKES ................................................................ 03, .05
CARROTS, 3 bunches for ...................................... 25
SQUASH, pound ................................................... - .05
PEERLESS FLOUR, bag........................................... 99
FOWL (native), ......................................................... 35
MAINE STRING BEANS, 2 cans for...................... 25
MAINE YELLOW CORN, 2 cans for................... 35
MAINE PEAS, 2 cans for......................................... 29
HATCHET PRESERVES, jar .'..........
25

VINEGAR FOR PICKLING, gallon ................... 35

HADDOCK

HALIBUT

MACKEREL

Vesper A. Leacb
SPECIALTY STORE

Thurs.-Fri., Aug. 28-29

DOLLAR
DAYS
Don’t Miss Seeing the Bargains We Are
Offering You

WOMEN’S HOSIERY
Gordon’s full fashioned silk hose in the new fall •
colors.

Regular $1.50 for.........................................

RAYON HOSE
Women’s specially priced $1.00 Rayon Hose.

Two pairs for ...................................................................

CHILDREN’S HOSE

1

Three-quarter length, 50c; 3 pairs for

VESTS
Non-run material; colors, pink, peach and nile.

1

Two for ..............................................

Regular 69c.

VESTS
Small lot of Vanity Fair, silk.
$1.98.

1

Regular price

For........................................................................

CORSETTES
Pink with and without under belt, 4 garters;

sizes 34 to 44.

Regular $ 1.59.

For....................

GIRDLES
Pink satin; sizes 24 to 35.

Regular $1.50.

For

1
1
1

VEST, BLOOMERS and STEP-INS
Rayon; colors, pink and peach; $1.00 value.
Two for ..............................................................................

BLOOMERS, PANTIES and STEP-INS
Non-run material; colors, pink, peach and nile.
Two for.................................................

Regular 69c.

SLIPS
Rayon; colors, tan, coptfn and navy.

Regular

For.........................................................................

$1.98.

NIGHT ROBES
Hand embroidered; colors, pink, peach and

white, 59c.

Two for ....................................................

NIGHT ROBES
Philippine hand embroidered; sizes 16 and 17.
Regular $ 1.50.

For......................................... .............

CHILDREN’S DRESSES
New prints in the Fruit o’ the Loom Cloth; sizes

7 to 14.

Specially priced............................................

SWEATERS
Odd lot, all wool; sizes 2 to 6.

1
1
1
1
1

I

Regular $1.50. *P

For ...................................................................................

10% Discount On AH Goods Not Previously
Marked Down!
366 Main Street

Rockland, Maine

ALL FOR ONE DOLLAR
GIVE THIS TO YOUR CAR
Alemited (all over),
\ ill r
Universal Joints Packed
All
Springs Sprayed,
Transmission and Differential filled level)
Water In Battery
Air In Tires
Wtaer In Radiator

)

tOf

1

Fireproof Service Station
Corner Main and Winter Streets

Rockland, Me.

MOTOR TRUCK BODIES
Any type for any make chassis

BUILT, REPAIRED AND PAINTED
A body exactly suited to your business. We will
build it promptly at reasonable price

B. M. CLARK, UNION, ME.

Telephone 600
481 Main Street

Free Delivery
Rockland, Maine

Dump Bodies, Hand Hoists, Hydraulic Hoists
103*106
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In the matter of bever
ages it is well to employ
wisdom!

Specify Mount Zircon!

com /

Zl

£*BerofheMa

WHITE HEAD

SOUTH THOMASTON

Capt. and Mrs. Louis Woodward,
| Mr. and Mrs. Eli Beale, Mr. and Mrs.
Noyes Alley and son James and other
friends, came up to White Head by
boat from Jonesport Thursday and
are spending a few days here. Among
i the party were a couple of newlyweds
* who were duly serenaded Thursday
'evening amid much noise and merri*
! ment.
Asabel Hupper, U.S.C.G. whose en1 listment has expired has moved to
New Hampshire. Mrs. Hupper was a
visitor at the Station Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Beale and Miss
Eleanor Beale of the Light, have ar; rived home after a few days’ visit in
| Jonesport.
Miss Margaret L. Hall of Rockland,
is the guest of her grandparents. Mr.
and Mrs. H. W. Andrews, for a fort
night’s visit.
Lyell Drinkwater of Spruce Head
has enlisted in the U.S.C.G. here.
Mrs. Walker and daughter of Dela
ware who are spending the summer at
Spruce Head were visitors here Fri
day with a party of friends.
The U.S.C.G. League of Women will
meet at White Head Sept. 8.
Edwin Coughlin and George Cough
lin of Richmond were recent guests of
. H. W. Andrews.
H. E. Perkins Esq., of Boston and
I Edwin Perkins, of M.T.T. who have
I been on a vacation at H. W. Andrews
I have returned home.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wall of Rack! liff’s Island were recent guests of
Mrs. Walter Rackliff, Wheeler’s Bay.
H. W. Andrews. Miss Kathryn An
drews and Margaret L. Hall, motored
to Rockland Friday.
Miss Helen Ingerson of Rockland
was the weekend guest of her brother
Donald at Mrs. Lowe’s.
Mr. and Mrs. L. O. Goff and son and
party of friends of Westbrook, are at
A. J. Beals over the weekend.
Lovde Spaulding of Rockland was
at Charles Wall’s. Rackliff’s Island

Mrs. Lulu Allen left Monday for
her home in Moira, N. Y„ after an
extended visit ^tere with Mrs, Jean
Ingram.
Mr. and Mrrf. Harvey Crowley and
family recently motored to Danvers.
Mass., to visit Dr. and Mrs. J. C.
Stanton. Their daughter Celia re
mained for a fortnight’s visit.
Mrs. F. J. Baum went to Jefferson
Tuesday to attend the funeral of her
uncle Sidney Jackson, formerly of
this town.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Thorndyke.
daughter Normajean and Mrs. W.
Showman of Melrose, Mass., were
guests of his parents Mr. and Mrs.
F. K. Thorndyke over the weekend.
Mrs. James Mitchell entertained
The Girl's Club at a patchwork party
last Tuesday afternoon.
Refresh
ments were served and a happy affair
Is reported. The girls appreciate Mrs.
Mitchell's kindness as the club has
been left without a leader since the
departure of Mrs. W. A. Stafford who
formed the club and had entertained
all the meetings at her home this
summer.
Last Tuesday Mrs. C. L. Sleeper en
tertained the Merrimeeters together
with several friends from Rockland
in honor of her son's bride Mrs. Cleve
land Sleeper, Jr. The Merrimeeters
presented young Mrs, Sleeper with i
set of silver salad forks.
Mrs. Margaret Allen and sons have
returned to Whitinsville after three
weeks' visit with Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Allen.
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Washburn and
daughter Fulvia of Hartford, Conn
are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Wiggin here.
William Clement is having an
artesian well drilled by George
Ryder.
Mrs. Susan Butler, Miss Louise
Butler. G. B. Butler and Frank Stanton went to Warren Sunday where
they attended a family reunion at the
home of LaMont Butler in honor of
his birthday anniversary.

Carry Your Medicine
In Your Handbag
35

70
tablets

Our Vegetable Compound is
also sold in chocolate coated tab
lets, just as effective as the liquid
form.
Endorsed by half a million women,
thia medicine is particularly valuable
during the three trying periods of ma.
turity, maternity and middle age.

98 out of 100 report benefit

LxjdiaE.Pinkham's

Vegetable Compound

reunion at West Rockport last Wed
nesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Cummings of
Union spent Sunday afternoon at
Nelson Calderwood’s.
Horace Smith entered Bangor Hos
pital Saturday for an appendicitis
operation.

MINTURN

Schools begin September 8th.
Ralph Grant who has been ill with
tonsilitis is much improved.
( Alton Lawry of Vlnalhaven who
'has been visiting his friend Paul
Stockbridge, for a few weeks has re
• 1 the weekend.
turned home.
M: '
Mrs G. H. Higgins who are
Philip Kassel and daughter Marlon
at their cottage “Edgerock’ Spruce , of New York are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Head for the summer and Mrs. J. j Chester Sprague.
Fenwick of Oregon were at H. W.
Mrs. Abbie Rich spent last week at
Andrew’s, recently.
j Stonington the guest of her daughter
Mrs. Nellie Robinson.
Mrs. Ella Davis of Long Island is
BURKETTVILLE
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Turner, Andrew I \ (siting her mother Mrs. Nettie
Rokes and Eben Linscott were in , Tinker for a few days.
Mrs. Ruth Lawry of Vlnalhaven,
Rockland last week.
Several in this vicinity attended the who has been visiting her brother and
auction in Washington last Saturday. family Mr. and Mrs. Albert Ranquist
Mrs. Florence Ca’derwood attended ' has returned home.
A large number of local people at
an executive meeting of the Farm
Bureau at Drift Inn, Martinsville tended the dance at Atlantic last
Thursday.
last Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Prescott with
KALLOCH FAMILY
friends spent Wednesday evening at
The 61st annual reunion of the KalMinnie Lights.
The 4-H Club with parents and loch family will be held Wednes
friends to the number of 28 enjoyed day, Aug. 27. at the home of Arthur D.
98*102
last Wednesday a picnic at .Mar Kailoch, Thomaston.
shall's Shore. Liberty.
Maybe the market has just come
Mr. and Mrs. Lorenzo Linscott and
family attended the Calderwood jdown to refuel.—American Lumber

pale dry

{GINGER CHAMPAGNE
{PALE DRY
GRAPE
{The “ W ATER of HE ALTH ”

When you have a cold think of

EPHI (F. I.)
Indicated in Hay Fever, Rose
Cold, Rag Weed Fever, Golden
Rod Fever. Soothing, Healing,
Aromatic and Antiseptic.

All Druggists

Price 50c.

PRIEST DRUG COMPANY
Bangor, Maine
At the Sign of the Blue Bottle

(

We Sell Quality
that is not duplicated
at these PRICES
MTfNTf*
000*11 CORD
BREAKIR

Compare CONSTRUCTION
and VALUES
Oar
Tira

SIM
4-Sd-21

1kMallOr<sr
Tira

Width............... 4.75 in. 4.7$ in.
Weight . . . . . X*.SO lbs. X5.0Slbs.
ThicknessofTire .591 in. .55$ in.
5 plies
Plies at Tread . . S plies
Rubber Volume. 105 cu. in. 15$ cu. in.
Price ,••••• $9.35
$0.35
Conciaaee l’oaanteir. Cwaae faa awed Axajwtww

TSea* Aetnat Tire Seetleiu

Here is EXTRA SAFETY and PROTECTION
/or Your Labor Day Trip

Tlrtsteat
OLDFIELD

Oar Tira 4tM.II Order
(Caah Price)
Tira

4.40.21_$5.55 $5.55
4-50-21_ 6.35
6.35
4.75-19- 7.55
7-55
5.00-20_ 8.15 8.15
5.25-18 8.98 8.98
5.25-21_ 9.75 9.75
6.00-20-12.55 12.90
«-»lr

Other Site. Prep.rtlon.telr Law

H. D. TRUCK TIRES

30x5—19.45 19.45
32x6__ 34.10 34.10

BATTERIES
IES
£

13-Plate

Sentinel

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, August 28, 1930

____

^25

U DER

n
the non-skid tread
of these famous Firestone Tires
is a double breaker of two plies
of cord fabric anchored in cush
ion rubber. This special con
struction absorbs road shocks
—protects against punctures
and blowouts — provides the
foundation for the thick, tough
tread with deeper grooves—
giving longer non-skid wear.
0 THE R m akes of tires have
only a single breaker of oldfashioned square woven fabric
which Firestone discarded
when they developed the bal
loon tire. Some makes do not
have any breaker at all. The
Firestone Tire is set apart as an
“All Cord Tire”.

A Department Store
for Motorists
We have joined with Firestone to
bring yon these extra value tire, at
low co«t. We also .ell and service the
complete line of Firestone Tires,
Tubes, Batteries, Brake Lining, Rims
and Accessories, also Gasoline, Oils
and Lubrication. Use our complete
service—we will save you money and
serve you better.

w DOUBLE GUARANTEE ▼
Every tire we sell bears the Firestone name
for the protection of our good customers.
Every tire carries the unlimited Firestone
Guarantee and ours.

AXCROR
Super Heavy Duty
OnrTh. SMaOOrS*

(Mhlet) ausmltva
4.50- 21- $9.20 $9.75
4.75-19-10.20 10.25
5.00-19l 0.95

11.35
5.50- 20- 13.90
6.00-2014.70
6.50- 19.17.40
7.00-20 19.05

5.25-20

11.75
15.65
15.15
17.10
16.95
23.45

Other Si»es Preportlenately Law

ffcetstotw
COURIER
Oar Tire ★Mall Order
(Cash Price)
Tire

$4.20 $4.20
4.40-21.. 4.79 4.79
4.50-21- 535 5.35
30x3 Vt

A “Mail Order” or “Special Brand” tire is
made by some unknown manufacturer and
sold under a name that does not identify
him to the public, usually because he builds
his “first grade” tires under his own name.

Drive In Today and Let Us Equip and Service Tour Car!

KNOX COUNTY MOTOR SALES CO.
‘583 Main Street

Telephone 333

Rockland

NORTH HAVEN
Rev. M. G. Perry and family of
Boston are here for a few weeks.
The State highway police were here
last week on auto inspection. ‘"All
autos must be inspected during the
next few weeks," they said.
A. P. Beverage and his orchestra
of Boston were here to play for a
dance Saturday evening.
Alvah Carver and Mrs. A. L. Carver
of North Conway. N. H„ were here
to attend the funeral of Mrs. Leah
Waterman.
Temple Patten of 'Boston is spend
ing his vacation in town.
Miss Marjory Perry and Miss Vir
ginia Perry spent Saturday night
with Miss Blanche Cushing.
Misses Marjory and Elinor Brown
have returned from a few weeks
visit with their aunt, Mrs. I* K.
Blackington in Rockland.
The heavy wind and rain of Sat
urday evening caused the electric
lights to go out and everyone had to
bring out the old lamps again.
Lamont Thayer of Warren spent
last week with his uncle Ira Whit
more.
Mrs. Eunice Brown, nearly 90 years
of age. has canvassed the town for
money to repair the old church.
Beadbetter reunion will be held
Saturday. Aug. 30 In Crockett hall.
The entertainment committee have
been very busy preparing the pro
gram. A large company is expected.
Mrs. Isadore Carver visited Mrs.
Lucy Carver Thursday.
Mrs. Scott Staples and family of
Connecticut are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Charles F. Brown.

UNION
Mrs. Lena Johnston and daughter
of Medford. Mass., and Mr. and Mrs.
Forrest Johnston of Keene, N. H.,
were at Mrs. J. D. Thurston's Thurs
day of last week.
Mrs. Carrie Wentworth spent sev
eral days last week with Mrs. May
Robbins at East Union.
IRev. and Mrs. iC. H. Seliger have
moved into the Charles Burgess rent
on the Western road below the Com
mon.
Mrs. E. S. Uffordwho has been seri
ously ill is gaining slowly.
Jack Wilson of Massachusetts
very beautifully rendered several
solos during the Sunday morning
service at the Methodist Church.
New floors are being laid in the
vestries of the Methodist Church.
The work Is done by the Maine Helio
pore Service Corporation.
Some of our people attended the
campmeeting at Washington Sunday.
' The annual Sunday School picnic
wlu
held next Thursday at Harvey
Post’s grove.
A meeting of the auxiliary of the
Woman’s Home Missionary Society
was held at the church last Thursday.
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Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Gordon have re
turned to their home in Toronto.
1
K
52
Canada, after spending two months at
1
Arthur Crisp's home on Long Island.
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Bhrigley and
I HORIZONTAL (Cont.) I VERTICAL (Cont.) ;
HORIZONTAL
children of Salem spent the weekend
17-Universlty city in i
1-Druggist
44—To disagree
visiting Mr. and Mrs. F. D. Arm
Germany
j)
6-Capital of Michigan
opinion
strong.
18- Perlods of •
45-An anlmaf foot
12- ltalian coin
Miss Ann Grimes of New Y’ork City
hundred years
47-Tidy
ty
13- Fragrance
is visiting Mrs. Clement Rinehart.
19- Touchy
49- A fish, the pike
14- Barren and dry
4 * • *
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Logan and
20-“The Apostle of
50- The heart of
15- Persian fairy
Sunday was a day of exceptional daughter Constance and Miss Alice
anything
Roms’*
16Large
lake
in
Logan
of
Worcester
are
spending
a
interest at North Haven in the church
22-Protectlon
I
51-Greek gpd of war
C.
Ireland
week
at
their
summer
home
on
Da

services. The preacher at the Episco
52- Wins by endearment 24-Wealthiest
17Capital
of
vis
Point.
pal service was .Rev. John Crocker
53-Method of
28-A southern
-r||
Mississippi
Willis Rauskolb of Medford and ,
recently ordained to the Episcopal
constellation
operations
21- So (Scot.)
Miss
Irma
YVelsch
of
Marblehead
ministry, upon the completion of his
30-Perfume or scent
22- To take out
j studies in the Episcopal Divinity visited Mrs. Fannie A. Rauskolb at
32-Among
_ A
VERTICAL
(printing)
the Spruces over the weekend.
School at Harvard University, a long
33-Very large
23- Large-mouthed
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Evans returned
time summer resident of North
134-Strength and
”,
WALDOBORO
wine
pitcher
to their home in Waban Monday after
peftto
courage in battle |
2-CompeMstion
for
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Benner of Haven, and highly esteemed by both visiting Mrs. A. Hartel, JB, for two
26-Keepsake
38-A great river of
labor
Orange, N. J., are guests of Mr. and summer and island people who know weeks.
26-A firearm
him well. The church was filled.
West Africa
3- Large lake
Mrs. R. L. Benner.
27- Grotesque
Richard Bird of Rockland visited at
40-To go In
4- Rabid ’
?9-A canton in
Mrs. Hugh Roeder and Miss Edn 1 The sermon message was upon the the Rauskolb home over the weekend.
text,
“
By
this
shall
all
men
know
that
42- Common laborer et
5- To secure in a
A daughter Marlon Arvtlla, was
C. Switzerland
Roeder, who have been visiting Mr
Mexico
j.
dishonest way
31-Story
and Mrs. F. 8. Simmons, have re ye are my disciples, if ye have love born to Mr. and Mrs. Louville J. Pottle
one
to
another.
”
In
September
Mr.
43- Difficult
7-To permit
Aug. 21 at Miss Whitney’s Maternity
35- Convulsion
turned to .Brighton, Mass.
45Unadulterated
1
,:
'k
8- Soggy mass
36- An autumn flower
Mrs. Louise Bliss Miller is in Bos Crocker becomes Episcopal student Home, Ingraham Hill. Mr. and Mrs.
46-One-spot playing- X
rector at Princeton, N. J., in connec Pottle are former residents of Friend
9- A date in Roman
37-German for “a”
ton.
tion with Princeton University. With ship.
cards
calendar
1 (Fern.)
Mrs. Albert Riley and son Stephen
;1 the gifts and personality that are his
10-Girls’ name (Irish) 48-A golf term
Robert A. Pratt is visiting his par
39-Waistcoat
who have been guests at S. A. Joni
,49-A varnish gum
' one feels that his ministry midst ents, Rev. and Mrs. Arthur P. Pratt
41-Ephesians (abbr.) 111-Sorrowed
have returned to Attleboro. Mass.
such associations must *be one of after spending the summer in Eu
J
Lauriston Little is in Bath where
commanding influence and worth. rope.
(Solution To Previous Puzzle)
he is employed in the Bath Iron
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Thompson
His many friends in North Haven bid
Works.
him good success and God-speed. * of Montrose. N. Y.. visited Mr. and
Congressman John E. Nelson was
PLEASANT POINT
At the Pulpit Harbor Church Old Mrs. Sidney Carter Saturday.
in town last week.
The Union Aid at South Waldoboro
Home Sunday was observed.
It
Mrs. L. C. Dow. Mrs. Charles Dut seemed most fitting to have not only will hold a supper at their church
Visitors at A. W. Maloney’s the
ton and Miss Jane Dutton of Win the old choir of the church sing but Thursday, Aug. 28. The public is past week were Mrs. Oscar Williams,x
throp. Mass., have been guests of Mr to have present the former pastor cordially invited.
Eloise and Eleanor Williams. Charles
and Mrs. H. K. Crowell^.
Rev. and Mrs. Lester G. Myers from Y’oung and Leda Simmons, Thomas
of the church. Rev. Milton G. Perry,
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Stetson and now assistant pastor of the Dudley T&unton. Mass., and Rev. and Mrs ton; Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Carroll and
two children, Henry and Eugene of Street Baptist Church in Boston. W. A. Redfield and son Adelbert spent Eennie Packard, East Warren; Mt.
few days with Mrs. Annie Cook and Mrs. E. G. Colburn, Mr. and Mrs.
Watertown. Conn., are visiting Mr. There was a fine congregation pres
and Mrs. Dennis Feyler at Camp ent to greet Pastor Perry at both the Rev. and Mrs. Myers were with the George. Foster. Mrs. Fronia Kuhn and
Miss Flora Fish Rockland; Mr. ard
Suitsus, Back Cove.
1 morning service at Pulpit Harbor and Methodist Church here during the M«. Ernest Maloney. Miss Enid Ma
Mrs. F. M. Knowles is the guest of the evening service at the Thorough summer of 1926.
Mrs. Jessica Benham and Miss' loney, Frank Towle and Isabel Drum
Mrs. Jessie Achorn.
fare. Appreciation was expressed to
Eugene Munson of Medford, Mass Mrs. Monte Stone and to Miss Albra Margaret Benham returned to their mond, Port Clyde; and Mr. and Mrs.
t
home in Washington. D. C. Monday Wilbur A. Morse, Friendship.
is visiting Arthur Chute.
I Stone for their care of the music dur
Miss Isabel Skipwith, Miss Mildred^
Mrs. Lillian Albee of Boston is the ing the Sundays in July and August, after spending several weeks at Mrs,
John Mitchell’s.
Ryder and Miss Margaret Gould, of
guest of her brother W. G. Ewell.
also to those who have sung for us.
Miss Mary Gay returned home from Newton Upper Falls, Mass.; were day evening by entertaining seven of
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Sweeney and Each Sunday beautiful flowers have
children of Kittery are visiting Mr. brought their cheer to the services Camp Waukeela. Conway. N . H guests of Mrs. Donald Flinchbaugh her girl friends. Miss Marian was
Tuesday after spending eight weeks at her cottage Spruceholm last week.
the recipient of a number of beauti
and Mrs. E. L. Miller.
through the thoughtfulness and in there.
Mrs. Russell Mann is entertaining ful presents. Lunch was served and
Miss Carrie Stahl, who has been terest of Mrs. Lucy Poole. With the
Bustor Keaton in "Free and Easy' the following guests at Mossbar cot a good time enjoyed by all. Those
passing the summer in town, has re very successful canvass conducted by will be the feature picture at the
tage, Mrs. Philip Redfern an^ daugh present were Gena Campbell, Edith
turned to Portland.
Mrs. Eunice Brown it is gratifying to Playhouse, Saturday.
ters Harriet and Elizabeth of Rav Stevens, Evelyn Stevens, Avis Ma
Mr. and Mrs. Crawford Ferguson know that repairs and painting of
enna. Ohio; and Mr. and Mrs. Elmer loney. Barbara Gilchrest and Made
of New Y’ork, and Mrs. Donald Sutar this old historic edifice are now as in this department was started in B. Mode of Auburndale, Mass.
line Davol, and Lucy Lawler of Man
of Auburn who have been visiting sured Built in 1964 the Pulpit Har 1922 by counties. The whole state was
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Davis
chester, N. H. Miss Marian proved
Mrs. Nina Goucher, are at Martin's bor Church is an historic landmark. gone over by 1928. Areas are checked
Portland and Mrs. Hattie Wotton an<\ a charming hostess and the party
Point.
It has become a part of the landscapes up once in three years in order to granddaughter of Friendship, visited broke up at a late hour, after wish
G. Forrest Penniman of Framing deur not only to native people but keep the state up to accredited stand at F. A. Flinton’s last Wednesday.
ing her many happy returns of th© j
ham. Mass., was the weekend guest summer residents. It is a source of ards. In Maine at present there is
Philip Tatler of Trenton. N. J. Is day.
of Mrs. Lilia M. Blaney. Mrs. Penni satisfaction that when another sum less than one-half of one percent of spending his vacation with his fam
man and two children, AJton and mer comes the building will have an t. b. infected cattle. North Haven ily at the Shuman farm.
HOPE
attractiveness created afresh by the cattle are practically free from'infecMr. and Mrs. Harry Wood and Mr.
Mrs. Elizabeth Spear of Rockport
tion.
Blaney's for several weeks, returned work about to be done.
and Mrs. W’illiam Wood and two chil
An adjourned meeting of the North dren of Weeks’ Mills were Sunday recently visited relatives in town.
with him.
Mrs. A. J. Metcalf and son Harold,
Band Sunday’’ will be observed at
A dance was held in Calderwood’s Haven Improvement Society was held visitors at Mossbar cottage.
and Mrs. Alice Fish of Oberlin, Kan
in the Library’ hall Monday night.
the Congregational Church, Waldo- hall Monday night.
The public dances whirti are being sas were in town one day last week,
ooro, Aug. 31. The County Band.
Harold Beverage of New Y’ork City Action was taken relative to the held in the Grange hall each Wed
John Holland, leader, will be present is spending his vacation at the home Simpson purchase and a new set of nesday evening are becoming very calling on the L. P. Trues and other
©
both afternoon and evening and will of his parents Rev. and Mrs. Henry By-laws accepted by the Society. It popular; refreshments are served friends.
At the church last Sunday the con
was voted that these by-laws be
play the voluntary and selected F. Huse.
each week.
gregation enjoyed a sermon by Rev.
hymns. There will be the usual solos
North
Haven
Saturday
night printed and sent with the notice of
Rev. and Mrs. Milton Slade of Bos- i
by Mrs. John Heiser and Miss Hope seemed to get the tail end of the big the annual meeting to each member. ton and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Fillmore Mr. Holt of Warren who exchanged
Heiser; Mr. Heiser will preside at the gale that swept the Atlantic sea Under the new By-laws a Governing of New Harbor, visited at A . W. pulpits with Rev. Mr. Robbins.
R. E. Brown of West Newton. Mass.,
organ. A special address will be board. Several dingeys tipped over. Board made up of the officers and Orne’s Thursday.
is at his cottage, vacationing for two
given in the Afternoon by Rev. Henry The Morse was late and for a little Trustees appoint an Executive Com
A. E. Morton of Rockland is build weeks.
mittee to act as agent of the Society
E. Dunnack, State Librarian on while a drenching rain fell.
ing a cottage on the piece of land he
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Hale of Box
Tflte Farmer;” and In the evening he
Harold Beverage of New York City’, in the care of its properties. The has purchased from Mrs. Susan ford, Mass., and E. T. Wilder of
officers
must
be
North
Haven
resi

will take for his subject Browning's and the Radio Corporation of America
Maxwell.
Lowell, also Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
'The Ring and the Book.”
The has visited a week with his parents dents. The trustees are responsible
Joseph Farmer who has been True of Hyde Park, Mass., are at th©
to the Society and the Executive
Methodist and Baptist churches will Mr. and Mrs. Fremont Beverage.
spending two weeks at B. L. Stevens.’ Wilder cottage.
unite with the Congregational in
Last Saturday representatives of Committee to the Governing Board. has returned to his home in New
Miss Joyce Martin bf Providence,
holding a union service. Everyone is the Division of Animal Industry were Other features furnish a very York, accompanied by his little son
It. T., was Miss Rachel Noyes’ guest
invited.
guests of Dr. Daniel N. YVoodman. effective Constitution and one well Joseph Farmer. Jr., who has been a few days last week.
Miss Frances Castner of Boston is The party was made up of the follow suited to meet the situation with its spending the summer with his Grand
Mrs. Kelly and Miss Macllvene of
visiting her parents Mr. and Mrs. ing: Chief of the Division Dr. H. M two groups of members, local and parents, Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Stevens? Massachusetts have been guests of
«
Anthony Castner.
Tucker and Mrs. Tucker of Yarmouth, non-resident.
Mrs.
Huldah
Stone
of
Thomaston
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Hardy.
*
$ $ • $
The schools in town begin Sept. 8 Dr. and Mrs. J. R. Corliss of Au
and daughter Miss Mina Stone of
Osmond True of Boston was in
with the following corps of teachers: gusta; Dr. and Mrs. R. E. Libby of
Leah F. Waterman
New* York, have been spending two town Saturday.
High School, Earle Spear, principal, Richmond; Dr. and Mrs. E. B. Beals
weeks
at
their
home
in
this
place.
After a lingering illness of more
Inland Delaware of Augusta and
Mrs Laura Littlefield has been Elwood Brown of Wytopitlock In
mathematics and sciences; Junior of Greene; Miss Blanche Y’eaton. Miss than two years Leah F. Waterman,
High School, John Redman; com Mildred Humphrey and Mrs. Ella older daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank entertaining a party of friends from spectors at the L. P. True and Co.’a
mercial subjects. Horace Kemp; Batin McGrath of Augusta and Miss Lillian Waterman, died at the home of her Boston, the past week at Meadow factory are boarding at T. B. Noyes?
and French, Dorothy Donnelly; Eng Shaw of West Brookfield. Mass. The parents on the Little Thoroughfare sweet Farm.
Congratulations are being extended
The use of alcohol is followed by
lish, Alma Glidden. Grades. Kaler's party arrived here at 10.45 in Goldie road early Thursday morning. With
MacDonald’s boat. After a sightsee
to Mr., and Mrs. Walter Young, who
decrease in the activity of th©
Corner. Carrie Perry; Main street,
this
news
the
community
of
North
ing tour including the North Shore
Lois Hagerman; North Primary, and Shore drive they were entertained Haven was greatly saddened. A were married in Thomaston Aug. 16. .muscle cells and the brain cells.
Mr. Young is one of Pleasant Point’s
Lillian Boggs. Goshen, Florence at the Inn where a lobster dinner was graduate of the ‘high school in the
nicest young men and Mrs. Young
Creamer;
Hahn, Emma Boggs; served such as Herman W. Crockett class of 1928, Leah was a girl be during her many visits here, has made
Feyler's Corner. Elizabeth Weston; alone can set up. The return trip loved by all who knew her for her many friends. That they both may
Chapel, Rachel Orff; North Waldo was made on the Morse. Area work beautiful character and life. At the live to enjoy a long life of happiness
Fairfield
sanitorium
she
made is the wish of their many friends.
boro, Ida Mallett; Winslow's Mills,
friends and upon Sundays taught a
Agnes Creamer; Orff's Corner. Percy
The supper which the ladies of
class a part of the time she was there. Acorn Grange served in the Grange
Ludwig; Ledge, Madelyn Kane; West
Why suffer when relief is
The deceased was born in North hall Wednesday evening of last week,
Waldoboro, Arlene Hoffses; Gross
prompt and harmless:
Haven Dec. 10. 1910. Funeral serv was a big success; $36.46 was the
Neck, Hazel Hilton; Dutch Neck
ices
held
Sunday
afternoon
from
the
result after all expenses had been
Bernice Dolloff.
home were conducted by the pastor of paid. The ladies of the Grange extend
The Garden Club gave a charming
the
Baptist
Church,
Rev.
Henry
F.
thanks to all who helped to make'the
flower show in the Library Tuesday
Huse, assisted by the former pastor, supper a success.
afternoon. The exhibit was viewed
Rev. Milton G. Perry, assistant pastor
The ladies of the Hardscrabble
by about 200 people and expressions
of the Dudley Street Church, Boston. sewing circle are all wearing a smile
of pleasure were heard on all sides
Anheoser-Busdo
Floral remembrances were many and as the sale of aprons and fancy arti
Millions of people have learned to
at the beautiful display. Gorgeous
beautiful. The buriffl was in the cles. and supper which they served depend on Bayer Aspirin to relieve a
golden lilies vied with feathery
in
Grange
hall
Thursday
evening
sudden
headache. They know it eases
Fuller
cemetery.
The
bearers
were
dahlias and colorful gladioli and
Frank Sampson, Lloyd Whitmore, proved fat-more successful than they the pain so quickly. And that it ia ao
baskets of asters. Calendula and bach
Owen Grant and Alvah Carver. had expected. Ever since they had harmless. Genuine Bayer Aspirin never
elor buttons added to the lovely
Family and friends have the deep made plans to serve a supper, they harms the heart Look for the Bayer
scene. It seemed that every variety
sympathy of the entire community in had wondered how they were to pro Cross stamped on every tablet
LIGHT
OR
DARK
of garden flower in bloom at this
vide food enough to feed a large
its great bereavement.
season was attractively grouped and
crowd as their number* are few byt
RICH IN BODY
HAVE FAITH IN GOD
arranged. Prizes were awarded to
everyone knows how hard the ladies
NOT BITTER
Hate faith In tfiod, though trials sore
Fred Chute, Miss Faye Keene. Miss
of Pleasant Point are working to get
In grief thy soul distress:
Jessie Keene, Mrs. Hemingway, Mrs.
Cod lores thee, has thee in his heart,
good roads; and from all over Cush
He
overrules
to
bless.
Crowell Mrs. Mason Mrs. Sanborn,
ing, and from Friendship the pies ar.d
cakes came pouring in, also beans,
Jasper Stahl, Mrs. Elkins, Mrs.
God reigns on high, events are his.
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND.
brown bread and salads, there was
In time all will be •well;
i
Dvorak, Charles Rowe. Mrs. SweetSTEAMBOAT CO.
Loved
ones
we
’
ll
meet
In
realms
above,
food to feed a multitude, and some
land Mrs. Storer, Mrs. Benedict. Mrs.
And with them ever dwell.
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
to spare. From the supper the re
Gay, Mrs. Genthner, Mrs. Cooney,
Eastern Standard Tima
sults were $80.55 and the total re
Our pilgrimage at best on earth
Miss Barbara Cooney, Mrs. Staley,
Vlnalhaven Lina
Is but a few brief hours ; I
ceipts $227.55
The beautiful silk I Steamer leaves Vlnalhaven daily r~~
Mr. Morang. Much credit for the
What matters It the years spent here?
Sunday
at
7.00
A. 31. and 1.00 P. M. Arrlvquilt was won by Mrs. Linnell
success of the affair is due the com
Eternity is ours.
«t Rockland at 8.20 A. M. and 2.20 P. M.
Studley of Belfast. Dancing was en InK
mittee in charge, Mrs. Staley. Mrs.
Returning leaves Rockland at 9.30 A. M. and
So let us trust nor be dismayed,
joyed and everyone seemed to be 3.30 P. M. direct for Vlnalhaven, arriving at
Stenger, Mrs. Carroll Cooney, Mrs.
Our journey’s end Is rest;
happy and having a good time. To 10.50 A. M. and 4.50 P. M.
God
falls us not, we’ll meet again
Storer and Mrs. Elkins. At the an
Stnlnstan and Swan'a lalaad Liat
all who furnished food and helped in
In
mansions
of
the
blest.
*
Steamer leavea Swan'a Island at 6.00 A. IL,
nual business meeting following the
every way to make the affair a suc Stonlnitton
6.55, North Haven 7.50, due to ar
show Mrs. Jennie S. M. Brummitt
Wefll meet again where death ne’er comes.
cess, the ladies of the Hardscrabble rive at Rockland at 9.00 A. M. Returning,
Nor shadows of the bight:
was re-elected (president and Miss
leaves Rockland at 2.00, North Haven at 1.00,
circle
extend
their
sincere
thanks.
Our home Is where the sun ne’er sets
at 4.00, due to arrive at Swan’a
Faye M. Keene secretary and treas
Miss Marian Coombs celebrated her Stonlnitton
Neath skies forever bright .
island about 5 00 IP. M.
urer.
{Henry Felton Huse
14th birthday anniversary last Mon* a-it
B. H. STINSON. Qeharal Agtat

HEADACHE?

Leads the
quality field

Budweiser
Barley-Malt Syrup

BAYER
ASPIRIN
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Mr. and Mrs. Chester P. Wentworth
Harold L. Vinal. poet and publisher i Mr. and Mrs. A. I. Perry motored to
of rare editions in New York and .Washington Saturday afternoon with entertained as weekend guests Police
Paris, left Europe but ten days ago. Mr. and Mrs. George Hall and attend- Lieutenant William Tobin with Mrs.
^$ocl/an{/, d/a
He arrived in Vlnalhaven Monday'Cd the auction at the home of Thel- Tobin and two children. Mr. and Mrs.
atne
I Donald McNeil. Mrs. Mary Walsh of
and is a guest at 'Rockaway Inn. bert Day.
E. Donald Perry went to Knox last Beverly, and Miss Connelly of FitchHaving been eight years absent from
town and desiring to visit in the place week. He will tieaeh the Stream |burg. Mrs. Walsh and Miss Connelly
school this fall and will board with will remain for a longer stay but the
announce fAetr
of his childhood and of happy vaca-i. ,
others returned Monday to their
lions he made but a brief stay at the Ihls
, _
, . .
, Miss Eulalia Fish who Is training home
home of his parents Mr.
and .Irs. at thp Rnox Hogpita, wag callingin , \-ed Piper of Portland and Fred
George fW. \ Inal to be sure that this town ,ast week
I Piper of Hartford, Conn., are guests
AnnualS^a/e
dfone
url
year he should not miss his long de- J Charles Cleveland of Camden and of their parents Mr. and Mrs. E. H.
sired visit to the Isle that is often jjr. Mann of Concord, N. H., were Piper.
mentioned In his writings
Mr. Vinal callers at the home of Mr. andMrs. i A very happy family gathering ocis well known as the
author of George Hall one day last week.
curred at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
during,
an^ S'/ayult
"Voices."
I Callers Sunday at Willow Brook ' William A. Paul Sunday, sixteen
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Hatch and baby ' Dahlia Gardens were Miss Thelma 1 children and grandchildren being
79-tr
from Guatamala were recent guests Daly, Misses Gladys and Marilla Ben- present, Among the number were Mr.
of relatives here.
nett of Camden; Mr. and Mrs. Allie and Mrs| Harold Spear of Boston:
Mrs. Carrie Dickenson bas returned Ripley of Rockport. Friday, Mr. and iDr. and Mrs. L. J. Hyde and sons
from a week's stay in Boston.
(Mrs. George Hall and Monday, Mr. Robert.• Harold and Phillip Hyde, of
BROUGHT NEW HEALTH
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Gregory spent Bnd MrB- Charlie Arnold of Provl- Methuen. Mass.; Mr. and Mrs. RohEAST UNION
the weekend'on a trip by auto tothei^ence’ R C
|*"i't Paul, son Robert and daughter
White Mountains. They were accomMr. and Mrs. Charlie Arnold called Helen of Rockland; Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Caroline Dorsey Found
The Robbins Reunion
panied by Mrs. Gregory's brother ion Mr' and Mrs- A- *■ Perry Monday iBrainerd Paul and son Richard of
A pleasant reunion of the Robbins
Unexpected
- Happiness
In family
and Miss."lornln1K enroute by motor to their Limington
„
,
was held at the home of Mrs. Arthur Chapman of Boston
r.....,io„a
home in Providence, R. I. AccomWarren Oliver, Jr., of The Birches
zon
□argon
May Robbins in East Union Aug. IS.
M
«" t Pale will leave her cot-i,,anied by Mr- and Mrs- Horace Car- P.eauchamp avenue, was given a
----with an attendance of 36 relatives and
' ' '
_
...
. . , Ipenter they were weekend guests of party Monday night at Mrs.| ThurI had stomach trouble and indi- friendB, members being present from tage at East Boston, to visitrelatives Mr and Mrg Edward GaIlop in gears- How’s Ice Cream Parlor, Rockland, in
gestlon for 13 years and almost con Detroit, Mich.. Warren, Appleton and at Rochester. N. <H„ before returning mont.
Mr. and Mrs. Carpenter will observance of his third birthday
tinual pains up under my chest I Union. We also had with us on this to Springfield, IN. Y.
remain for a two weeks' visit with 1 anniversary. A daintily decorated
Sunday at Sea All cottage the fol- relatives before returning to their | birthday cake bearing three pink
occasion Coi. Edward K. Gould of
Rockland. The distinction of being lowing party enjoyed a chicken din- home in Providence. Mrs. Carpenter ' candles, adorned the table from which
the oldest person present was accord ner: MV. and Mrs. Edward G. Carver | will be remembered as Miss Lottie !the refreshments were served. Those
j ed to Elisha Lothrop 94. The early and daughter Celeste. Mr. and Mrs. Wadsworth of Appleton and is a sis- 'present were Warren Oliver, Sr., Mrs.
part of the day was spent in social Albert Carver, Mr. and Mrs. Fred K ter of Mrs. Gallop where she Is now .Percy Oliver and son George, Mr. and
Mrs. George Oliver, the Misses Lois.
chat and kindly greetings. At the Coombs, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Lane, visiting in Searsmont
Mrs. R. L. Coose and daughter Ruth and Jean Oliver. Mr. and Mrs.
noon hour the tables were spread on Thad C. Carver, Miss Hattie BearlnGrace Wentworth of Searsmont will Frank Colby, daughter Barbara and
the lawn with an abundance of good ger, Mrs. L. R. Smith.
Mrs. Julia Lyons and daughter Miss hiove to Belfast next week where son Parker and Warren Oliver. Jr.
things which were approved of 'by
Dr. L. J. Hyde and family of
good appetites, even though a few Jennie Lyons have returned to Au- i Miss Grace who is a senior will attend
drops of rain did interfere somewhat gusta after a visit in town with rela- |thP 1 ros*>y High school the coming Methuen. Mass., and Harold Spear o*
year. Miss Wentworth It may he re Boston returned home Monday after
with a most satisfying repast. In the tives.
Mrs. Ora Jones of Belfast and Mrs. membered was one of the few stu- a visit at the home of W. A. Paul.
afternoon a business meeting was
dents who won four certificates on as
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Colby and
called to order by the president, Miss Josephine Guernsey of Dover arrived many different typewriters in her
daughter Alma and Mrs. Edith Berry
Clemmle Robbins, and all Joined In Tuesday at the Jones residence.
Junior year. She is the granddaugh- |;tnd grandson, Frank Willis of Bel
Mias Ethel.vn Strickland of Boston ter of Mr. and Mrs. A. I. Perry of this |fast were guests Friday of Mr. and
singing (familiar hymns .with Mrs.
Marcia Robbins at the piano. After arrived Monday to visit her aunt Mrs. town who feel Justly proud of the
Mrs. Frank Colby.
the reading of the records, the obitu L. R. Smith.
accomplishment.
Mr. and Mrs. Brainerd Paul and
Mrs. Alton Lewis who has been at
ary committee. Doris Robbins, spoke
Mrs. Gnace Gillis and son Lawrence son Richard who have been visiting
fittingly upon the departure of loved the home ot her parents Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Jennie Sidelinger of Owl's relatives in town for several weeks,
ones from our association. Following J. S. Black during the summer has re-j Head were guests Sunday of Mrs. returned to Limington Tuesday.
are the names of those who have turned to her home.
.'Sidelinger's sister Mrs. ,W. E. Hall.
Church Night will be observed
Mrs. Harold Marston of Springfield J Mrs. Gillis will return to Woodlawn Thursday evening at the Baptist
Joined the great reunion above since
last we met: Mrs. Cora Gould. Mrs. Mass., is visiting her parents Mr. and near the Canadian border next Sun- vestry with a picnic supper at 6.30
Lena Webb of Warren and Albert Mrs. W. S. Vinal. Mr. Marston after day where she will resume her duties followed by a prayer service and
|as teacher of the high school there. business session. A large attendance
Vose of Union. The report was fol a brief visit returned to the elty.
Mrs. Hattie Calderwood Clarke,! Friends in Kentucky are writing is urged.
_____
___
Mrs. _______
Mlnetta Paul will
lowed by the reading of a beautiful
poem. "We'll Know and Understand.” guest of Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Coombs that tbe severe drouth has dried and serve as chairman of the supper com| burned up everything there. Cattle |nlittee.
These officers were elected: President, has returned to Bethel, Vt.
Mrs. Tickey of Alexandria Bay and are a^ing and many will have to
Mrs.
George
Farnsworth
and
Hampton Robbins; vice presidents,
80Cows have ^one entirely ; daughter Nellie who have been spendMRS. CAROLINE DORSEY
S. D. Wiley, A. A. 'Rowell and Mrs. Mrs. Jack Meade of Peabody, Mass.,
r" a'Vu"" ling a 'v<,ek at their old homC in t0"'n
Nina Fuller; secretary and treasurer. wbo have been at the home of their ^h“ndom/n?’
w7ter i^very sca^
TueS<lay l° X°rth C°nWaJ’Mrs. May F. Robbins; obituary com aunts. Mrs. Joseph Nichols and Mrs. [
was so worn out from continual suf mittee. Mrs. ©oris Robbins; on ar
fering I didn’t have energy enough to rangements, Mrs. Alice (Gordon and
U J .
I £ TX
miles ior siock. ti"
fto it Maine 'is the guest Of Mrs. Katherine Dundo my housework. The way Safgon Mrs. Alice Robbins; entertainment, X. A
Meade to 1 eabodj.
|folks have a grouch at the weather i har
strengthened my entire system was Mrs. Marcia Rbbbins, Miss Clemmie
"Christ
Jesus"
will
be
the
subject
these
damp
mornings
Just
i "The Trvtn(,elp Club held its weekly
marvelous. It gave me a grand appe Robbins and W. J. Bryant. The lit of the lesson sermon Aug. 31 at the our lovely climate with somecompare
of the lmept,
Monday nigh, at ,he Baptist
tite without any bad effects, and I’m
erary exercises were Interspersed Christian Science service at l«.4o.
|foregoing conditions which come to vestry The evening was devoted to
cleaning my eight room house all by
with both vocal and instrumental
Mrs. Eva Smith of Hyde Park and us first hand from a farm woman t)lP tack|ng of a qUt]t
myself.
Rr
R McCullaugh of Boston
“Sargon Pills worked ^asily and music which was especially enjoyed. Cambridge is guest of Mrs. Alvin there and be thankful for rain.
has joined Mrs. McCullagh at their
naturally and regulated me perfectly.” Genevra Robbins read a very appro Cobb.
Thomas Leightors of Cambridge.
summer home on Sea street, where
NORTH CUSHING
—Mrs. Caroline Dorsey, 220 Veranda priate selection. An original poem
prepared for the occasion by Miss Mass., is a guest at the home of Mrs.
Mrs. Olive Rivers of Allston. Mass., he plans to remain for several days.
St., Portland. Maine.
Ann
Fickel
of
Detroit
and
read
by
Mary L. Arey.
Miss Doris Hvler and cousin, Miss
Sargon may be obtained in Rock
and nephew Ethan Morrison, were
Mrs. Luetta Littlefield who recent guests of Mrs. Nellie Benner Friday. Robbins of Warren. . were Sunday
land at The Corner Drug Store. Inc., Miss Laura Robbins was highly ap
preciated. The readings by Clemmie ly sold her home will soon leave fot; , Miss Sangster of Boston is vislt- callers on Mr. and Mrs. John An
—adv.
102-lt
drews.
Robbins and Nina Fuller were well Jonesport where she will live with ing Mr and firs. Charles Decker,
Miss Florence McNeil and Miss
received. Mrs. Bertha Bryant fav her sister, Mrs. Mabel Beals.
Mrs. Rachel Kinney and daughter
PORT CLYDE
ored the company with one of her
Alfred I-awry who returned the [ of st George visited Mrs. Ida Smith Mary Donahue of Massachusetts are
guests for the week of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Maud Stuart and son Charles humorous recitations. An original past wefek from Knox Hospital is ' Friday.
Chester Wentworth.
Amos Dolliver and family of Bev
were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. poem. "Early Days of The Robbins convalescing at his home.
Mr. and Mrs. Elliott Merrifield and
Reunion" was given by Mrs. May
Mrs. Elmer Pinkham. sons Ralph erly, Mass., recently visited his
Walter Simmons.
son Paul of Springvale are spending
Robbins.
Edward K. Gould was and Elmer. Jr., and daughters Wini brother Garfield.
Mrs. Helen Pinkham of Attleboro,
two
weeks at the home of Mrs. Merricalled upon and responded with some fred and Beatrice returned to Rock
Mrs. !L. P. Cummings was in'South fie]d,g parentg> Mr. and Mrs. B. H.
Mass., has been visiting relatives
instructive and able talk in the inter land Monday, having been guests of Hope Sunday.
'Paul.
here.
est of the "Sons of the American her sister, Mrs. Ralph Warren.
W. B. Hall and son Dean. Clarence j Mr. and Mrs. Frank Colby and two
Miss Edith Gillmor of South Hiram Revolution."
Remarks were also
Mrs. Reba M. Graham will deliver Tappin and I-aurie Conwell of Win-[children spent Sunday as guests of
and Mr. and Mrs. Theodore McLain made by E. M. Stubbs and others.
an Illustrated lecture in Union Church chendon. Mass., were overnight relatives at Belfast.
and daughter Pauline spent the week After a vote of thanks extended Mrs.
next Sunday evening.
guests of relatives here while enroute j
Frank M. Robinson went to Walend with Mr. and Mrs. Loren Teel.
Robbins for her generous efforts In
Mrs. T. E. Libby and Mrs. J. J. for Canada.
[doboro Sunday where he was the
Charles Hughes and family of Bos behalf ot the association a very pleas Lane left Wednesday to visit in the
The North (Cushing branch of the.guest of his brother, M. G. Robinson.
ton are spending a few weeks in ant meeting was closed by singing home of Frederick Lane. Pittsfield.
Gilchrest family -was well represented He was accompanied by Mr. and Mrs.
Hatetoquitit cottage at Land's End.
"America.''
Mr. I-ane met them in (Rockland to at the reunion In St. George Thurs Frank Robinson and Miss Beatrice
Charles Brown of South Portland is
travel thither by auto.
day. McClellan Gilchrest and sister Ashcroft of West Rockport.
■with his family at the home of
Capt. and Mrs. L. L. Callahan and Mrs. Frances Foster with their fami
Ralph Wilson and father Hatten
LAWRY
Ulysses Davis.
Wilson of Criehaven were overnight
Eva Carter of Portland Is visiting daughter Beulah, Staten Island, ar lies attending.
Capt. Ross Wilson of Thomaston
rived Saturday to visit his parents,
Many from this i^ace enjoyed the guests Tuesday of Mr. and Mrs. Leslie
her sister Mrs. Flora Lawry.
was in the village Sunday calling on
Mr .and Mrs. George Callahan.
Legion Fair at Thomaston Wednes C. Dean.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Perley
Mason
called
relatives.
Dr. William T. Barto. a well known
Mrs. E. M. Hall visited in'Rockland day of last week.
on their niece Mrs. Hazel Benner one
dentist, with Mrs. Barto, son Tor
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sargent of Fal day last week.
Saturday.
rence and daughter Loreta, have been
mouth Foreside were weekend guests
A new company of would be mu
Mildred Jackson of this place is a
SOUTH HOPE
guests the past week of Mr. and Mrs.
of Mr. and Mrs. Ulysses Davis.
guest of her aunt Mrs. Mason at sicians appeared early Monday fore
South Hope Grange will have : Ross Patterson. Several successful
Allen Craven and Fred Waldo of Round Pond.
noon on Granite street and Atlantic
fishing trips were enjoyed during
Boston spent the weekend at the
Several from this place attended avenue. It might be appropriately ,danre *" th*'r ha" Thursday evening their stay.
Admission 35 c. and 15c. Proceed
Fo’castle.
the Legion Fair in Thomaston.
named “Carolyn’s Band" for Carolyn
Mr. and Mrs. John Andrews spent
will go toward paying for their hall.
Jessie Simmons and family of Lew Dyer as drum major, leader of the
Mrs. Martha Reynolds and daugh
Quite a few went from here to the Sunday at Fort Knox.
ter Kay have returned to their home iston motored here last Sunday for band and director in chief marched Orange F,p!(, Day at Cregcent Beach>
Mrs. Katherine Dunbar and her
in Framingham Center after spending the day.
proudly ahead attending to all paturday
guest Mrs. E. C. Dunbar of Dowell
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Roberts and matters and being strongly In favor | John Dunbar who has spent two, were delightfully entertained at din
two weeks with Mrs. Olive Marshall.
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Davis of New Mrs. Roberts' father Jeremiah Ben of public rehearsals. Beside her was ,weekg with his parents has returned ner Wednesday night at the home of
ton Highlands are guests of Mrs. ner arrived last Bunday for a two the mascot Philip Dyer and in the to the General Electric at Lynn, Mr. and Mrs. Ross Patterson
weeks' visit at the Owen Wincapaw line behind them in the order in which Mass.
Elden Davis.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Ingraham. Mrs.
House at Crow Point.
they halted at the reporter's request I Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Harris of Riit- N. J. Trihou and Mrs. Annie Deane
Several from here attended the
Ethel Helgesen and Dr. H. Afner of was Junior and Burton Dyer, bass land. Mass., arc visiting her father were entertained Wednesday at the
campmeeting In Washington Sunday. Brooklyn. N. Y„ spent a few davs
home of Mr. and Mrs. Enos E.
Rev. Nelson Davis conducted the at the Ross place this week, return drum (a tub not in use that mprnlng); iC. 'B. Taylor,
John Chilles, harmonica; Joe Oyer. | Mr. and Mrs. Howard Woster and Ingraham.
service at the Advent Church Sunday ing Saturday to Brooklyn.
cymbals; Ellen Burgess, cymbals; (daughters Addie and Elizabeth are
morning.
Irving Simmons Jr., has returned
Priscilla Chilles flag bearer; Richard visiting their relatives here for a
NORTH WARREN
Annual Go-to-Church day will be home from Rockland where he has
observed next Sunday at 3 o’clock at been a guest of his aunt Mrs. Hazel Libby, snare drum; "Brud'' Clay tor, iwee^'
Junior'
Visitation
day
was
held
at
the
Uni

saxophone;
Junior
Davis,
Nearly every one has finished har
the Port Clyde Chapel. There will be Davis for two weeks.
vesting blueberries and an abundant
a big musical program consisting of
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Skinner arrived horn of Fourth of July make; I versa'lst Church Sunday afternoon,
horn
Heath
and
family
have
moved
Hollis
Burgess,
senior
crop is reported.
duets, solos, quartets and selections home from Nova Scotia Thursday.
into Dr. Burleigh Mansfield's house.
Mr. and Mrs. Perley Mason and Mrs. of same make; Albert Ames, banjo.
Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Whitehouse and
by the choir. Musicians are invited
mu
.
.
,,
,,
-,
Herman
Bowley
and
Junior
Bowley
times during the line of L, „„„
, ..
euiuo.
to come and bring their instruments, Hazel Benner motored to Portland There, were
.
.
....
Camden spent the weekend at their daughter of North Waldoboro visited
also singers from any where are re Sunday to call on Mrs. Benner’s march when a member or two 'went mother.8 houge here
at Charles W. Mank’s recently.
quested to volunteer their services. mother at State Street Hospital. Mrs. out" as the hanjoist stated but others , Mr and Mrg Jack wi]gon arp mak.
Mr. and Mrs. George Erickson and
Dr. Walsh' will deliver an evangelistic Carrie Lawry and daughter Hattie
fell in and little Jane Libby found'|ng their annual visit with A Y. family are visiting at Mrs. D. B.
address, subject "The Man Who Spent Helen spent Sunday with Mrs. a place behind Richard the drummer. | Boggs and daughter Hattie.
Post’s.
A Night with Frogs" or "The To Lawry's mother at the Pound.
This rehearsal was not without grati
Maurice Alholm is ill at the Rock
morrow Man."
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Winchenbaeh fying result, for on Main street Thad
land hospital.
ORFF’S CORNER
and daughter Irma were in Camden C. Carver, touched toy the spirit of
A number from this place attended
The Boys and Girls 4-H Chibs the field meeting at Crescent Beach.
Sunday.
youthful endeavor or it may he
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Delano and tickled by the trend of the selection, held an ice cream sale at the Com
W. L. Gracie took a trip to Bluehill
family motored to Round Pond Sun treated with ice cream cones. They munity house Thursday evening Sunday.
day.
which was well attended and a very
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Hawes and
are expected to march again Labor
pleasant evening enjoyed. On 'Fri children of Union. Mr. and Mrs. Pearl
Mr. and Mrs. Perley Benner and Day.
family spent the weekend with Mrs.
day the two clubs accompanied by Whitehouse and daughter of 'North
I-abor Day the lawn of Union
Benner's parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. F.
Church will be the scene of attraction the local leaders and the county leader Waldoboro and Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Winchenbaeh.
and parents enjoyed a picnic at Jef Mank and son spent Sunday at Jef
and entertainment and a sale of
Arthur Genthner of Nobleboro was
ferson Lake where a most enjoyable ferson I^ake.
cooked
food,
sandwiches,
coffee
and
at Alden Lawry's Saturday.
day was spent. Saturday. Aug. 30 is
L. Mank is in Rockland for a few
all
one
would
desire
for
holiday
lunch.
Mrs. Irving Simmons and daughter
the date of the annual field day to l»e days.
There
will
also
be
toall
games
at
the
Jennie were in Rockland Monday.
held1 in Union which these clubs are
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Page of Bucks
Alberta Simmons is visiting her School street grounds.
planning to attend.
port were overnight guests of C. W.
Mrs. Jennie Bragdon of Gorham is
aunt Mrs. Carl Davis in Rockland
Mrs. Amber Childs, Lorenzo Achorn Mank recently.
a guest in the home of her brother
ror Iwo weeks.
and John Sansom motored to Port
The neighbors and friends of Mr.
George Ross of Brooklyn. N. Y., Capt. Llewellyn Smith.
land Wednesday where they were and Mrs. Charles Erickson gave them
l,ep W. Ames and friend returned
passed away June 7, 1930. He was a
guests at the home of Capt. Howard a fsurprise |last Saturday night to
resident of this place for several Friday to their homes in New rYork
Hayden. On their return they were celebrate their 25th wedding anni
years, leaving here a year ago to make city, after a two weeks visit with Mr.
his home in New York. He leaves Ames’ uncle. Flavius Ames. Stephen accompanied by Mrs. iNellie Borne- versary.
Mr. and Mrs. H. iD. [Post are enter
two daughters Mrs. Blnk and Mrs. E. Ames will remain until the first of man of'Warren who was an overnight
guest of Mrs. Childs.
taining friends from Massachusetts
Helgesen of New York, also a widow. September.
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Post and chK this week.
Mrs Ross of New York besides other
Mrs. Chester Dyer of North Haven
V. T. Payson and son are threshing
relatives. He was well liked by his was a guest for the weekend of her dren of Unity were calling on friends
here 'Sunday.
grain for the Hawes Brothers.
neighbors and will be sadly missed.
parents Mr. and Mrs. Albert Wooster.
Mr. and' Mrs. W. A. Jackson have |
A telegram received by The Cou
been entertaining relatives from
rier-Gazette states: Miss Currie F.
Why suffer torture* from Rheu
Massachusetts.
Complete
Coombs, a former resident of Vinalmatism, 8eiatiea, Neuritis, Muscu
Miss Marguerite Johnson and Al
lar Lameness, Sprains and Bruises
haven passed away Aug. 25 in Sche
bert Evans of Cambridge. Mass., have
Installed in your home
Eight Room House, Barn, threewhtn
nectady, N. Y.. where she has made
returned after a week’s visit with
her home for the last ten years with
quarters
Acre Land, known ae the
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Elwell.
METHYL BALM
her nephew. Arthur A. Buck. She is
Mr. and Mrs. Vellis Weaver and
Edward
McIntosh
property, Pros
survived by one brother, Wilbur F.
will bring almost instant relief?
daughter Frances and Evelyn Ralph
Coombs of Vlnalhaven. The burial
pect
street.
To
be
sold at once.
attended the IStarrett reunion in'War
A scientifically compounded ex
will be in Schenectady.
ren Thursday of last week.
ternal application that should bo
At Very Low Price to settle estate.
632 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

-------------------- »
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SEE AND HEAR

The New

CROSLEY

Radio

$125.50

FOR SALE

E. 0. Philbrook & Son

in ovsry homo.

Amrad and Crosley

Sold only at

Johnston’s Drugstore
73 PARK 8T.
ROCKLAND
Sant Post Paid on receipt of price
76 cents

Radio*
102-103

lltf

BUT THEY DON’T
A Rockland paper dismisses a
sordid case, with "the details of
which are not printable.” Big city
papers might do likewise.—Lewiston
Journal.

Government experts say you can
buy more with a dollar now than you
could this time last year, and what
we hope is that they are now at work
on a bulletin telling where to get the
dollar.—Macon Telegraph.

69 PARK ST.

TEL. 1080

V. F. STUDLEY
io«tf

\A/hatever Your Plans
/J for the HOLIDAY
^CLOVERDALE help them along'

POPULAR
BEVERAGES
AT LOW PRICES

Clicquot Club
Ginger Ale

2

BOTS.

BOTS-

500

Clicquot Sec

3

BOTS.

500

Yankee Dry

3

PKGS.

FLAVORS

N. B. C. SNOW PEAKS
PRUDENCE HASH CORNED
CRISCO
3 LB. CAN 690

190
280
230

lb.
CAN

BEEF

LB. CAN

29tf

Canada Dry
Ginger Ale

3

assorted

Jello

250
CTN. 12 BOTS. 990
BOTS.

Oft?
W iF

QT.
JAR

SWEET
MIXED

Pickles

PEPPERMINT PATTIES
CUT-RITE WAX PAPER
ICE CREAM FREEZERS

3

ROLLS

EACH

LGE. | ft}
CAN 1^

ALL
KINDS

Friend’s Beans

290
250
980

LB. BOX

Hibrow

CLOVERDALE OLIVES

Assorted Beverages

FINEST MEDIUM-SIZE MANZANIllA OUVES STUFFED
WITH PIMKNTOS

COtmNTS

2

LGE. BOTS.

250

3 oz* 1O0
COT.

CLOVERDALE
MAYONNAISE

taste thriller.

90
190
FT. JAR 350

3Vfe

OZ. JAR

J4 PT. UR

COFFEES
KLEEKO BRAND
The scientifically blend
ed, steel-cut, chaffless

coffee, packed in flavor

OZ.
BOT.

LB.

PIMIENTO

39f
10

“San

Kraft Cheese
The one ingredient that
will make your salad a

12’/fe

6EOT.
0Z- 1O0

LB.

310

CLOVERDALE PEAS shted no. 2 can
CRUSHED PINEAPPLE no 2’/2 can
GRANDEE OLIVE BUTTER 4 oz jar

DRAKE’S

300TH
ANN.VLRSARY

Loaf

CLOVERDALE SARDINES
ELMWOOD CHICKEN
WELCH'S GRAPE JUICE

EA.

tin

4oz

jar

pt. bot.

10

MED.
CAKES

Ivory Soap

tight cans. An except
ional coffee at an

unusually low price.

Ik tin 350
Rex Brand
lb. 33c
Pan American lb. 29c
Surprise
lb. 25c

50 PACKAGE CANDIES
OLD HEIDELBERG STRUT
NANKI TEAS AU VARIETIES

Bakers

INDIAN
ROOT BEER

100
390
LB. PKG. 350

3

for

LGE. CAN
’/2

Extract 2

:0
BOTS.

THE
SOUTH WARREN
Miss Inez Linekin of Worcester
called on friends here Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Mahoney and
Miss Marjorie Marshall who have
been visiting here left Friday for
South Portland enroute to their home
in Ontario,
Mrs. Annie Davis of Warren vil
lage was the guest of Mrs. Rose Mar
shall Th&rsday.
Good Will Grange will re-open
meetings Aug. 28.
Irving Rucklin of North Waldoboro
is spendlnica few days here and in
Thomaston.
Mrs. lLucy Gross and Mrs. Hattie
Counce Of Rockland were recent
guests of Mrs. W. O. Counce.
The clans of the family of Cope
land and bermonds enjoyed a picnic
Sunday at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Earle Miller in Union.
The Legion Fair In Thomaston was
well patronized by the crowd from
here.
Mr. and Mrs. Ward Grafton were
callers at L. R. Bucklin's Sunday eve
ning.
Tlie Field Day at Crescent Beach
was attended toy a goodly number of
Grangers from here and all felt well
repaid by hearing the interesting
speeches',and meeting of friends.
Will Maxey of Gardiner called on
Mrs. Rose Marshall Sunday. These
two friends had not met for over 55
years.
Mr. and Mrs. Errtest Lermond and
friends of (Beverly were recent guests
at George bermond s.
When the ladies of the Grange
Circle were invited to meet at the
home of Frank Page with Mrs Annie
Page and Mrs. Ann Bucklin as host
esses a good time1 was anticipated as
usual and every thing went merrily
on until as the noon hour approached
and no odor of coffee or baked beans
fame from the kitchen where the
stove gave forth no heat, mystification
sat on every countenance, cakes and
ides disappeared as If by magic and
the mystery deepened. A liitle be
fore 12 o'clock five cars were lined
up on tlW lawn and Mr. Page in his
characteristic way told all to get in.
The destination was unknown but
light began to dawn as the route
taken was in the direction of what
Is known as Morse Hill and hereunder
some beiutlful trees were b. R.
Bucklin. Mrs. Eva Bucklin and
Mrs. Carrie Packard waiting to
receive the guests. Tables groan
ing with good things the principal
dish being beans baked in the ground
by Frank Page, who is an expert, and
these were a rarity to everyone; 28
sat down. The menu included hot
dogs, salads, coffee and doughnuts,
cakes and pice. A long time was
spent at the table and admiring the
fine view. Three cheers and a tiger

were given for Frank Page, IL. It.
Bucklin, (Mrs. Carrie Packard and
Miss ®va Bucklin, who worked, so
hard to make the dinner a success
Reluctantly the Hill was left, to re
turn to work of which it is needless
to say little was accomplished- This
was a surprise long to be remembered
and many thanks are given to Mrs.
Page and Miss Bucklin and their aids
for such a happy day.

STICKNEY CORNER
Mr. and Mrs. iR. J. Sargent have
been entertaining the following
guests the last week: Mrs. 'Annie
Turner, daughter Mary, granddaugh
ter Ruth and nephew iCharles B.
Turner and Miss Pulsifer, all of New
Hampshire; Mr. and Mrs. Fred' Y.
Winchenbaeh and sons BveTett and
Russell of Waldoboro; (Mrs. Minnie
Ludwig and grandson William T.
Smith, Jr., of Thomaston; and Mr.
and Mrs. Edwin Ludwig of Rockland
and son 'Donald of Attleboro. Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Sprague of
Boston who have been visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Clarence Cramer returned home
Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. 'Ernest Cramer and
grandson Burgess were visiting rela
tives in Palermo recently.
The Bible class.that has 'been in
progress for the past two weeks
closed Sunday evening with stereopticon views presented before a full
house.
Mrs. John Storer and daughter Lu
etta left for Augusta this morning to
attend the tenth annual convention
American I/'gion Auxiliary. Miss
Storer is president of fitor^r-Collins
Unit 110 of Union and Mrs. Storer is
chaplain.
Mrs. Elmer Creamer and children
ter work for John Storer.
Wilbert I)e Coster is doing carpenwere guests of her sister Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ahiatha Mank were
Sunday guests of her father, (W. D.
De Coster.
iMr. and Mrs. John Storer and
daughter Duetta motored to Union
Friday accompanied (by Mrs. !R. J.
Sargent.

EAST WALDOBORO
Mrs. W. R. Martin and daughter
Katherine of Boston are visiting Mrs.
Harry McIntire.
Mrs. N. S. Reever, Mrs. Bessie
Monahan and Fred Morton motored
to Augusta Thursday. They were
accompanied hack by Miss Mertio
Reever.
Mr. and Mrs. George Hyler and
daughter Doris of Rockport and Miss
Lucille (Robbins of New Hampshire
were Sunday visitors at J. W.
Waltz’s.
Mrs. Prank Goodwin and son Nor
man of Quincy. Mass., were visiting
her brother James Mank last week.
Milton Masters of Round Pond has
been the guest of Stanton Hanna.
T. Irving Sawyer was at Aunt
Lydia's Tavern over the weekend.
Ered Morton returned to Fitchburg
Sunday. .
Raymond Simmons has returned
from a visit with relatives in Whitins
ville and Fitchburg. Mass.
Miss Priscilla Hanna, who has been
having a month’s vacation from her
training course at Maine • General
Hospital, Portland, returned Satur
day.
Mrs. S. Achorn. Mrs. L. Reed. Miss
EMe Mank and Miss Bessie Reed mo
tored to Rock la ml and Crescent
Reach Thursday.
Stanton Hanna is spending the
week with his cousin, Milton Masters,
Round Pond.
Mrs. John Fiske and son of Nashua,
N. H.. spent Friday with her brother
Clarence Coffin.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Bowley. Mr. and
Mrs. Clarence Ccftfin. Mr. and Mrs. C.
Bowers and Mrs. Ethel Hanna at
tended a Rebekah meeting Tuesday
evening at Round Pond.
flalph Flanders of Portland spent

the weekend with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. J. L. Flanders.
Mrs. Mary Winchenbaugh and Mrs.
Letter Mank were in Thomaston Fri
day.
The Social Club will begin its regu
lar meetings Sept. 4 with a picnic
dinner at the home of Mrs. Nellie
Reever.

UNDER COVER STORAGE
FOR

RUNABOUTS AND TENDERS
A well lighted, dry, storage building now ready for runabout and

small boat under-cover storage for the Winter Season, 1930-31.
Modern machinery and competent mechanics for repairs or over
hauling
Prices Quoted on Application

I. L SNOW COMPANY
ROCKLAND, MAINE

TEL. 68-J

98-109

Every-Other-Day
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I
sented the newly wedded couple with Xamara of Middleboro who are
Wanted
handsome and useful gifts from those spending the summer at Cushing.
Tel.
WANTED—411 rl for house work.
present for which they both, extendAdvertisements In this column not to exceed
Seth
Wethetbee
from
Green
Gables,
Thomaston
Schools
will
open
193-tf
ed thanks and then proceeded to , Camden, was in town the first of the three lines Inserted once for 25 cents, 3 times 568-W 157 MIDDLE ST.
for
50
cents.
Additional
lines
5
cents
each
Sept 8.
untie the carefully wrapped pack- week. He expects to leave for Bos- for one time. 10 cents for three times. Six
WANTED—Ulkance to keep house, or house
work in city, at once, by woman with girl in
The pleasant word is out that the at:es. Needless to say, Uie^ apprefrom there to go words make a line.
high
school. Only a nice place need answer.
Legion Fair nested $1530.
dated very deeply, not the gifts alon tJ St. Petersburg.Fla., for the winter.
Write A. B. <?., care (Courier-Gazette.
An auction party was entertained hut the thought, affection and kind
103-105
1929 Whippet 6 Sedan
Mrs. Fred Starrett and daughter
Lost and Found
in the finely equipped home of Mr. wishes bestowed upon them. Tin1
Katharine.
Hilda
Anderson
and
Lewis
WANTEDKitchen
woman
to
report
for
MOSQUITO-'
and Mrs. Lawrence H. Dunn on Main home was decorated with cut flowers,
LOST
Female
calico
cal.
Topsy.
List
seen
work
after
Labor
Day.
PARK
STREET
street Tuesday evening. Four of the tho gift of Mrs. May Cottam and Gould were also amdng those who at at noon Monday. Reward If returned to MRS. CAFE.
103-105
1928 Whippet 4 Sedan
l»3-lt
guests were from far away Florida they too. gave of their beauty and tended the Robbins reunion at East A. S. TIBBETTS. '82 Broad St.
WANTED- Excellent opportunity for stu
Union.
LOST—Tortoise shell glasses somewhere on dents attending High'- School or Commercial
where Mr. and Mrs. Dunn are ac fragrance to make the evening more
Broadway. Inquire at i387 BROADWAY.
• • * •
College to partially work hoard ami room in
customed to spending the winter pleasant. Guests were present from
1928 Whippet 4 Coupe
1A3 IM home. Call 908-W or nt 1250 TALBOT
private
Such parties, which are a test of skill Warren. East Warren. Cl ncove and
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Tibbetts of
103-105
LOST--Blue sweater with gray C., Wed« AVE.
in playing cards, always have an in Thomaston.
M issachusetts are spending the week nesday at ball field. Finder please notify
WANTED—iPosltIon doing general house
terest to the card playing public to
WENDELL THORNTON. Tel. 368-M.
Mrs. Alhena Lowell Taft of Bay with Mrs. Hannah Spear.
1928 Ponthc Sedan
101*103 work. In family with children preferred. For
know the winners. At this party Point. Bath, and four children are
information Inquire of MRS. GEORGE BREW
Ella Maloney of Portland who has
LOST- Bi indie bull dog. answers to name STER. 43 Rankin St., Rockland.
the successful ones were Mrs. Ken visiting her sister Mrs. Vernon Tab- been spending the past week with
103-105
“Buddy,” cut on hip. Tel. 364-31 or call at
drick and Mr. Brummet. Those pres
1928 Ford Coupe
butt of Georges street.
' Mrs. Fred Starrett has returned to RAYMOND ELLIS’, 67 Park St.. Rockland.
WANTED -Owner of a $100 Second Liberty
ent. besides the hostess and family
102*104 Li.io Bond, No. B99793.887, tO call at this
Robert
Mayo
of
Southwest
Hatbor
her
home.
and house guest Mrs. Arthur John
LOST - Friday night black hag containing hank and obtain full amount of his (money
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Robinson mo electrician
son of St. Petersburg, Fla., were Mr. was In town Wednesday to attend the
’s tools, somewhere between West for this bond, which was culled for re
1928 Essex Sedan
tored
to
Waterville
Sunday
with
funeral
of
Mrs.
Eva
McDonald.
Rockport and Crescent Beach. Finder please demption uNov. J5, 1927. NORTH NATIONAL
ajid Mrs’. Walter Clark. Mr. and Mrs.
telephone 1133 or notify CENTRAL MAINE BANK._____________________________ 102-147
'
friends
and
called
on
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Kendrick of Fruitland Park. Fla..
Mrs. Eliza Carleton is returning to
POWER CO.
101-103
WANTED—The present name and address
Earl Hall and Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Mrs. Annie Simmons, Frank Whitney her home in Belmont. Mass, today.
Ford 1% Ton Truck with
FOUND—English bull dog. Owner can of the widow of the late F. Ernest Holman.
Walker.
Please communicate -any information to
of Rockland. Mr. and Mrs. Brummet
have
same
by
proving
property
aud
paying
The funeral of Mrs. Eva M. Mc
OL1YER
W.
HObMES,
Lake
Ave.
Tel.
352-2.
Mrs. Hattie McFarland is visiting charges. 28 FRONT STREET.
102-104
of Waldoboro, Mrs. Eben Alden of Donald was held at her late home on
103*105
Mrs. Judson Benner.
Thomaston.
FOUND Adrift Saturday a skiff in'Penob
Dump Body
Main street Wednesday at 2 o’clock.
WANTED -To buy foreign and domestic
Mr. and Mrs. George E. Wilson and
Otho Thompson of Medford, Mass., scot Bay. Owner may have same h.v proving stamps. JOHN CrUlSTLN, 360 Main St. over
The
services
were
private
hut
were
property
and
paying
charges.
Apply
(
AIT.
WE POSITIVELY
102*104
Mrs. Lucy Sillery and Woodrow Wil
is spending a few days as guest of .1. C. CUNNINGHAM, McLoon Wharf, Rock J. J. Newberry’s
SUPER-STRENGTH
son motored to Pittsfield Sunday to attended by a large number of rela .Mis. Mary Richmond.
WANTED- ‘Position as house worker by
land.
*
>102-104
GUARANTEE
Willys-Knight, Wiilys 6
2 to 10 Times es Effective
tives.
The
large
number
of
floral
young Finnish girl. HELM A II EINO. Rock
visit Mrs. Ella Parks and Mrs. Mary
Mrs. Charles French is entertaining
Tb«r«'« no quicker acting,
es Many Substitutes
ville.
102-104
tributes expressed the love and sym
Spear.
her sister, Miss Campbell from Summer Cottages and Board
stronger, (ester or better
Cheeper to Use
WANTED Male bookkeeper.
Must he
Mrs. George Creighton and family pathy of friends and relatives for the Massachusetts.
and Whippet
household insecticide then
Became More Results Frees
FOR SALE—Large modern co’.tage at Gres- accurate and have some knowledge of typing.
family
and
their
esteem
for
the
one
will
remove
to
East
Wilton
next
week
Small Quantity
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Mathews. G. D. cent Beach, all improvements, two-car garage Not over 30 years old. Call at 97 SOUTH
FLV-TOX
who had gone. Rev. Hubert F. Leach
MAIN
ST
.
or
Phone
840.
102*104
.dJlu
where
they
will
join
Mr.
Creighton
in
fine
location.
EDWARD
GONIA
at
Gonia
’
s
Will Not Stein
Gould. Mrs. Mary Richmond. Mrs.
Developed at Mellon
of the Federated Church officiated.
8tore. The New Bicknell.
92-tf
their future home.
WANTED-Bell boy at HOTEL 1UM KLAND
InttHete of Industrial
Fred Starrett and guest Ella Maloney,
'
1
Pleasing Fragrance
101-tf
Research by Rex Re
The Labor Day games at Knox The bearers were the three sons. and G. A. Aspey attended the Past
See What You Get... FLV-TOX I
Harmless to People
search Fellowship.
WANTED Housekeeper, middle aged wom
Trotting Park will start at 9 o’clock. Charles C.. Arthur and Henry Mc
Miscellaneous
is in Clear Glass Dottles.
I—
■ .
—
Noble Grand meeting held at Union
an who would like good home. Call 20 LIN
Miss Edna Hilt is spending a few Donald. Charles E. McDonald, Walter
101*103
RUG AND KNITTING yarns for sale by DEN STREET after 5 o’clock.
632 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
days in South Bristol with her sister Henry, Thomas McGrail. Robert Aug. 20.
manufacturer.
Samples
free.
II.
A.
BART

WAiNTED—Girl for kitchen work. Apply 75
Addison Oliver has just returned LETT’. Harmony. Maine.
Mrs. Gamage.
103-115
Mayo Myles Weston. Mrs. McDon
BROAD
ST.
Tel.
669-M.
97-tf
102-103
Fred Waldo who has been the ald was the daughter of Daniel Mayo from a trip to Providence.
TRESPASS NOTICE -I hereby forbid all
WANTED Sept. 15. chalice to work for
Mrs. Forrest iSpear spent Tuesday persons crossing my land or removing or
guest of Mrs. Mary Waldo returned of Hamixlen and Alice Vose of Thom
board
and
room,
by
boy
attending
Commercial
l with Mrs. John I. Snow in Rockland. destroying uny more stakes or posts on my ’ollege.
06-104
Tuesday to Boston.
aston. She was horn in 'Thomaston
and the iron posts that have been re
Doris Jones of Jefferson has been property
Herbert Reemie of Machias and March 10. 1858. She married Donald
WANTED—Agents in Rocklanjl and vicinity
moved must he returned, under penalty of
COHEN BROS. WANT YOUR
Miss Barbara Thompson, a graduate McDonald in 1876. Seven sons and the guest of her cousin Dorothy Sim the law. MItS. A. C. INGRAHAM. Owl’s to sell Christmas cards; $1 assortment con
Made bv the Largest Spray Business in the World
Head. Aug. 25. 1930.
102-104 taining 84 pieces 50 per cent profit. SARAH
nurse of the Central Maine hospital two daughters were born in this wed mons the past week.
STONE STUDIOS. Bangor. Me.
88-130
NOTICE—Is hereby given of the loss of
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Vinal are takin Lewiston are guests of Mrs. George
WANTED -Experienced stitchers at MOD
deposit hook numbered 985, and the owner
lock. One died in infancy. To the
Dowling.
1 ing charge of S. A. Watts’ restaurant of said book asks for duplicate in accordance ERN PANTS CO.
92-tf
rearing of these children Mrs. Mc luring his absence this week.
Will pay Highest Price
with the prolslon of the State law. SECURI
WANTED—To loan money on auto, house
Donald devoted her life. Only a
TY
TRUST
CO..
Rockport
Branch,
Rockport.
No lot too large; none too email
Miss
Virginia
hostess
hold furniture, diamonds, etc. interest 3 per
I
viignua Wyllie
vvyme was uusiuss
It is hoped that many card players mother who has had the experienc- .
Maine by HAROLD 45. DAVIS. Mgr
Aug
, . . little friends Monday who
,
■ent per month on unpaid balances. KNOX
,
,
, ’
to eight
25. 1930.
103-Th-109 FINANCE CO., 16 School St., opp. Postofflee.
will support the popular and most can ,know the
strain upon body and came
..... ........
u..,„
,...........celebrate
»_____________
Call Warren, Me. 2-3
to
help'her
her
eighth
92-tf
PATCHWORK
(Seven
lbs.
clippings,
dress
THE
worthy cause — our town nursing mind the raising of so large a family ,
MONITOR TOP SAVES YOU MONEY . . .
percales), $1.00 postpaid. Or pay fpostman,
service—by attending the putdic card involves. That the children of this birthday. Iler guests were Phyllis plus postage. Satisfaction guaranteed. LAWor write, care of
BEFORE YOU BUY-KNOW U HY
party at the assembly hall ln the High mother appreciated the service has ■ Perry. Helen Starrett, Elizabeth SON TEXTILE CO.. 9 Aster St., Providence.
For Sale
Oxton,
Verna
Robinson,
Katharine
103*105
School building Friday evening, at been shown in the devotion these | Peabody Alfred Wyllie, Richard K- I.
G W. McKeUar
DR. JOHN LUNT, Medium, will be at the
FOR SALE—Entire contents of 9 room
7.45 daylight time. Tickets may be children have given their mother in
i Butler and Wayne Starrett. Games home of R. A. Greene, 38 Beech St., every bouse, including piano, sewing machine, small
Warren, Me.
procured at Brackett’s drug store.
her years of ill health. The surviv were played followed by refresh Tuesday for readings and treatment bv ap lafe, few antiques, sectional book case,
pointment. TEL. 1LS6-X.
100-tf marble top walnut chamber set. Inquire B
Reference: Any Poultry Reiser
Miss Katherine Winn, our town ing near relatives are four sons.
ments of ice eream, fancy cookies
111-tf
ROCK AND CEMENT WORK, cellar wall? II COPELAND’S stable. 118 |Maln 45t.. Thom
nurse, accompanied by Mrs. .1. Walter Charles C. and Henry E. of Thomas
I
193-105
! and two birthday cakes each bearing built and repaired; all kinds of lawn work, b> aston.
Strout. president of the local board, ton. Arthur of New York. George of
' lighted candles, which were served the day or contract. BENJAMIN KNOWLFOR SALE—35 lobster traps, double ender
attended the meeting of the Maine South Sanford, one daughter Mar
TON. 54 Brewster St. Tel. 467.
75*86-tl and two mackerel nets. IL A. Dl’NTON, >18
on the veranda.
State Nurses Association held in the garet McDonald of Thomaston, a
103-105 jBjajaraizEraiaiHraraagrajzjzizran
LAWN MOWERS repaired and sharpened, Mechanic St. Tel. 763-M.
• ♦ • •
called for and delivered. Satisfaction guar
State House in Augusta. Wednesday. brother Alexander Mayo, and one
FOR SALE—New hooked iTUgs, price rea
Satisfaction for
anteed. CR1E HARDWARE CO.. Roridaml son ali le Call at 132 LWIEROCK ST. Tel
Much appreciation is felt and ex- TH. 7»1.
Representatives were present from sister. Angellne Mayo of Thomaston.
LIVE POULTRY and EGG
92-tf 299-J
103*105
J pressed by the members of both
every section. Public nursing service
SHIPPERS
MONEY TO LOAN od 1st and 2nd mort
FOR SALE—Six room house in good con
churches in securing the artist Miss gages. KNOX FINANCE CO.. 16 School Si dition
is being carried on to a surprising
with small ham attached, also strip of
If you want the best selling the market
WARREN
Opp,
postoffice.
92-tf
Ravchel Emerson, soprano, and Mrs.
extent in Maine as well as all other
land extending from the town road to shore, affords, ship to
LET E. A. KNOWLTON filo your saws and good shore privilege. Party going away ami
Pauline Rieser concert pianist, and
parts of the country192*195
Mr.
and
Mrs.
6.
A.
Watts
started
repair your furniture at 216 L1MEROCK ST will sell at a bargain. TEL. 353-6.
accompanist, a member of Guild Td. l»io.
Mrs. Bowdoln Orafton and young
W. F. WYMAN & CO.
TO LET—Furnished apartment of two
go-tf
rooms, basement and garage; also rooms byson have gone to Houlton to reside Tuesday morning on a trip to Mon of Organists in America. Who
4 Faneuil Hall Market, Boston, Mass.
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at the day or week.
Apply
2
WILLOW
ST.
treal.
Sherbrooke
and
Niagara
Falls.
while her husband has employment
furnished special music at both Rockland Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall order®
102*104 Our guarantee—top market prices, prompt
Mrs. Amy Fuller. Mr. and Mrs. Er hurches last Sunday. At the morn- solicited. 11. U RHODES. Tel. 519-J. 92-tf
return's at all times. For twenty years we
installing plumbing in a new hotel in
FOR SALE—Thre full blooded English have been rendering better service to our
that place. William T. Smith of this nest Fuller and son Samuel enjoyed jng service at the Congregational
FARMS, COUNTRY HOMES, COTTAGES setter dogs, two females and one male. CALL shippers. Testimonials, quotations and tags
town has the contract.
Another a motor trip to Augusta, Richmond church Miss Emerson sang the num- aud estates, up-to-date property. In the gar THOMASTON 159-12.
192-191 furnished on request.
Reference: Federal
den spot of Maine—Penobscot Rav
Write
Thomaston man employed there is and Brunswick Monday.
82-Th-tf
hers, “The Rosary” by Ethelbert us what you want. ORBLN J DICKEY, Bel
FOR SALE—Dry slab wood sawed In stove NationM Bank.
William Grafton.
92-tf lengths, $1.25 per foot; edgings, 19 bundles
Mr. and Mrs. I^eToy Fullerton and Nevins, and “I Will Extol Thee Oh fast. Me._________
for
$1.
R.
«.
JORDAN.
6
'Kelley
lane.
Tel.
Mrs. L. B. Gillchrest has for a family of Walpole, Mass., were in Lord,” by Tosca with Mrs. Rieser at
arajgjarefaizizjzjBraiHJZfajzfarajBrai
’ -M.
102-tf
guest Mrs. H. B. McGee of Peoria. Ill.
NORTH HAVEN
town last week visiting relatives, the organ. At the Baptist Church in
FOR SALE— 1929 Chevrolet coupe, excel
Morton Mitchell of Quincy. Mass.,
Word has been received of the lent condition. TEL THOMASTON 24.
making their headquarters at th« the evening Miss Emerson sang the
the guest of Kenneth Mitchell.
102-104
home of Mr. nnd Mrs. Virgil Payson latter number and “Wondrous is the death’ Aug. 15 in Auburn of Horace
Water street.
FOR SALE -Horse, 1209 pounds; reason
A.
Dorr.
He
married
Ida
Brown
Ernest Welsh and daughter Mildred storyA by IxYulse Rejchardt. and "Ave
Mrs. Isadore DeWinter has returned
at North Haven. Sept. 8, 1919 and on able price. FRED M. BUTLER. Warren
192*104
from a visit to Mrs. Walter Robbins of Westboro, Mass., are staying with Maria by Gounod with Mrs. Rieser the occasions of his visits here made
Let us renew your Hat with our
as* accompanist. Mrs. Rieser also
FOR SALE—-Eight room house with hath
relatives.
on Vinalhaven.
many friends. At the time of his Modern
modern HoffmanI
conveniences.
Extra
lot
of
land
played the organ voluntary as well as
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace J. Smalley
A. M. Hilt has as his guest his niece,
death he was employed in an exeeu
Opportunity to let two-room apartment. In
music for the entire service.
and Miss Smalley who have been Mrs. W. H. Clark of Belfast.
quire
41
GRACE
ST.
Tel.
19-W.
191*11^3
tive capacity by the Turner Center
Straws, Felts, Panamas
George Gardiner has had the tele
isiting Mrs. Smalley's mother, Mrs.
FOR SALE—Splendid house and barn at
L. M. -Butler observed his 85tJ| phone installed at his residence, num system and the life thus cut short Martinsville,
Cleaned and Reblocked
'Me.
Price
very
reasonable
Lydia Jameson have returned to their
was one of fineness and of promise.
birthday Sunday by having some m ber 14-11.
Apply H. E. MASON, 15 Prospect St. North
home In Worcester, Mass.
Leominster,
Mass.
190-10!
PROMPT SERVICE
Mr. and Mrs. Mansfield Robinson,
Among those who came to attend his relatives in to a party. His sister
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
FOR SALE—Corn, small beets, tomatoes,
the funeral of Mrs. Martha Watts was Mrs. Susan Butler of South Thomas Miss Helen Robinson. Mr. and Mrs. ' Whereas. Edna iM. Robbins of Rockland In shell beans and cucumbers for canning, also
Miss Lucy J. Watts of Portland whose ton, who is nearly 89 years of age, Hugh Blodgett and Miss Helen Jane the Cojinty of Knox and (State of Maine, by l»er potatoes and other vegetables. II. E. BOW
PHILIP SULIDES
deed dated July 19tli, 1926. and re
DEN. Lake Ave. Tel. 1183-R.
109-KP
home for many years was in Thomas Gilford Butler and sister Louis?, Blodgett enjoyed a shore dinner at niorlgay^
cordeil in Knox County Registry of Deeds
Main St.,
Opp. Strand Theatre
Frank
Stanton
also
of
South
Thom

FOR
SALE
—
New
5-roora
house,
all
modern
the
home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Rollan
1
ton.
Hook 208. Page 366, conveyed to the under
garage, good location, $3609
Mrs. John Rowland and son Ralph aston, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Tolman Thompson in Friendship one day last signed. Benjamin T. Tales of South Thomas improvements,
56then58Th-ttf
V.
F.
RTUDLEY,
69
Park
(St.
Tel.
1080.
99-tf
ton. in said County of Knox and (State of
if New York are visiting Mrs. Enoch of Portsmouth, ^N. IF. Mrs. Willis week.
Maine, a certain lot or parcel of land situ
FOR SALE—Pure apple cider vinegar, full
Mrs.
Nellie
Bornemafi
who
has
been
Snow
of
Rockland,
Gardiner
and
Clark.
ated on Spruce (Head Island In said town of strength, good measure and cheap. #5e per
Mr. and Mrs. George Dowling took Ernest
Tolman
of
Thomaston. spending a few weeks in Portland has South Thomaston and bounded and described gal., at farm. Why pay more? Big thresh
as follows;
ing machine to sell at once cheap. J. H. SIM
motor trip recently to Machias. Florence Packard. Mr. and Mrs. Fred returned to her home in W . ven.
Beginning at stake and stones at the ONTON, West Rockport. (Me.
99-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Mansfiell Robinson Northeast
Luhec. Wesley and Calais where they Butler and family and Mrs. L. M.
corner of the Brown lot and on the
FOR SALE -One piano, two bedroom suites,
visited relatives. They spent one day Whittemore were the guests present. and Mr. and Mrs. H. Y. Blodgett mo Western side of the driveway leading to the extension
dining room table,
doz. oak
main town road; thence Westerly along the
tored to Bar Harbor recently.
in St. Rtephen. N. B.
Refreshments were served and more
Northerly side of the (said Brown lot. one chairs. V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Park St. Tel
The
play
entitled
"How
the
Story
1080.
96-tf
Mrs. Barbara Robbins and son than one birthday cake had a promi
hundred thirty (130) feet, more or less, to the
We want all your LIVE POUL
FOR SALE—Golden Batam corn, cabhag..
Donald Robbins of Mount Vernon. nent place in the program. Mr. Grew” was £iven at the Community shore of Tim's Gove; thence Northerlj* along
shore three hundred (360) feet, more or nice potatoes and other vegetables, picked to
TRY, Highest Prices paid. Call
Ohio, are visiting in the family of Butler was pleased to receive several House at Martin's Point. Friendship, the
less, do stake and stones atthis grantee’s order any day in week. Come up. OVER
last Friday evening with the follow
Harry Moody, High street.
or writs Charles Shans, ears of
; thence Easterly and nearly parallel NESS SARKES1AN, 157 Middle St. Telgifts from the guests present and ing cast: Miss Tena McCallum, Mrs. land
with the first line one hundred thirty (130) 568-W.
93-tf
Miss Margaret Felt has returned to
R. E. Cutting, Warren, Mt. Tel.
from others who were not there.
Dana (Smith, Mrs. George Gardiner. feet, more or less, to stake and stones; thence
New York after spending a vacation
FOR SALE—Six room bungalow at 40
Southerly along the Western side of this
Warren 3-3 and trucks will call at
Eugene
Durgin
has
sold
his
farm
Admontem
Ave.,
Rockland,
furnished,
with
at her home here.
Mrs. Harvey Bu>ber, Miss Jenny grantee’s land and nearly parallel with the
improvements; price right to settle an estate.
your door. References; Any poul
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Mathews who to Mr. and Mrs. David Hill.
Starrett, Mrs. C. Frank Berry, Mrs. second line three lmndrexl (300) feet, more or CARRIE
NICHOLS, 31 Hill St., City. Tel
less, to the place of beginning.
try raiser.
have been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Ellis
gS-tf
Mrs. Amy Fuller returned Sunday Tgiura Brackett and Mrs. George
Together with the right to -use the drive 831-W,
Copeland have returned to their home from her son’s camp at Crawford Walker. Mrs. Glenn Reever and Mrs. way leading to the town road in common with
FOR SALE—Two family house, first class
in Lowell.
CHARLES SHANE CO.
Laura Brackett sang which rounded otiiers. and the right to take water from the condition, with Improvements, $2650. V. F
Lake.
well
on
the
Northern
side
of
the
town
road
In
STUDLEV,
69 Park ,St. Tel. 1080.
92-tf
Mrs. Percy Kennlston and daugh
»T-tf
common with others.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wyllie. Mrs. out the program.
FOR
SALE
—
Mill
wood
4
ft.
long,
$6.50;
ter of Warren have been spending a
• Also hereby conveying all shore rights be
Alice
Gordon.
Mrs.
Fred
Butler
and
stove
length.
$8
;
fitted
wood,
$14
:
also
lumber.
longing
to
said
lot.
few days at the home of her parents
L. A. J*A< KARP, R. F. D., Thomaston. 92-tf
CIVIL SERVICE “EXAM”
Maurice Wyllie made the trip to
And whereas the conditions of said mort
Mr. nnd Mrs. A. K. Ludwig.
gage have been broken,
FOR SALE—250 acre farm, house and barn
Bluehill,
South
Penobscot.
Ellsworth,
• • • •
Now. therefore, by reason of the breach of
R. W. JEWELL
good condition, 1000 cords hard wood, some
One To Be Held In Thomaston For the conditions thereef, 1 claim a foreclosure ln
Castine and Bar Harbor Friday.
blueberry land, cuts ti0 tons liny. Waldoboro.
Mrs. Abhie Stetson and daughter
the
Positions
Of
Clerk
and
Village
of
said
mortgage.
$3699.
easy
term.
V.
F.
STUDLEY.
69
Park
The topic for the Sunday morning
Mildred of Warren and Mr. and Mrs.
92-tf
Dated at Rockland, Maine. August 6th. 1930 St. Tel. 1989.
Carrier
BEN J. T FALES.
Walter Swift were guests of Rev. and worship at the Baptist Church will be
FOR SALE—Hardwood fitted. $14; junks,
Rockland, Maine. August 6th. 1930.
a
----“
Unheard
Voices.
”
In
the
evening
$12; long, $19; fitted limbs. $19; fitted soft
M rs. Maurice Dunbar Tuesday at
Personally appeared the above named, Ben
The United States Civil Service
and slabs. $8; also lumber. T. J ( Alt
their cottage “Island View” at Spruce Rev. H. M. Purrington will speak on Commission will hold an open com jamln T. Tales, and made oath that .he fore wood
I
ROLL. Tel. 263-21,
92-tf
“Misled.” Deacon L. M. Kallock
going foreclosure notice, by him s igned,
Head.
petitive
examination
at
Thomaston,
true.
FOR
SALE
—
Fifty
houses
of
all
descriptions
will
conduct
the
Wednesday
evening
Mrs. Ray Kalloch and children of
AUTO MOVING
Before me,
in Rockland A large list of summer cottages.
for the positions of clerk and village
the West End have returned home meeting at 7 o’clock and will have
GILFORD B. BUTLER
In fact all kinds of real estate. Come and
Across the Street or
carrier
in
that
postofflee.
97-Th-103
Justice
of
the'Peace,
talk
over
my
list
If
you
wish
to
buy.
ROBERT
after visiting in Portland and New “Asleep” for his subject.
Across the Country
Regular 'positions with full time
U>
COLLINS.
375
Main
St.
Tel.
77.
92-tf
York.
STATE OF MAINE
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Simmons. T’hi'ip
Loads Wanted At Once for
service
are
seldom
filled
by
direct
WHEN
LN
BOSTON
—
Remember
tnat
you
County
of
Knox,
ss.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Martin, son Simmons, Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Sim
AVE! Buy the refrigerator with
Portland
To the Honorable Justice of the Superior can buy copies of The Courler-Gaaette with
Donald and daughter Laura who are mons and family. Mr. and Mrs. Alvah appointment from eligible registers.
the Monitor Top—with its en
next to be held at Rockland, within and the home news, at the Old South News Agecc;
Every Load Insured
spending the summer in camp at Simmons of Warren, Mr. "and Mrs. Eligibles are first appointed as sub Court
Washington 8t.. next Old South Church.
for
the
County
of
Knox,
on
the
first
Tuesday
tire mechanism protected from air, Dresden, are guests of Mrs. William
stitutes and are required to be avail of November A. D. 1939.
49 TILLSON AVE.
TEL. 837
Eugene Fey ler and Mr. Sidelinger of
dirt and moisture with sealed bar
able to render service whenever
Margaret S. Langston of Vinalhaven. in
Newbert for a few days.
101*103
North Waldoboro spent Sunday at
To Let
needed. Vacancies in the regular said County of Knox, wife of Andrew Langston,
riers of steel. The Monitor Top is so
Miss Ethlyn Bouvguignon of Union
respectfully represents that her ma Ulen name
Boothbay Harbor.
force
are
filled
1
by
the
promotion
of
the
City.
New
Jersey
is
guest
of
Mrs.
Margaret S. Robinson; that she was law
efficient that it operates at a cost of
TO LOT House on New County road. In
Marian Mitchell returned from Ap senior substitutes. The salaries for was
A. D. Davis.
fully married to the said Andrew Langston, quire ERN HOT
DAVIS, Fuller-Cobb-I>n vis
a few cents a day!
Vinalhaven, In said County of Knox, or.
192-194
Miss Barbara Elliot who has been pleton Friday after spending a week regular clerical employes range from at
the twenty-fifth day of August A. D. 1923. by
with
relatives
there.
TO
LET
—
-At
23
Franklin Kt., Buckland,
spending
the
summer
at
Interlaken
Figure it out—how much you’ll
$1700 to $2100 per annum. The sal Christopher S. Roberts, Justice of the Peace;
Mrs. ‘Susie IPhilbrook entertained aries for regular village carriers range that your libelant has always been faltliful upstairs apart, of four rooms, lights, toilet
Camp, Croyden, N. H., has returned
start saving the day your General
water, with or without garage. MRS.
at a supper pirty Aug. 20. The guests from $1150 to $1350. Part time vil to her marriage vows, but that immediately and
home.
Electric Refrigerator is installed.
following tiie marriage ceremony on tho DAVID OSIER, 45 Clinton Ave., Waterville.
Mrs. Ruth Brackett, Mr. and Mrs. were Mildred Stone of -Salem. M iss., lage carriers receive from $575 to twenty-fifth day of August A. D. 1923, the said Maine.
192*195
Since 1840 thia Arm has
Food spoilage is prevented. Waste
Chester Robinson and son Billie Miss Martha Johnson. Miss Gertrude $673 a year. These positions are Andrew Langston utterly deserted your
faithfully served the famlllea
TO LOT—Hix room tenement, electric
is eliminated. Milk is kept sweet.
of South Manchester, Conn, Mr. and Johnson o-f Roslindale, Mass., Mrs. permanent during good behavior. libelant without cause and went to parts uu lights, flush closet. 15 Lisle St. Inquire other
of Knox County
known to her, since which time she lias never side or phone W. B. RHODES.
191*193
Mrs. Bryan Robinson and daughter Addie Woodard and daughter Olive, Retirement on an annuity is provided seen
i
LADY ATTENDANT
Meat, fruit and vegetables may be
or heard from him or received from him
TO LET—Apartment, furnished or unfuurWinona of Warren, Mr. and Mrs Harry Stone of Groveton. N. II.. Mrs.
Tel. Day 450 ;
781-1
any support; that said utter desertion has
bought in larger quantities when
for at 65 years of age or in the case continued
Inquire
for three consecutive years next nlshed: all motlern impovements.
Horace Kimball and three children Kenneth Thompson and Mrs. Roland
AMBULANCE SERVICE
DAVID RUBBNSTETN. 6 Talbot Ave.
Tel.
prices are most favorable. Delicious
of
total
disability.
Compensation
prior
to
the
filing
of
this
libel
:
that
his
resl
of Beebee, N. H., who have been Thompson of Friendship.
98-tf
during disability for injuries received dence is unknown to your libelant and can 1383.
frozen dishes may be made easily,
having an outing at Miss Leila Clark.s
TO LOT—New 5-room house, furnished, all
Mrs. Georgia Hodgeton of Alameda, in the service is allowed and annuities not he ascertained by reasonable diligence,
cheaply. And ice cubes? Allyou can
that there is no collusion between your libelant modern. Six room house, unfurnished. II. H.
cottage. Gay Island, came up Sun
Calif., who has been visiting Mr. and are given to dependents in case of and the said Andrew Langston to obtain
STOVER, 111 Llmerock St. Tel. 1291. 98-193
day. Mrs. Brackett had sent up her
ROCKLAND, ME.
use!
divorce; wherefore she prays that a divore
Mrs.
Ernest
(Dolham
left
today
for
death
as
a
result
of
such
injury.
trunks but fortunately had retained
TO LET—-Six room tenement on Grace St,
may be decreed between her and the said
Waterville.
She
plans
to
make
stops
modern.
ERNEST
V.
DAVIS,
Fuller-CohbFifteen days’ vacation with full pay Andrew Langston, for the cause above set
Today is not too soon to start
the food, intending to leave
P»ris.__________________
9f,.tf
island Saturday hut the sea became at Somerville and Philadelphia on is allowed with an addition of ten forth.
saving. Our showrooms are open
August 19, 1930.
TO LOT—Neat and clean 5 room tenement,
her
way
home.
days’ sick leave with pay.
so boisterous it was a question of
today!
toilet, lights, cellar, shed. SARAH E BARMargaret S. Langston
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Swift of
good storage for the night.
For further information address the
Subscribed and sworn to before rtio tills TER. 41 Fulton Bt. Tel. 213-R.
94-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Swift who were Thomaston. Mrs. Abbie Stetson and Secretary of the Board of United nineteenth day of August A. I). 1930.
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT*
TO LET—Five room tenement, all modern,
CHRISTDI-HER
S.
ROBERTS.
recently married at the home of the daughter Mildred of Warren enjoyed States Civil Service Examiners at thd
garage, southern exposure. ROBERT U 35 LIMEROCK ST.
Justice of tlie Peace.
ROCKLAND
(NILLINS,
375
Main
St,
Tel.
77.
92-tf
bride (Miss Florence Smith) at Grand a picnic dinner Tuesday with Mr. and po'S-toffice named above, or the Dis (L. S.)
TO LET Apartment of 3 rooms, kitchenette
Manan. N. 15., and have been spend Mrs. Morris Dunlbar at th© Dunbar trict /Secretary, First United States
STATE OF MAINE
Osteopathic
Physician
and iiatii. CUTLER COOK (X).
92-tf
ing a few days at the home of his pat cottage at Spruce Head.
Civil Service District, Custom House Knox, ss.
Telephone 136
TO LET—Furnished apartment of two
Clerk’s Office, ^Superior Court,
ents and at Crawford Pond left on
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Vinal bad as Tower, Boston. Mass. Applications
rooms, or single rooms, all modern
niLL
in Vacation
Sunday night train. The preceding [ their guests Saturday Mr. and Mrs. must lie filed with the district mana
I»»W
m-i
JOn
•
DANE.
Tel.
427-R.
Rockland, August 29. A. D. 1930.
CLKCTRIC WATER COOLERS • COMMERCIAL REFRIGERATORS • ELECTRIC MILK COOLERS
Tuesday evening forty friends and William Boynton and William Mc- ger, Boston not later than Sept. 5.
Upon the foregoing Libel, Ordered, That the
TO LOT—Cottagq house on Camden St.;
neighbors gave them a surprise party
Libelant give notice to said Andrew Langston also 4 room apartment on Summer St. Applv
to appear before our Superior Court, to be MRS. FROST, 8 Summer St. Tel. 318-R.
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Walter
DR. PERLEY R. DAMON
holden at Rockland, within and for the County
92-tf
Swift and a genuine surprise it was.
of Knox, on the flrsf Tuesday of November ______________________
TO
LET
—
Apartment
in
Mtcknell
block
as no thought of it had come to them
A. I). 1930, by publishing tan attested copy of
Dentist
said Libel, and this order thereon, throe weeks Apply to B. B. SMITH. Thorndike ft Hix
until car after car came rolling into
92-tf 302 MAIN ST.
i successively In The Courier-Gazette, a news- Lobster Co. Tel. 298,
ROCKLAND, ME.
the yard and the sound of many
! paper printed In Jtoekland In our Countv of
voices was heard. After the hearty
I Knox, the last publication to he thirty days
ENROLL NOW—OPENS SEPT. 15
Telephone 915-M
Notice To Dog Owners
I at least prior to said first Tuesday of Novem
greetings were over and a social hour
ber next, that he may there and then in our
83tf
SCHOOL OPENS WEEK PRECEDING FOR REGISTRATION
enjoyed refreshments of sandwiches,
said court appear and show cause, if any he
NOTICE To owners of dogs running loose.
ALL NEWEST AND MODERN METHODS IN
cake, coffee and punch were served
have, why the prayer of said Libelant should I will not he responsible for what may hap
not be granted.
pen to your dog found running loose on mv DR.L1NWOOD T. ROGERS
followed by the singing of old-time
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
property at Bear Hill. Rockville. Maine.
ARTHUR CHAPMAN
sopgs with Mrs. Harold Pease at the
oar itorot
any of
Justice of tlie Superior Court.
Any dogs running deer, rabbits out of sea
EVENING SCHOOL OPENS OCT. 1
piano. John Dean was then called
(L. S.)
son or chasing and disturbing my cattle and
Osteopathic Physician
A true copy of the Ubel and Order of the sheep will be shot on sight.
upon and in a very sincere and pleas
TEL. 994 or 990-M
LENA K. SARGENT
Court thereon.
Owner of dogs beware. Keep your dogs up.
400
MAIN ST„ ROCKLAND
ing manner extended hearty con
Attest:
H. B. RICHMOND, Hilltop, Bear Hill, Rock
101-193
gratulations and best wishes and pre100-Th-106 MILTON M. GRIFFIN, Clerk.
ville, M«.
93-110
Telephones 1295; Reeldtnoe 2SS-M

Killing 40,000 People Annually

In Everybody’s Column

THOMASTON

USED CARS

Breeding by the Millions» Hatched in Unspeakable Filth

THE FEARFUL _

E. 0. Philbrook & Son

FLY-TOX

LIVE POULTRY

KILLS THEM ALL

NEW HATS FOR OLD

the refrigerator with the

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!

^MONITOR

TOP andsave nwnei

Buy on the Budget Plan
Small Payment Down

MOTOR
TRANSPORTATION

Balance in 18 Months

S

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

BURPEE’S

GENERAL ® ELECTRIC
ALL-STOKI. l!i:['«ilGi:l[ATUR

Central Maine Power Company
At

ROCKLAND COMMERCIAL COLLEGE

Page $even
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TENANTS HARBOR
Mrs. Grace Rivers .and daughter
Alice of Worcester, who have been
guests of Miss Eva Torrey left Sun'day for their home by auto with Her
bert Davis of New York at the wheel
Mr. and Mrs. C. Y. Monaghan are
visiting their parents.
Lincoln Monaghan and family of
Braintree, Mass., and Miss Hazel
Hupper of Melrose Highlands, Mass., The last week in August we will mark down the merchan
are guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. K.
dise in our Rockland Summer Shop, from 20% to 30%
Monaghan.
Mrs. Everette Snow has been a
Reductions embrace
guest of her sister in Thomaston for
a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Smith of Au
gusta are guests at Waneset Inn.
Mrs. Smith is a daughter of Pro
prietor and Mrs. Charles Hawley.
Capt. Charles Holbrook and daugh Of extraordinary interest is a group of Suits and Topcoats,
ter Mrs. David Brown and son Elwood
of Somerville, Mass., arrived Satur
formerly priced to $50.00
day for two weeks’ vacation.
Mrs. Herbert Davidson is entertain
ing guests from Somerville, Mass.
Miss Elizabeth Corey has been a
guest of relatives in Rockland.
Reductions
Mrs. Willis Wilson has employ
ment at Wan-e-set Inn.

SHOWING FALL STYLES
In addition to personal notes regarding
departures and arrivals, this department espe
cially des'res Information of social happenings,
parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mall or
telephone will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE _________ _____ ___ _______ 770

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Fitzpatrick who
have been guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Donald Perry have returned to their
home in 'Providence, R. I. They w’ere
accompanied by Mrs. Georg© Patcnaude of Woonsocket, who was re
turning home after an extended visit
with Mrs. -Perry.

Mrs. Irving Elwell and daughter
Anther are visiting relatives in Stockton Springs.
a
—
Mrs. Charles Bartlett of Washing
ton daughter Mrs. Mabel Rogers and
granddaughter Helen Rogers of Day-)
tona, Fla., were the guests this week
Mrs. Thomas McKinney entertained
of Mrs. Bartlett’s sister, Mrs. W. T.; the P. & IT. Club Tuesday afternoon
Richardson, Spruce street.
at her home on Knott street.

SUITS and COATS

Mrs. Orrin IF. Smith was hostess
Mrs. Evelyn Snow of Waltham, to the E.F.A. Club yesterday after
Mass., was weekend guest of Capt.; noon at her home on Ocean avenue.
nnd Mrs. A. B. Norton.
I
Waldo 'S. Gilchrest who has been
Mrs. Evelyn McKusIc who has been spending a (month’s 'vacation with
spending her vacation at Ocean Bark, relatives in Thomaston and vicinity
has returned home and with her son
left for Washington, D. C„ yesterday.
Muurice, is occupying her cottage at
Cooper’s Beach.
The bridge -party given at Grand
Kathleen Chaples Seavey arrived Army hall Tuesday evening under the
Saturday from Portland and will be auspices of the Auxiliary of Sons of
the guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Union Veterans had four tables, with
honors falling to Mrs. I. J. Shuman,
W. A. Chaples.
Mrs. Fred Achorn, Mrs .-Susan Hurd
•
Mr. and Mrs. William Kincaid, sons and Mrs. Elizabeth Murray.
William Jr., Gerald, and Jackie, of
Mrs. Belle Frost left yesterday for
Orient Heights, East Boston, whrt
have been touring Canada with visits New Gloucester where she will attend
to Montreal and Quebec were over the school for district deputies of the
night guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. L, Eastern Star. Mrs. Frost is deputy
Vose. Tuesday. Yesterday they start grand matron of District No. 11.
ed on their homeward trip, visiting
Old Orchard Beach enroute.
Prof, and Mrs. Leonard A. Packard
who have bean guests of relatives in
Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. Cox and this city and Appleton have returned
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Motz of Arling to their home in Needham, Mass.
ton. Mass., who have been spending Prof. Packard is head of the geo
their vacation at Pembroke, made a graphical department of the Boston
short visit with Mr. and Mrs. Berke Teachers’ College, and is enjoying a
ley Winslow, Monday on their way year's leave of absence from that
home.
institution.

Mr. ar.d Mrs. Leroj’ Page of Rose
Hill Farm, Crescent Beach, enter
tained at dinner and bridge Monday
evening. Among the out of town
guests were Mr. and Mrs. James N.
Emery of Pawtucket, R. I. Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Gushee of Appleton.
Miss Gladys MacMillan. Miss Mildred
Mai-Millan, Miss A. M. Vacher of
East Arlington. N. J. and Mr. and Mrs.
Earl McIntosh of Rockland. Prizes
were won by Miss Mildred MacMillan
and Earl McIntosh.
Mrs. Edward H. Lothrop of Port
land is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. A.
C. McIntosh, South Main street.
Invitations have been
Mrs. H. B. Fales and Mrs.
of Flushing, L. I., for
musicale at the Copper
day from 3 to 5 o'clock.

issued by.
C. C. Wahle
a tea and
Kettle Fri-i

Miss Amelia Vacher and Miss
Gladys MacMillan are visiting Miss
MacMillan’s mother. Mrs. Eloise Mac
Millan at her cottage, ’’Journey’s
End." Crescent Beach. They will
return home to East Orange. N. J..
Labor Day. accompanied by Miss
Mildred MacMillan who spent the
summer with her mother.

Fred Sparrow of Dedham. Mass.,
spent the weekend with his family
which is summering at South Thom
aston.

Mrs. Arnold Rogers (Esther Stev
enson) leaves IFriday to Join her hus
band in Council Bluffs, Iowa.
Mrs. Marcus Chandler entertained
Tuesday afternoon at her home in
Camden, with Mrs. "Wyman Foster
of Rochester, IN.. Y.( as honor guest.
Three tables of bridge were in play,
honors being won by Mrs. Louis
Hary, Mrs. Willard Wight and Mrs.
William Glendenning, Jr. of Rockland.
Other Rockland guests were Mrs.
Arnold Rogers, Mrs. Linwood -Rogers.
Mrs. Charles Wotton, Mrs. Dorothy
Lawrence; also Mrs. Daniel Lakeman
of Dorchester, Mass., and Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Chaples and
daughter Kathleen, Pearl Robertson
and Miss Viola von Wallmenich of
Brooklyn, motored Tuesday to Au
gusta where they were guests of
friends.

Mrs. C. E. Rollins and daughter
Miss Daphne Winslow motored Mon
day to Lewiston where Miss Winslow
Among the out of town people here attended the Cole-Parnell wedding.
yesterday to attend the McLaughlin
concert were noted Mrs. G. M. Barneyj
Mr. and Mrs. Adelbert French
Mrs. A. J. Huston and Mrs. George
Knight (Bessie Little) of Portland: (Beulah Cole) have returned horn©
Mrs. George F. Harriman of Belfast from their honeymoon trip to Quebec
and New York; Mrs. Ralph L, and back through Vermont and the
Flanders of Boston and Northport; White Mountains.
Dr. Arthur Hartley, Dr. Harriet Hart-'
Miss Pauline Chase of Brooklyn is
ley. Mrs. Harry 8. Weaver and Dr:
Ruth Weaver of Philadelphia; -Mrs. the guest of her sister, -Mrs. W. W.
Carl Jungen of New York; Miss Spear, iBeech street.
Katherine Shea,
and Mrs. Alfonsd
Mr. and Mrs. -K. B. Crie motored
Bolduc, Oneslme Bolduc (an accom
plished violinist), Fr. Amlel Faucher Monday to Lakewood where they
and Miss Cecile Faucher of Water attended the afternoon reception for
ville; Manuel Bernard of New York; Dr. and Mrs. William -Rogers Chap
Hallett Gillierte, the noted composer, man. during which plans were dis
of Lincolnville Beach and New York. cussed for future festivals at Lakewood. Dr. Chapman’s health Is re
Mrs. Charles Wotton gave a picnic markably good at this time, nnd he
yesterday at Lucia Beach, with Mrs. seemed in his enthusiasm and eager
Arnold Rogers and Mrs. Wyman
ness to be the same vital figure he
Foster of Rochester, N. Y„ as honor
was back In the Maine Music Festival
guests.
days.
Master Wilson B. Keene Jr., ar
Mr. and Mrs. Turner of Malden
rives tomorrow from Camp Medomak
to join his mother at the illume of H. Mass., and Mrs. Clara Overlook of
Washington were callers at Mrs. M.
O. Gurdy, Masonic street.
E. Graves,’ Gay street, Tuesday.
Vesper Grover is ill at Knox Hos
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Perry of Rock
pital.
ville and Mr. and Mrs. Lucius Perry
Mrs. Kenneth Lord and sons Her of this city are making a short visit
bert and Kenneth who have been with Mr. and Mrs. Charles Perry in
spending the summer with Mr. and North Conway, N. H.
Mrs. J. F. Cooper, Limerock street
At Paris Hill, the beautiful old
left yesterday for Washington, D. C.j
Maine town often visited by Mr. and
where Major Lord, is now stationed
Mrs. E. F. Glover and the family of
the late Rev. C. A. Knickerbocker,
Harris iStackpole Shaw of
on
spending several days with his par there is to he held todaj' for the bene
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Shaw in fit of community projects a "Famous
Fifties” fair.
Many ot. the old
Thomaston.
houses, churches and public buildings
Mr. and Mrs. Olin Woodward ard will be opened up. vehicles of yesterr
leaving today for their home in year will he displayed, an old-time
Thompsonville, Conn., after being thd circus will take place on the Country
guests of Mrs. C. A. Packard, Pleas! club grounds, the hand will discourse
music all day on the village green,
ant street, for several days.
participants in the fair will wear oldMr. and Mrs. Frank Wheeler and fashloned costumes, and there will be
daughter Ruth and Mr. and Mrs. Wil many other features in keeping with
liam J. Tate and son William of Wa the "fair 50's."
tertown. Mass., are spending the week
Mrs. Carrie E. Collins has returned
at Crawford’s Lake.
to her hi-me tn Worcester. Mass.,
The bridge party sponsored by the after three weeks' visit with her
Crescent Beach Improvement Society brother. Capt. O. E. Simmons, of
nnd held at the cottage of Mrs. Ed Limerock street.
ward Gonia Tuesday afternoon had
Mr. and Mrs. Fred A. Carter spent
13 tables, pay being received for 15.
Garden flowers were used profusely the weekend at Lakewood and other
as decorations, many of which were points in Central Maine, the trip'
gifts. Honors were w^n by Mrs. Mary being made in their new eightKeizer, Mrs. J. O. Stevens, Mrs. Lena cylinder Buick.
Sargent, Mrs. Millie Thomas, Mrs. E.
Mr. nnd Mrs. L. J. Allen and daugh
W. Freeman, Mrs. Walter Ladd. Mrs.
I. J. Shuman. Mrs. Emma Douglass, ter Emma of Watervliet, N. Y., have
Mrs. Florence Keating. Mrs. Raymond been guests at C. E. Gouldlng's,
Stewart. Mrs. A. C. Jones, Mrs. Choris Pacific street.
Jenkins. H. H. Howard, Mrs. Donald
Mrs. Ross Trickey and son Pete of
Leach and Mrs. Peterson of South
Thomaston. Mrs. Gonia was assisted New York and Mr. and Mrs. Jack
in serving refreshments by Mrs. E. J Meade and daughter Aileen of
llelller, Mrs. Eugene O'Neil. Mrs. Swampscott, Mass., were guests
Henry Chatto, Mrs. Helen Fales and Tuesday of their cousin Mrs. Almon
Mrs. Frank Magune. The commit Young, Purchase street, enroutq to
tee is very appreciative of all the help their homes after spending the past
given in making the party a success.. month at Vinalhaven.

Suits, Topcoats, Sportswear, Furnishing Goods

ALSO

FALL SOFT HATS

Herbert Roach of Syntrna Mills is
William C. Bird arrives today from
visiting at the home of Nils Nelson, Northampton, Mass., to Join his fami
called here by the birth Monday night ly at the home of -H. O. Gurdy, Ma
of a little daughter.
sonic street, for a week or ten days.

Lieut. Coni. R. M. Rush, wife and
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence (Hale of iBoxtwo children, who have been guests ford, Mass., are guests of Mr. and
at Rose Hill Farmhouse have re Mrs. It. L Jones at The Highlands.
turned home to Winchester, Mass.

Important Announcement

t—IN—

Mrs. Benjamin Wilcox of Brookline,
Mass., is the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Beverage, Chestn*ut street.

Now $25.00

and CAPS
The New Horsehide Leather Coats with four pockets and belt all
around

Fine clothing for men. women and
children will he sold at cost or even
i less at the sale now starting at the
j home of George Soffayer, 20 Holmes
street, Rockland. He has been sick
•and is closing out his stock at once.—
adv.
102-103

L E. BLACKINGTON

(Next Educational Ciu'b picnic (3
to 7.30 p. m.) will be held Lubor Day
with Mrs. Rebecca Ingraham, 14
Berkeley street, with program, cur
rent events, civics lesson and anec
dote or poem from each member.
Box luncheon with coffee at 6. (Speak
ers. 'Please take money collected
and full drive reports that coming
picnics may be arranged.
THE NEW FRIGIDAIRE

Roy Genthner Telle Something Of the
Splendid Low Price Model

Three cubic feet of storage space,
provided- in the smallest of the new
low-price models recently introduced
by Frlgldalr© Corporation, is suffi
cient to hold a day's supply -of perish
able food for a family of five or six
people, according to Roy H. Genthner.

WATTS HALL
Thomaston
RETURN ENGAGEMENT

“Where

DANCE
SPEAR’S HALL

FRIDAY, AUGUST 29
“STICK” SMITH AND HIS ORCHESTRA
with BERT LIBBY, Banjo Artist
ADMISSION 50 CENTS

Orange & Black
I

—for—«■

DOLLAR DAYS
We Have the Dollar Day Tickets

Try Our Special Dinner Thursday, Friday
DINE

|
(
I

;

DANCE

Oakland Park
TONIGHT
LEO DOUCETTE’S dance band

LAST THREE DANCES
SATURDAY NIGHT
LABOR DAY MORN (Beginning at 12.05)
LABOR DAY NIGHT (Last Dance)

Sunday callers at tlie home of Mrs.
Dunton’s brother Mr. and Mrs. C. A.
Moore, Willow street, Rockland.
Mrs. Lewis Robinson and two chil
dren have returned from a few days’
visit in Bangorr.

Thoroughbreds

Meet '

Maine State Fair
’

Lewiston, Me.k
- Annually Labor Day Week

The Race Schedule
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 1
2.14 Trot,
Purse $750
2.19 Trot,
Purse 500
2.15 Pace,
Purse 500
3-year old Trot and Pace. Purse 500
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 2
2.17 Pace $500.
2.20 Pace $500
2.24 Trot,
$500
Claiming Race Value $250. Purse $200
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 3
Free For All Trot,
Purse $1,000
2.12 Pace,
Purse 750
2.24 Pace,
Purse 500
Claiming Race Value $500. Purse 250

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 4
Professional Auto Races
By International Drivers
See the Speed Kings Perform Thursday Afternoon

FRIDAY-SATURDAY
A Swift Stepping Lad!
A Gold Digging Lass!
FRIDAY-SATURDAY

ONE NIGHT ONLY

Betty Compson

SATURDAY, AUG. 30
.

8.20 o’clock

THE

John Wray

CARROLL
PLAYERS

IN

“The CZAR of BROA DWAY”

(Seven Seasons in Bangor)

Presenting Anne Nichols'

A thrilling story of the uppercrust of the
underworld-1—a king of crooks forcing his
will upon others—defying the police.

Original Stage Play

“ABIE’S

local dealer.
Tests conducted to determine ex
IRISH ROSE’’
actly what could be stored in a cabi
and
the return of the Favorite
net of this size revealed the following
results: five quarts of milk, one pint
of cream one pound of butter two
FRANK URBAN
dozen eggs, one pound of bacon, a
(late
of Clark-Urban Co.)
five pound roast, one pound-of cheese,
two hunches of celery, two heads of
Seats now on eale at McDonald's
lettuce, one jar qf mayonnaise, and
one bottle of ehili sauce. In addition,
Drug Store
there was space enougli left for two
ALL SEATS 50c, RESERVEp
small cantaloupes, or two quarts of
berries, or a small amount of left
103-004
overs the local man said.
“Engineers designing the new
models took this fact into considera
tion, nnd perfected an electric refrig
erator embodying all the refinements
of the more expensive models, in a
moderate-sized cabinet. In so doing,
they developed a Frigidaire compara
ble In size to the ice refrigerators
being used by hundreds of thousands
MORRIS HALL
of families, but at a cost which places
it within the reach of homes which
TENANTS HARBOR
heretofore had believed Frigidaire to
be beyond their immediate hopes."— i
Music by
adv.

Big Dance

‘WILD
COMPANY’

Kirk’s Dance Band

ADMISSION 50c AND 25c

97-98

Jazz speeds a son towards prison
bars and family disgrace because
parents were indifferent and chil
dren in search of thrills picked their
own paths for play.
WITH

H. B. WARNER, SHARON LYNN
ALSO

Mickey Maguire Comedy

Paramount Sound News
NOW SHOWING

DOROTHY MacKAIL

LAST TIMES TODAY

TONIGHT

These endurance tree-sitters are
certainly fearless, braving hungry
squirrels like that.—Judge.

summer school at the Theological
Seminary.
Her brother Stephen
Webb of Searsport is visiting her for
a time.
Mr. .and Mrs. F. A. Dunton were

1

100-103

.

Numismatists are puzzled over a
coin that is perfectly smooth and
Miss Celia Crowley is a guest for plain on both sides. They can't make I
two weeks of relatives in Danvers heads nor tails of it.—Arkansas Ga
and Lynn.
zette.

‘Mrs. Marshall Spriggs and son
Marshall of Attleboro, Mass., are
spending a week’s vacation -with Mrs.
A. L G. Mills ln Bast Warren.

Rev. W. C. Raker a former paster
here was calling on friends in town
recently.
Mrs. Ada M. Hawes of Augusta has
been visiting relatives here the past
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Miller and
daughter Ruth are visiting relatives
In NewtonvHle. Mass.
Rev. Anna Webb has returned from

Assistant Engineers

To Cincinnatti

Hampton Beach.

Rockland, Me.
SEARSMONT

Maine G.A.R. Head Gives
Us a Little Outline of Trip

Cincinnati. Ohio, Aug. 24
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Call of Rich Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
The delegation from Rockland nnd
mond were weekend guests of Mr. and
Mrs. A. S. Atkins. It was Mr Call’s vicinity to the National G.A.R. en
campment left Rockland at 2 p. m.
first visit here in 15 years.
Friday, a few additions being made
Scott Kittredge of Freeport, L. I. before we got to Portland. We left
has joined his family at the home of Portland at 8 p. m., about 70 strong,
Mr. and Mrs. George Green, South with a drum and bugle hand of 20
Thomaston.
pieces, and arrived in New York in
a heavy rain storm at 10 a. m. Satur
A packed house greeted Kitty Mc day. Spits of snow fell with the rain
Laughlin, soprano, in song recital at and we did not suffer with heat.
the Universallst Church last evening
Busses took us to the ferry boat,
with Frank Bibb, pianist, and Ear! and we crossed the river amidst a
Lippy, baritone, as assisting artists, sharp tempest of thunder and light
the event proving to be one of the
most brilliant musical successes ever ning. Several big ocean liners were
given in this city. A detailed account being moved by tugs, some just ar
riving, some just leaving for Europe.
will appear in a later Issue.
It rained about all day Saturday,
-Bradford Burgess has }>ad as his preventing us from seeing the many
guest .for a few days Edgar,Frost of points of interest along the way, the
Springfield, Mass.
Mr. Burgess route (Baltimore and Ohio) being of
visited friends in Winthrop. Augusta special historical interest, as it was
on the dviding line between North
and Pittsfield, Tuesday.,
and (South, and much hard lighting
Kenneth, three-year-old son of Mr. was done here.
At Harper’s Ferry it cleared up a
and Mrs. Anthony -Smalley, is seri
ously ill wieh pneumonia at the little for a few moments, giving us a
home of his parents on South street. fleeting glimpse of that place of
tragic history. One old G.A.R. boy
Capt. nnd Mrs. William H. Winca- told us of his capture here, with his
paw and son William motored to Bos whole command (11,000) because of
the treachery of the commanding
ton yseterday.
officer whose sympathies as it proved,
Mrs. *CIara Curtis and son David J were with the South. Fortunately
left this! morning for a visit in Bos ' for him he was not taken far South,
ton. Mrs. Curtis is having her vaca and soon escaped with many others
tion from -Moran’s insurance office. and lived to visit the old place with
us 61 years later. The fog prevented
Mrs. N. J. Cole of Brewer is visit us seeing the three high hills which
ing Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Cole, for a few the Rebs occupied for the capture of
the Yankees. It did not appear to be
days
much of a place to look at. All of
Gordon Crowley is the guest of the buildings had a tumble down,
his grandmother at Ash Point.
decaying look. Night came on and I
was asleep when we came through
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Long of or over the mountains with one loco
Worcester. Ma9s., who have been motive pulling and one pushing, so I
guests of Mr. and Mrs. 8. B. St. Clair was told in the morning. We arrived
Trinity street, have returned home. in Cincinnati about JO a. m. standard
While here they visited their old and quartered at the Gibson Hotel.
home In St. George. On th^ return
[Col.] F.8. I’hilbrick
trip they will spend a fejv duys at

HARMON’S, Inc.

APPLETON

Next Sunday and Monday after
CLOTHING AND SHOE DEALER
noon and evening Mrs. N. Ruth
Bowers of Brooklyn, ‘N. Y. and Rev.
Mr. I’etegree of Delaware with a hand
of musicians will be with the Pente
costal Assembly here. These people
And we hope nobody thinks about
F. H. Sanborn has returned from a
FERNANDO ARRIVES suggesting that Floyd Gibbons run for have just put on a big campaign In
visit with Mr. und Mrs. Willis Pease
Portland with good results.
the Senate.—Judge.
in Rochester, N. H.

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Bowden and
Thomas Jr., left Wednesday for their
home in Media. Penn., after a most
enjoyable six weeks’ visit with Mr.
and Mrs. A. S. Atkins, 11 Grove street.

Start Monday, Aug. 25, ending Saturday, Aug. 30

IN

“COMMON CLAY”

‘THE FLIRTING WIDOW’

HOME OF PARAMOUNT PICTURES
SHOWS
2.00, 6.45, 8.45
Sat. Continuous
2.00 to 11.00

Telephone 892

One of the Publix Theatres

Homi of
Paramount
Picturea

One of the
Publix
Theatres
Tel. 409

Every-Other-Da/
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much improved in health and to meet
the others of his family, some for the
first time.
| _ ,
Calaphas and his associates In the . .
, _
,
I
M
The musical part of the program
Council of the sanhedrin, do th.ir Harvard Graduate Is New
Former Rockland Man’s Impressions Brought Out of the «'”k In f,ve pa^ion years only two
Pr(,s;dent__ Twentv-Fifth was largely contributed to by Mrs.
Hall, Sr., as accompanist, and the
°
‘men have been elected to play the [
1 rcblucI1L
j
son, who said that he was just a be
part, Johann Zwink in 1890, 1900 and
Performance of 1930
Gathering
ginner
with the musical instrument
1910, and Guido Mayr in 1922 and
1930. Johann Zwink. still alive is I The descendanls of Ebeneier Hal’., on which he rendered selections. He
said to have been a strong Interpreter who wali s]aln at Matinlcus hv was made a beginner in another line,
(By James Edward Rhodes, 2d)
of the part, and Guido Mayr Is ,ur. ly ,ndians ftrat met
annual reunlon at when Mrs. Ellen Conant, Horatio D
[Concluded From Tuesday's Issue] sixe scene is the “Last Supper” enact one of the outstanding actors of the Penobscot View Grange hull. Glen- Hall and Mrs. Jennie Young, as
The Judas which is t.ove
Every
g,nce the nominating committee, named Stan
The play is divided into three parts, ed faithfully according to the famous present play
ley F. Hall, of New London. Conn.,
the first part being the longest and picture of Leonardo da Vinci, with the seen in him is a strong minded, im- klndred has a88embled at the 8ame and a graduate of Harvard College,
pulslve
man.
of
an
ordmary
type,
dis,
ace
on
(he
Wedne9d
of
dispute
among
the
disciples
as
to
as long as the other two parts and
hi? August,
.
, and, though there have been as the new president.
taking all of the forenoon for the whom shall be first, Christus wash contented
... and dissatisfied with
,
Others chosen to office for the com
performance. This part consists of ing their feet, the command to con associations, flattered by the ad many changes and not a few of those
ing year were William Hall, vice
vances
and
attentions
of
the
Council
tinue
the
custom
in
remembrance,
the
seven acts, beginning with the entry
who gathered 24 years ago have president: Mrs. Lena Hull, secretary;
into Jerusalem and ending with the hurried departure of Judas, and the of the Sanhedrin, the prospect of passed on. the faithful met this year
Mrs. Harriet A. Buker. treasurer;
wealth,
fame
and
power
dangling
be

passionate
vow
of
Peter,
so
soon
to
arrest in the Garden of Gethsemane.
though in lessened numbers.
Frank H. Ingraham, entertainment
fore
him.
and
yielding
to
the
temptahe
broken.
The
most
thrilling
scene
The second part consists of six acts,
The Belfast Hunt ns, most of the committee and Mesdames Clara Hall
is
the
mob
scene,
the
Christus
before
'ion
simply
a
frequent
tragedy
of
life.
!
Cr
,
p
klndred
those
descendants
who
going from the arrest in the Garden
The "onlen
°n the whole, a hear the name of Rhodes and some of and Cora Hall and Mrs. Stanley Hall. '
to the condemnation by.Pilate. The Pilate, when Pilate swaved by the
dinner committee.
The business |
third part consists of only three acts mob led by Calaphas finally gives in. minor part in the play. Of the whole the nearby Halls were absent. Neither
and ends with the Resurrection. Be- j calls for water, washes his hands of ;cast
nearly seven hundred people, Matinicus nor Vinalhaven was repre meeting followed the table exeFeiscs
in the dining room, all participating,
'fore each act the prologue is spoken, the affair before the mob and delivers ef wh<m two hundred are children. sented, while most of those who have
with much zest, in the latter, giving
*oc/,
(there is singing by the chorus, and the Christus to be crucified. The only fifty are women and only a few usually come from Massachusetts
opportunity for discussion of the
1 one or two beautiful tableaux are swaying, surging and shouting of the of them have speaking parts. The were missed this year, at the 25th
question as to whether or not the |
; shown, each tableau dealing with mob Is a most perfect piece of the most prominent parts for the women reunion.
Halls excel as good cooks or as good
some familiar biblical scene. The atrical training and shows the are Mary, the mother of Jesus, and
eaters, much good food disappearing
°ntriumph of Calaphas as a persuasive Mary’ Magdalene, and the scenes in
(grand
finale
of
the
play
is
a
magni

<A"dOrV'C‘/’«. f?‘ef
during the proceedings.
fog seal
rcauesl
ficent tableau of the Ascension, fol- and successful leader. The way in which they figure most are the leave
4^r
• • • •
' lowed by a jubilant song of*praise by which Pilate berates the mob for its 1 taking at Bethan>’ anrt tbe descent
The program included clarinet solos
fickleness, the shouts of exultation on from tbe cross The former P“rt this
i the chorus.
yv//
by Stanley F. Hall, reading by Mrs.
The Passion Play defies description. the entry of the Christus into Jeru- year ls played by Annl Rut1’ and the
MS*’* *»<>„..
Ellen Conant: recitations by Myron
It starts with the triumphal entry in’o salem on the previous Sabbath and '“Her by Johanna ITelsinger. Both
Cummings. Christina Hall. Harriet
Jerusalem.
immediately following now the demand for His death, is the are very young women, each being
president
A. Buker and Margaret Hall; st< ries
which the Christus drives the ser high spot of the play. The whole per twenty-four years old. It Is evident
&b~'fullr
by George W. Nute, J. E. Roberts.
vants of Mammon from the Temple. formance defies written description. that new actors are chosen for these
parts each passion year.
Dana Cummings. Judge Edwarl K.
This incurs their anger, and they go
The Principal Actors
CTbuId and C. Clifton Lufkin: violin
A Few Words In Conclusion
to the Council of the Sanhedrin and
The entire management of the
solos by Commander F. S. Philbrick
demand revenge. All of the action of Passion Play is in the hands of a
Any account of the Passion Play in
with Mrs. Frank H. Ingraham at the
3°0, h?ArH.
the play centers around the desires committee, the Passion-committee, which any discussion of it is given
piano; remarks by Leonard F. Had.
and efforts of the Sanhedrin to do so-called, consisting of twenty-two necessarily involves an expression of
Jr.; songs by Helen Spear and a
If this account
J ’ Galilean, whom the persons, the fourteen common conn- ,,personal reactions.
, . ,
patriotic dialogue by Mrs. Buker and
P.abbi Archalcus brands at a "deceiver 1 ciil rs, two honorary members of ls s> nil>athe:ic it is because I am in
Walter Staples. The opening num
of the people an enemy of Moses, an which the Parish priest is one and svmpathv wlth ,be institution. It is
ber was the reading of the original
enemy of the Holy Law ’ Through six others elected by the communal a ,pertac,e "hlcli I have desired to
poem written by the late Hiram Hall
flattery and
bribery they induce a8semb|v. Tlie cholce of the prlncl„a| see -“‘nee youth, and as I was sitting
a.,,
This country has cut it s death* jhopeful showing if it hasn’t saved th#
for the first reunion, he being the first
Judas to deliver Him into their fetors is made hv this committee there on that beautiful Sunday in
**’"*
lit.
rate in half since 1900. which is .a (wrong half.—Westorf (Ore.) Leader.
president,
(it
being
read
by
Mrs.
June,
in
the
vast,
barn-like
audi

hands Once in their hands the Conn- the final election being by secret balKu
Leonard F. Hall, Jr.) Those present
cil, working on the passions of the after a number of preliminary ballots torium in Oberammergau, watching
joined in singing familiar songs dur
''•/f
J*
the scenes which I have mentioned
mol,
induces
Pilate
to
order
His
in
whlch
preferences
are
expressed
*«^'*V*'*
ing the afternoon, with Mrs. Leonard
crucifixion and the release of Barab- for the different parts. The election here and the other parts of the play. (
Hall. Sr., accompanist. The com
as.. This is the whole plot of the ' takes place in the late fall preceding I could hardly realize that this dream
pany stood with bowed heads, while
. , , ,
1 the year of the pla.v. and is a solemn of years had come true. The setting
a verse of ‘‘Nearer My God To Thee’’ '
....
,
,
performance , in reality a religious vwas much as I had pictured that it j
was played. In memory of those who '
Although there arc several hundred ceremony. Every one in town is well would he. the quaint little town
had died during the year.
people in the play, most of them being known t0 the comrnittee. so the daily among the eternal hills, some of
County Attorney Leonard R. Camp- !
the customary participants in any life of those suggested is the acid test which furnish a beautiful and realistic i
bell spoke interestingly, recalling
street or mob scene, and a consider by which his or her character is background for the stage, something
some of the characters in Rockland's
able number of speaking parts, prac judged, for high character and an which no stage scenery can supply.
earlier history, and waxing remi- '
tically all of the,action is carried by exemplary life are the basic qualifi- I found the people, too, much as I had
niscent. Judge Edward K. Gould
three characters, the Christus. Caiaexpected that I would find them.
. „
u- i r> > <
-»
,
.cations for any principal part
said that he had collected the names ;
n
The criticism
be made that
phaS’ the High Priestand spokesman additlon to thls the
theatrical
i „ n may
,,
of 360 soldiers of the American revo
for the Council of theSanhedrin, and performances which are the chief tbe PaSSI‘°,n Play is "°w becoming
Judas. The Christus is. of course, the | divergiOn of tbe lnhabltants ,n thecommercialised. As far as the people Ancester Ebenezer Hall Who Was lution. who had gone from what is
central figure.
TheCouncil of the intervaIs between the pa«slon yearc of Oberammergau are concerned I do Slain At Matinicus By the Indians now Knox County, and asked the
cooperation of those present in his
j Sanhedrin is plotting to do away with how the histrionic talents which they ' not ,hink that thls-18
The recelp,s
efforts to get the names and other
Him, Calaphas is their leader, and
possess, so the selections are uni i from the performances this year will !
data of the lineal descendants of i
Judas is the instrumentality through formly fitting and appropriate.
be large, but the municipality is now
The banner which is a feature of these. He had found the life stories I
whom they plan to do an essential
this reunion, was early displayed on of these soldiers of great interest, as
The
outstanding
character
of
the
|
part of their work, the delivery of
' the enlargement of the Passion The- The platform, in front of the hall. Mr.
Passion Play during the performances
, the Christus into their power The whor,
s
'
I,
atre. the rebuilding of the stage, and and Mrs. George A. Hall of Hope, the he hn<V perused them on the records
"
hen
it
was
becoming
a
world
event.
.
....
and in the files in Washington D. C..
person who is chosen to play the part the nhv« nf 187ft -1 ififift o
mnn
permanent
improvement^
the
pla>s
of
1870-71,
1880
and
1890.
Tbe recelpl8municipal
of the%lay
of 1922 wer€ genial president and wife, were early which had proved a mine of informa
of the Christus must he one who can
on the scene and if anyone did not tion for his purposes.
was Josef Mayr, who played the part
carry through with majestic dignity. of the Christus in each of'those years’ *'h°Hy '°8t b?' ,be depre<’iatlon of ‘h* feel at home and at ease.'lt was surely
Parks Buker, 89. of Rockland, was
Calaphas must he the forceful, power
_
j German mark that came soon after. not the fault of the president. The
in the history of the Passion lav
...
.
ful. persuasive and dominating leader, i.
Q i
j
, .
■ so it is now twenty years since the Halls do not have to “let George do the oldest present at the reunion and (
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Gilbert E. Hall, of Lincolnville. 2
determined to win by any method and
.
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markable interpreters
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this part town has received anv benefit, from it.” because he is always on the job. yoars old. was the youngest. Those
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| at any price. Judas both in exulta
the pla.v. The players of the principal The greeting in verse, with which he
and
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not
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to
sav
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tion and in remorse is an interesting
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.
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, i parts have to devote practical , a opened last year’s meeting, was from Ohio came from the farth
for
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are Nicodemus and Joseph of Arima,
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thea. resisting as they do the deter- | '^ra" °,f tbe pIay is Johann ,Zwink- which they have lost Any commer which the association voted to pur- ing, Thursday, Aug. 28.
M-U
chase. “Hall Family Records." All
Edith M. Carroll. Sec.
1 now nearly eighty years old. who was
mination of the Council of the San
cialism is on the part of the different were glad to see Leonard Hall. Sr., so '
96-102
hedrin. of which they are members, the John of 1880 and the Judas of tourist and transportation agencies
to do away with the Christus and 1890. 1900 and 1910. Guido Mayr suc that give the play such extensive ad
ceeded him as Judas in 1922 and is
leaving the Council as a matter of
vertisement in order to induce trav
playing that part this year, so in five
protest to the exultation of their
elers to go to Oberammergau to see
performances
only
two
persons
have
associates and being charged with
it, but many who do go there to see
treachery by them
L^er Joseph '-en chosen for this part. Thomas it. like myself, are drawn by no Jhich
thwarts
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desires
to
throw
the
R
d
played
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of
Pet,
‘
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'
in
tnwarts tneir desires to throw tne , lg8# J8M an(J 190()
Andreas Lang cause. The Passion Play is a religi
b* dy into the pit by receiving per
ous ceremony performed as a mat
succeeded
him
in
1910
and 1922, and ter of sacred duty, and should be so
mission from Pilate for the burial, and
Peter
Rendl.
son
of
Thomas
and
sonregarded hv all spectators. The peo
the body is lowered down from the
cross by Nicodemus into the arms of in-law of Josef Mayr is playing the ple of Oberammergau are faithful to
part
this
year,
so
this
part
has
had
the vow of their forefathers, they welJoseph, who in turn delivers Him to
Mary, His mother. This is one of the only three interpreters in six per- ,
ae the world to see them perform
most beautifully impressive parts of I?ir]1‘l/!ces‘,^Tetei Ren<31 " as the John jtyhnd as long as the world goes there
----------lOf
1900
and
Josepb
of
Arimathea.
a
i
and
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the play.
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All of the acts are wonderful. The !
beroic and beautiful part in devotion from motives of piety and
not from mere curiosity there is no
hest team acting is in the sessions of
.
. .
the Council of the Sanhedrin. The
Abtoa Lan~ «uc^eded Josef Mayr danger of the commercialization of
most pathetic are the leave taking at 38 ,tbeft Ch'as1tl18 in the Performance this wonderful spectacle.
Bethany and the descent from the | °/ 190ft' and 11 does not detract from
cross, because of the way in which ith* fa“e °f
Mayr °r the credit
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about
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Chosen unexpectedly for the Christus Bucksport, is being rushed to comple
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gasolines, but none respond
(in the performance of 1900 to suqpeed tion so as to he ready to supply power
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the veteran Josef Mayr when he was to the Maine Seaboard Paper Com
your new Banner.”
only twenty-five years old, and had pany’s plant now under construction
never had an important part in the
InNlant pirk-up.
the latter town, which will be ready
play because of his age, he has lived for operation late this fall. One unit
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the part throughout his life. By wide of Wyman dam will be completed by
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right. No other gasoline in its
travel and constant and continued that time.
price class that I’ve tried can
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.Muro power. “You
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